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ABSTRACT 
As America enters its bicentennial celebration, American historians 
should be wary of the impulse to return to "nostalgic" or "heroic history" 
and a celebration of the American Revolution rather than an attempt to 
explain or understand it. This temptation may be averted if historians 
better appreciate the "uniqueness" of each colony's movement toward in- 
dependence and avoid interpreting it simply as a national event. 
As a case study, Rhode Island's "unique combination of characteristics' 
produced a response to the re-assertion of British authority which was 
"peculiar" to that colony.  Specifically, Rhode Island's early history 
displayed a continual struggle by that colony for political and religious 
independence against its more powerful Puritan neighbors, who viewed the 
colony's religious deviations and political instability as a direct 
threat to the spirituality of their settlements, thus a threat to the 
very matrix of Puritan society.  In addition to the Puritan apprehension 
of the influence of a colony of heretics to their theocracy, they were 
jealous and suspicious of the close relationship between the Rhode Is- 
landers and the powerful Narragansett Indians. 
Rhode Island's attempts to retain its sovereignty were impeded by 
the vague and conflicting colonial boundaries and charters of New England. 
The indecisiveness of the king and his royal commissions only served to 
accentuate the controversies. 
Another factor in Rhode Island's early history is the rabid internal 
factionalism which remained a major element in its political life right 
through to the Revolution.  The early feuding between William Arnold, 
Samuel Gorton and Roger Williams, the aversion of the authoritarian 
William Coddington toward the liberalism of Providence, the assemblymen 
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who "preferred the paternalism of Connecticut to the individualism of 
Rhode Island, the schemes of William Harris and others of the "proprie- 
tary party" of Providence to monopolize the original Providence purchase, 
and the Quaker sentiment which acquiesced to pro-Connecticut pressure to 
avoid "strife and retaliation" all increased Rhode Island's vulnerability 
to the encroachments of its neighbors. 
Rhode Island's legacy of suspicion of external power continued into 
the eighteenth century. The colony resisted the admiralty jurisdiction 
of Boston and refused to be commanded by officers of other colonies 
during the inter-colonial wars.  Because of its relative independence 
from British authority as a corporate colony, its dependence on the 
"triangular trade," and its past experience with encroachments by 
external powers, Rhode Islanders reacted more vigorously to the strict 
enforcement of the acts of trade and revenue and the reorganization of 
the admiralty courts in America.  The factions within the colony during 
the 1760s and the 1770s demonstrate this point; all of them staunchly 
defended their chartered government which safeguarded their political 
patronage. 
My study of Rhode Island's early history has prompted some general 
thoughts concerning the American Revolution.  First, I have a stronger 
feeling of inevitability concerning the movement toward Independence. 
Second, the miscalculations by the British regarding the unlikelihood of 
colonial unity is better appreciated. Third, since we live in a time of 
rapid change, experiencing a kind of "future shock," I sincerely hope 
historians will not allow their commemoration of the events to suppress 
their comprehension of the American Revolution's origin and meaning. 
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INTRODUCTION 
"The political development of each 
British American colony was molded by a 
number of local conditions which varied 
from colony to colony—owing to the dif- 
ferent types of government; contrasting 
geographical features which resulted in 
economic and sectional differences; an 
assortment of religions*..diverse customs 
and traditions; and a host of other fact- 
ors. Rhode Island exhibited a unique 
combination of characteristics which pro- 
duced the peculiar struggle described 
here, and an understanding of the peculiar 
struggle helps explain why Rhode Island 
left the Empire in 1776." 
David S. Lovejoy in his Rhode Island 
Politics and the American Revolution, 
1760-1776. 
The American Revolution, like all cataclysmic events of history, 
has fostered a variety of interpretations concerning its causes. The 
bicentennial celebration of the American Revolution will no douht add 
to the plethora of viewpoints on the subject. 
Initially, historians defined the Revolution intesnasotiftfcheyyonBg, 
innocent, proud and growing republic. These "romantic or herioc" histo- 
rians celebrated the Revolution with every stroke of their pens.  Still 
influenced by the early New England chroniclers of our colonial period, 
George Bancroft saw "the footsteps of Providential Intelligence every- 
where" in the conflict between the enlightened, egalitarian and vision- 
ary Americans and the oppressive, short-sighted British. Noble, humani- 
tarian ideals moved the Americans.  "They were rushing toward revolution... 
they were possessed by the truth, that man holds inhecent and indefeasible 
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right8...the contest involved the introduction into political life of 
ideas which had long been hovering in the atmosphere of humanity." 
Despite the "scientific" approach of later historians of the nineteenth 
century, and despite their diminution of the role of divine providence 
in bringing about the American Revolution, their "germ theory of poli- 
tics," which praised the superior genius of Anglo-Saxon thought as 
expressed by Revolutionary leaders, still identified the Americans with 
enlightened ideals and constitutional principles. 
Imperial historians began to question this view of the farsighted, 
egalitarian Americans fighting for freedom from the tyrannical British. 
They asserted that there were many adequate precedents for the Sugar Act 
of 1764 and for naval participation in the repression of contraband trade. 
Earlier historians had failed to look at the British Empire as a whole. 
The imperial historians pointed to the physical, social and political 
obstacles which naturally caused the colonies to "repel restraint" and 
made administration of the colonies an "incessant struggle," especially 
after the French and Indian War. They also probed the problems of states- 
manship, placemanship and bureaureracy in London.  Previous historians 
had seen Britain's actions as "usurpations" because the actions of the 
mother country were always "taken out of their historical setting." 
Lawrence H. Gipson emphasized the natural, unavoidable strain in relations 
which resulted from the French and Indian War or, as he called it, "the 
Great War for the Empire." After that conflict, the divergent needs of 
George Bancroft, "A Milestone of Progress," in Jack P. Greene, 
ed., The Ambiguity of the American Revolution (N. Y., 1968), pp. 48- 
61.  Perhaps the extreme romantic historian was Mason Locke Weems, or 
"Parson Weems," who wrote spurious biographies of George Washington 
and other Revolutionary leaders. 
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Britain and the colonies which existed prior to the war were magnified, 
and the preoccupation in defining their economic and political relation- 
ship became more acute. 
In the beginning of the twentieth century, the Progressive influ- 
ence affected many historians and their ideas concerning the roots of 
American independence.  Self-interest, shaped by social and economic 
forces, replaced the focus on Revolutionary ideals and constitutional 
principles.  In the 1920s and 1930s, this influence even led to the 
fashionable trend of "debunking," as many historians portrayed Revolu- 
tionary leaders as mere "puppets of economic and social forces." His- 
torians also began to stress conflict, not between England and the colo- 
nies, but within the colonies themselves!  "The American Revolution was 
a contest both for home rule and who should rule at home." Clashing 
economic interests and sectional, class antagonisms became the important, 
3 
motivating forces toward Revolution. 
2 
Herbert L. Osgood, "Introduction," The American Colonies in the 
Seventeenth Century, I (1904, Gloucester, Mass., 1957); Osgood, "The Case 
for the British," Greene, Ambiguity, pp. 64-78; Carl Ubbelohde, The Amer- 
ican Colonies and the British Empire (N. Y., 1971), pp. 4-8; Lawrence H. 
Gipson, "The American Revolution as an Aftermath of the Great War for the 
Empire, 1754-1761," Political Science Quarterly, LXV (March 1950): 86-104. 
3 
Samuel Eliot Morison, "Faith of a Historian," American Historical 
Review, LVI (1951): 261-75; Robert Allen Skotheim, American Intellectual 
Histories and Historians (Princeton, 1970), pp. 277-80; Arthur M. Schles- 
inger, Sr., "The American Revolution Reconsidered," Political Science 
Quarterly, XXXIV (1919): 61-78; J. Franklin Jameson, The American Revolu- 
tion Considered as a Social Movement (Princeton, 1926), pp. 3-26; Carl 
Becker, The History of Political Parties in the Province of New York, 
1770-1776 (Madison, Wise, 1909). Although Becker devoted much study to 
Enlightenment ideas in his works about the American Revolution, he did 
not celebrate them as did many earlier historians.  For Becker, they 
were neither true nor false, but seen as merely "functional tools" for 
the colonial leaders —rationalizations by honest men!  See The Declara- 
tion of Independence: A Study in the History of Political Ideas (N. Y., 
1958), pp. 277-8. 
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Many historians began to reject the Progressive approach to studying 
the American Revolution.  The consensus historians of the 1950s stressed 
and celebrated what they perceived as the traditional strains of American 
thought and the uniqueness and influence of the American environment in 
the events leading to 1776.  Later, historians examined the development 
of colonial institutions to find the road toward Independence. With the 
growth of colonial capitals as centers of authority, the pluralism and 
fluidity of colonial politics, and the development of competence in the 
areas of commerce and the professions, the colonies possessed by 1750 
4 
"virtually all the conditions necessary for self-governing states." 
More recently, historiography concerning the causes of the American 
Revolution has come "full circle," with the emphasis again on the power 
of ideas as expressed in republicanism and constitutionalism.  Entwined 
in this historiography is the neo-Whig emphasis on the fundamental prin- 
ciples of British liberal thought. To Bernard Bailyn and his students, 
the ideas were not rhetoric but real. The concepts concerning corrup- 
tion, the corrosive and aggresive nature of power, and the necessity for 
a mixed government, as expressed in the writings of John Trenchard and 
Thomas Gordon, "ranked with the treatises of Locke." A wide acceptance of 
these concepts allowed isolated, detached British actions to appear inter- 
related, and all part of a conspiracy to subvert colonial liberty. 
4 
Jack P. Greene, "An Uneasy Connection: An Analysis of the Precon- 
ditions of the American Revolution," in Stephen G. Kurtz and James H. 
Hutson, eds., Essays on the American Revolution (N. Y.,1972), pp. 32-80. 
Gordon S. Wood, "A Pluralistic Concept," in Greene, Ambiguity, pp. 
160-80; Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolu- 
tion (Cambridge, Mass., 1972), pp. 34-54; Wood, The Creation of the* 
American Republic, 1776-1787 (N. Y., 1972), pp. 3-43. 
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Although historians have attempted to ascertain general themes in 
their study of the causes of the American Revolution, those attempts 
should not de-emphasize the fact that the development of each British 
American colony "was molded by a number of local conditions which varied 
from colony to colony." Likewise, the development of Independence varied 
from colony to colony.  In the case of Rhode Island, that colony exhib- 
ited "a unique combination of characteristics" which helps explain why 
it left the Empire. That unique combination of characteristics included 
an early struggle to retain its right to both freedom of conscience and 
territorial integrity, inseparable objectives given the religious and 
political matrix of the Puritan society from which the vast majority of 
Rhode Islanders fled, and an excessive amount of factionalism which the 
colony displayed throughout its history. 
Many elements made the maintenance of Rhode Island's early indepen- 
dence difficult, principal among them being the Puritans of Massachusetts 
and Connecticut.  The very existence of Rhode Island threatened seven- 
teenth-century Puritan theocracy, and the Puritans made several attempts 
to destroy the independence of the colony that became a sanctuary for 
religious heretics. The friendly relations between the Rhode Islanders 
and the Narragansett Indians further angered Massachusetts and its allies 
in the Confederation of the United'Colonies in New England. The conflict- 
ing colonial charters of ithe New England colonies, and the subsequent in- 
decisive attempts of the crown to define the borders, resulted in numer- 
ous boundary disputes which threatened the precarious existence of Rhode 
David S. Lovejoy, "Introduction," Rhode Island Politics and the 
American Revolution, 1770-1776 (Providence, 1958); Esmond Wright, Fabric 
of Freedom, 1763-1800 (N. Y.~1965). pp. 1-21. 
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Island.  The abundant flare-ups of internal factionalism assisted the 
colony*8 more powerful neighbors in their efforts to engulf Rhode 
Island'8 territory and destroy its sovereignty. Rhode Islanders quickly 
became aware of the necessity of continued vigilance against any encroach- 
ments from outside authorities. 
That vigilance and suspicion continued into the eighteenth century. 
Rhode Islarid's militia consistently refused the leadership of any but 
native officers. The colony contested the military and admiralty juris- 
diction of Boston at every turn. Rhode Island, the only corporate colony 
besides Connecticut, was relatively free from much of the supervision en- 
dured by royal or proprietary colonies.  The colony was internally more 
liberal and politically fluid than its neighbors.  Its legislature was in 
a state of constant flux, sometimes experiencing turnovers close to one- 
hundred percent in the house of assistants. The re-assertion of British 
authority brought a more widespread feeling of deprivation and deviation 
from what had been accepted as the normal, everyday state of affairs in 
the colony. The factionalism throughout the colony's history reveals 
something about its susceptibility to its more powerful neighbors, but it 
also will reveal something about Rhode Island's movement toward Revolution. 
The following paper will examine Rhode Island's early history, which 
involved its struggle for political and religious independence, its 
internal factionalism which many times hampered and intensified that 
struggle, and the influence of that struggle into the eighteenth century 
when the threat to the colony's political sovereignty came, not from 
Massachusetts or Connecticut, but from Great Britain.- 
Lovejoy, Rhode Island Politics, pp. 2-4. 
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CHAPTER I 
Rhode Island: 
Challenge to Puritan Theocracy 
"...he went into Rhode Island where 
he affronted what little government they 
had. These wicked Gortonists began to 
seize the lands of certain Indians.*.and 
sow discord among the English, and threaten 
all matter with bloody confusion.  In the 
meantime, this crew of miscreants not only 
kept blowing up a flame of war between the 
English and the Indians, but also sent in- 
to the Bay one libel on top of another. 
Massachusetts could not in this extremity 
do God and the King better service than by 
'going out of their line'...to lay hold of 
these malefactors as the enemies of man- 
kind." 
Cotton Mather's remarks concerning 
Samuel GortAn in his Ecclesiastical His- 
tory of New England. Book VII. 
Cotton Mather*8 remarks reflect the sentiments of Puritan New Eng- 
land toward Samuel Gorton in particular, and the religiously and politi- 
cally radical Rhode Islanders in general. Mather's comments concerned 
the seizure of Samuel Gorton and his followers, an affair which included 
intrigue between a few Rhode Island iettlers, the sachems of Shawomet and 
Pawtuxet, Chief Sachem of the Mohegans, and the Government of Massachu- 
setts. This intrigue, which entailed interwoven threads of political 
rivalry, religious persecution, territorial claims, and Puritan hatred 
toward the Narragansett Indians, has been viewed by some historians as a 
"painful" and "unfortunate" chapter in the history of Massachusetts.  In 
an effort to understand the actions of Massachusetts against the Gorton- 
ists and theireie&Bse of the settlers of Rhode Island and Providence 
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Plantations, we must I*chtfirst at the Antinomian controversy in Massa- 
chusetts seven years earlier. 
William Hutchinson and his wife Anne arrived in Boston during the 
first wave of Puritan migrations in 1634. Both achieved prominence in 
the community, William from being a well-to-do land owner in England, 
and Anre from being a midwife, an eminently useful person in a society 
which regarded a physician's presence at childbirth as indecent.  Soon, 
Anne was delivering informal midweek commentaries on the peevious Sunday's 
sermons which questioned the teachings of the clergy and their spiritu- 
ality. After Mr8. Hutchinson gained the following of perhaps a majority 
of the Boston exaggeration, the conflict took on political as well as 
religious overtones.  In 1636, the Antinomian party succeeded in replac- 
ing John Winthrop, the perennial incumbent, with Sir Henry Vane, one 
known to be sympathetic to the Hutchinson party.  But the pendulum swung 
the following year. Winthrop was re-elected and those sympathetic to 
the Ant in*adiaan cause were dropped from political office. Tensions 
mounted and "there was great danger of a tumult that day." As days passed* 
the threatened clergy gained even more support from the surrounding towns, 
and the Antinomians were tried for heresy and sedition and promptly ban- 
2 
ished from the colony. 
John Winthr*p, The History of New England, from 1630-1649. ed. by 
John Savage, I (Boston. 1853): 158-9; Samuel Arnold. Rhode Island and 
Providence Plantations. I (Providence, 1859): 177-8; Edward Field, The 
State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations at the End of a Century: 
A History. I (Boston. 1902): 64: Herbert Milton Sylvester. Indian Wars of 
New England. II (Boston, 1910): 195; Samuel Gorton, Symplicities Defense 
Against Seven-Headed Policy (originally published 1645) ed. by William R. 
Staples (Providence, 1835), pp. 55-6. 
2 
Antinemians literally meant those "against the law." They were so 
named for their belief that Mosaic Law applied only to Adam's sinful de- 
cendents "prior to" the sacrifice of Christ. They believed in "direct 
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Samuel Gorton, a London clothier and son of a London merchant, left 
England "to enjoy llherty of conscience in respect to faith toward God." 
Gorton, his wife Mary and two or three children, arrived in Boston in 
1637, during the height of the Antinomian controversy. Two months later, 
he was in Plymouth. Contemporaries John Cotton, Cotton Mather, and William 
Hubbard charged that Gorton left Boston to escape payment of a debt he 
owed in London. But "the courts were as open at Plymouth asaat Boston 
and he might have been followed to Plymouth, yet he was not." It is much 
more probable that he left Boston because he sypathized with the Antino- 
mi ana. Most contemporary a*dtlater historians either omit or deny Cotton's 
3 
allegations. 
Inspiration" from God, while the Puritans believed the last men to exper- 
ience direct inspiration were the Apostles. Hutchinson and her followers 
thought that the Covenant o£ Grace was not to be cheapened by what the 
Puritans felt was proof through a life of sanctification and good wotks. 
When the Antinomians charged the Boston clergy (except for John Cotton) 
with being "unregenerate," the political structure of Massachusetts, which 
was dependent upon conformity in religious matters, was also threatened. 
See Stow Persons, American Minds; A History of Ideas (N. Y., 1958), pp. 
44-50; The sentiment that the challenge of Anne Hutchinson really "sowed 
sedition" is conveyed by many of the contemorary accounts. See Reverend 
William Hubbard (Ipswitch minister), General History of New England (ori- 
ginally published in Boston, 1682), in the Massachusetts Historical Society 
Collections. XV-XVI (Boston, 1848): 280-98; Reverend Edward Johnson, His- 
tory of New England (originally published in 1654) in the Massachusetts 
Historical Society Collections. XIII-XIV, especially XIV (Boston, 1814- 
1816); Johnson saw such activity as part of "The Devil's plan to divide 
and conquer." See also Winthrop's History, I: 239-77; Nathaniel Morton, 
(Secretary to the Court at New Plymouth), New England Memorial (originally 
published in 1669) ed. by The Congegational Board of Publication (Boston, 
1855), pp. 133-6. 
3Field, I: 57; Hubbard, p. 401; Arnold, I: 164; Winthrop, II: 70-1; 
Cotton Mather, The Ecclesiastical History of New England, from Its First 
Planting in the Year 1620 unt* the Year of Our LordV 1698 (originally pub- 
lished in London, 1702), (N. Y., 1972), Book VII: 11-12; Although Mather 
claimed Gorton's debt was  100, Adelos Gorton asserts that papers in 
London, verified by Vevpeiife Sown records, show that on June 18, 1635, 
Samuel Gorton was "released of all actions and claims of action, etc, from 
the beginning of the world to that date." See Adelos Gorton, The Life and 
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While at Plymouth, Gorton and his family boarded at the residence of 
Reverend Ralph Smith. Gorton apparently first expressed his beliefs 
consistently and openly at Plymouth. His views contrasted sharply with 
many opinions professed by the Separatists of Plymouth colony, especially 
those of Reverend Smith. When Gorton threatened to contaminate the mem- 
bers of the Smith household, the minister ordered Gorton to leave. But 
the boarder refused to go, claiming Smith had contacted a four year lease 
with him in return for housekeeping services.  Smith went to court to 
annul the contract and eventually succeeded in ridding himself of Gorton 
4 
when the latter was banished over the Ellin Aldridge aftfatde. 
Although Gorton "gave some hope that he would have proved a useful 
instrument" to the settlers of Plymouth, after the open breach with Smith, 
they found him to be a "proud and pestilent seducer, deeply leavened with 
blasphemies." Soon after Gorton's disagreement with Smith, Gorton con- 
fronted the Plymouth colony magistracy over the Ellin Aldridge episode. 
The woman was seen "smiling in church" and was known to have made "offen- 
sive speeches." She was also Gorton's servant, and wgen the court order- 
ed her to appear, Gorton and his wife hid the woman.  Gorton then appeared 
Times ofl Samuel Gorton (Philadelphia, 1907), pp. 11-15; The villification 
of Samuel Gorton has been attacked by many Rhode Island historians, such 
as Arnold, Staples and Callender, and even modified by some Massachusetts 
historians, such as Governor Hutchinson and Winthrop scholar, John Savage, 
who praised Gortan.  Savage was convinced of the "uprightness of his char- 
acter." See also footnote in sixth edition of Morton's Memorial« by the 
Congregational Board of Publication, pp. 138-9. 
4 
Field, I: 58; Arnold, I: 165; Edward Winslow, Hypocrlsle Unmasked; 
A True Relation of the Proceedings of the Government and Company of Massa- 
jduusetts Against Samuel Gorton of Rhode Island (originally published in 
1646) ed. by Howard M. Chapin (1916), pp. 66-7; Morton, pp. 135-6, A. 
Gorton, Life and Times.ppp. 15-17. 
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/' 
in court in place of the widow Aldridge and angered the elders with his 
conduct. For his "misdemeanor in the open court toward the elders, the 
Bench, and stirring up the people to mutiny in the face of the court," 
he was fined £20  and given fourteen days to leave the colony. 
In December of 1638, Samuel Gorton and his followers movvd to the 
island of Aquedneck, a settlement of Antinomians who had earlier been 
banished from Massachusetts. The exiled Antinomians, "not knowing where 
they might sit down safely," petitioned Plymouth to allow them to settle 
in their jurisdiction. Although these Antinomians had their "errors 
and as great dislike as those from whence they came," the more tolerant 
Plymouth settlers still considered them "their countrymen and feelow sub- 
jects'.' and granted their request. When Gorton arrived at Aquedneck, he 
was initially welcomed, since he too had come to that settlement to exer- 
cise "soul liberty." 
Although they all agreed "not to boohbie one another on account of 
religion...in other principal and fundamental points of civil power there 
was no small difference between them." The settlement soon split into 
two factions, one behind the elected judge, William Coddington, and the 
other behind Anne Hutchinson. Mrs, Hutchinson publically announced that 
"she and her party would have no magistrates." Gorton supported the 
There is agreement among all historians that Samuel Gorton was rarely 
overawed by authority.  See Morton; Winslow; Nathaniel B. Shurtleff, ed., 
Records of the Colony of New Plymouth, I (Boston, 1855): 100, 105-6; Ad 
Gorton claims that the action by the Plymouth court against Gorton was 
very unpopular, Life and Times, p. 18. 
Ibid; Morton, p. 134; Aquedneck was the island portion of the pre- 
sent state of Rhode Island, surrounded by the Narragansett Bay.  Just 
iouth of the colony of Plymouth, Aquedneck was later divided into Ports- 
mouth in the North and Newport to the South. 
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Hutchinson party, not because he was an anarchist as many contempevajry 
detractors have charged, but because he believed that any government with- 
out the approval of the Crown of England was illegal. Finally, in April 
of 1639, Mr8. Hutchinson, inspired by a "revelation" during" an earth 
tremor, led a coup d' etat against Coddington, ousted him from the posi- 
tion of judge, and replaced him with her husband as the leader of the 
settlement. Realizing his defeat, Coddington and his followers traveled 
south and organized a "New Body Politic" at Newport, with himself elected 
as judge. 
Coddington immediately endeavored to extend his authority over the 
whole island. Throughout the winter of 1639-40, he negotiated with the 
"Brethren of Pocassett" to bring about a union under his leadership. 
Finally, in March of 1640, a majority of the Portsmouth settlers, Mrs 
Hutchinson and friends of Gorton among them, agreed to reunion, and an 
a 
election was held with William Coddington chosen as governor. 
Hubbard, pp. 336-40; Gorton and his followers efeen refused to elect 
officers for their own settlement of Shawomet (Warwick) until their settle- 
ment was approved by a Royal Chatter in 1647. See "Warwick Records," in 
John Russell Bartlett, ed., Records of the Colony of Rhode Island and 
Providence Plantations, I (Providence, 1856): 129, and the "Portsmouth 
Town Records," in the same volume, pp. 70, 87; Although not labeled "judge," 
William Hutchinson'8 name replaced William Coddington's name at the top 
of the list of Aquedneck settlers on April 30, 1639. Also of interest is 
the first inclusion of Samuel Gorton and three other followers of his, 
namely John Wickes, Samuel Shatton and Robert Potter. See also Chapin's 
introduction to Binslow's Hypocrisie Unmasked. 
Q 
Ibid; "Coddington's Deposition," in Elisha R. Potter, The Early His- 
tory of Narragansett (Providence, 1825), p. 5; in the Rhode Island Histor- 
ical Society Collections. II. Pocassett was another name for Portsmouth, 
the northern settlement o£ Aquedneck. Bartlett, Rhode Island Records. 11 
93-101. The latter followers of Gorton that submitted to the union were 
Richard Carder, Randall Holden, and 6iapheno8igtHa*.puIthisep»ssible that 
the reasonsbehind the eagerness of the Portsmouth group to join Newport wue 
fear of Massachusetts and the possibility of an Indian war. Only through 
collective action could they hope to stay free from Puritan control. 
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Gorton refused to abide by the laws of the new government, even 
though he was an inhabitant of Portsmouth.  It was not too long before 
an incident brought on by a cow again resulted in Gorton's appearance 
before a court. An elderly woman encroached upon Gorton's land to re*t 
trieve her cow which had eluded her. Once upon his land, a woman ser- 
vant of Gorton's allegedly attacked the old woman, "tearing her hair," 
and "abusing her." The old woman reported the incident to Lieutenant 
Governor Nicholas Easton, who in turn ordered the servant to appear in 
court. As he had done in Plymouth, Gorton appeared instead.  In the con- 
frontation that followed, Gorton verbally attacked the magistrates, call- 
ing them "Just Asses" and charging Easton with "abetting of a riot," and 
he denied that Coddington and his government had anjright to jurisdiction 
over him. Gorton raised such a commotion that her was ordered to prison. 
When the marshal1 attempted to take him, some of Gorton's followers, two 
of whom were John Wickes and Randall Holden, attempted to aid him in 
resisting. Gorton and his party cried that Coddington should be the one 
taken to prison. The situation was so out of hand that the governor him- 
self had to rise and assist his officials in quelling the disturbance and 
carrying out the decision of the court. Wickes was put into the stocks, 
while Gorton was indicted upon fourteen counts. He was tried, convicted, 
9 
and sentenced to be whipped. 
Winslow, Hypocr&sie Unmasked, pp. 51-6.  John Wickes (or Weeks) and 
his wife became followers of Gorton at Plymouth. He was later disarmed 
and disfranchised from the island of Aquedneck. Holden, one of the origi- 
nal puchasers of Providence with Roger Williams WM a witness to Codding- 
ton' s purchase of Aquedneck, was also disfranchised and disarmed, as were 
three other followers of Gorton: Sampson Shatton, Robert Potter, and 
Richard Carder.  See Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, I: 111-4; Hubbard, 
Winslow, Morton, Mather and Winthrop all stated that Gorton was whipped 
at Aquedneck. The only historian I have encountered who refutes this was 
William Staplaa. See Hubbard, p.343; Morton, p. 136; Winthrop, II: 69-71; 
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The increase of Coddington's power in Portsmouth resulted in Gorton's 
decision to leave that settlement. His family, along with six or seven 
other families, journeyed to Providence, the settlement founded by Roger 
Williams and other Salem refugees in 1636.  But Gorton was denied admit- 
tance as an inhabitant unless he first renounced his actions at Ports- 
mouth.  Providence was already having enough problems with antagonistic 
factions within the community. Roger Williams wanted to get a charter 
for an independent colony. William Arnold, also an original purchaser 
of Providence, believed the only way to eninghe chaotic affairs of the 
settlement was by submitting to the jurisdiction of Massachusetts. To 
many in Providence, this was certainly out of the question, since fehay 
faced punishment if they ever again entered the jurisdiction of the Bay 
colony. Williams' and Arnold's supporters squabbled as early as 1637 
over the question of "liberty of conscience" and how it related to fam- 
ily authority. An Arnold supporter lost the right to vote by opposing 
Williams on this point. To make matters worse, Gorton added a third 
faction: those who would not abide by any law until butressed by a chart- 
er.  So while Arnold and Williams opposed each other, Gorton opposed both 
of them. Roger Williams wrote in desperation to John Winthrop that "all 
suck in his poison as at first they did at Aquedneck." Williams believed 
that Gorton and his followers were so "bemadding (sic) poor Providence" 
that he seriously considered moving to nearby Patience Island. 
Winslow, pp. 51-6; Mather, Book VII: 12; Staples in Gorton's Symplicit- 
ies Defense, p. 10. 
Chapin's inroduction to Winslow*s Hypocrisle Unmasked; Arnold, I: 
173-4; Hubbard, p. 137; Bartlett, Rhode Island Records. I: 16; "Letter 
to John Winthrop," in John Russell Bartlett, ed., Lettea of Roger Williams, 
1632-1682 (Providence, 1874), pp. 141-2. 
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One probable reason why Gorton was denied admittance as an inhabi- 
tant of the town was that William Arnold and some of his friends were the 
"disposers" of Providence* These "disposers" were five individuals elect- 
ed to handle applications for settlement and to supervise and coordinate 
the division of land plots and town stocks for the settlers. This served 
only to accentuate the hostile attitude between Gorton and Arnold and 
their respective followers. 
That hostility reached an impasse on November 15, 1641. As noted 
earlier, the government at Providence was chaotic, with many people seek- 
ing legal action against each other. To aid in solving these difficult 
ties, arbitrators were chosen to settle these disputes. But din one parti- 
cular case, arbitration by Arnold and Williams supporters resulted in 
violence. When they demanded that Francis Weston, an original purchaser 
of Providence, pay <£15 in commodities, he refused. Weston had become a 
follower of Samuel Gorton and probably believed that the arbitrators had 
neither the right nor the power to exercise jurisdiction over him.  w'e, •- 
Veatdmddidtnetgaign the original agreement between the settlers of Provi- 
dence to accept arbitration, and Arnold's supporters had to resort to 
12 further action. 
While the decision of the arbitrators was being tacked to a tree, 
Arnold gathered a group of his followers to go to Weston!s house and 
Bartlett, Rhode Island Records. I: 28-9; Field, I: 34; Arnold, 1:74. 
weston was warned as early as 1616 to "improve his ground" or pay 
a fine. Ibid, p. 15, 27-31; "Complaint to Massachusetts," in Joshua Coffin, 
trans., Documents, Letters. Pertaining to Rhode Island, transcribed from 
the Files of the General Court of Massachusetts. I (listed under "Massa- 
chusetts Manuscripts" in the Rhode Island Historical Society Library, 
Providence, R. I.): 1-6; Gorton, Symplicities Defense, pp. 191-3. 
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demand compliance. Gorton and some frAends discovered the plan and 
"quarrelled" with Ampld and his partisans "in the streets, and made a 
tumultuous hubbub." Some blood was spilled on both sides before the riot 
abated.  Still determined, Arnold and his party proceeded to Weston's 
home to seliec(£l5 worth of his cattle. While they were driving the 
cattle,. Weston "came furiously running" and cried repeatedly for help. 
Soon, Randall Holden, John Greene and other Gortonists "came riotously 
running*..and hurried away the cattle." After the rescue, the Gortonists 
13 threatened similar action if such an attempt was ever made again. 
Roger Williams somehow "pacified" the two groups for the time being 
and averted any further immediate violence.  But Arnold and his compan- 
ions were not satisfied that Williams'8 temporary mediation would pro- 
tect them from Gorton and his cohorts, who proved to be "the stronger 
party" when they "came armed into the field." Arnold believed that pro- 
tection and redress could only bemprovided by turning to Massachusetts 
for aid. 
Two days after the riot, Benedict Arnold, son of William, wrote a 
letter concerning the Gortonists to the government of Massachusetts, 
complaining about the "numberless number of their wrongdoing, taunts, 
assaults, and threats." Signed by twelve other Providence citizens, the 
petition implored Massachusetts to "consider our position, leridnea> a-■.*  r. 
neighborlAke helping hand and send us such assistance." The Bay Colony 
answered that unless the complaintants submitted themselves to the juris- 
diction of Plymouth or Massachusetts, they "had no calling or warrant to 
13 
Mass. MSS; Gorton, Symplleities Defense; Winthrop, II: 69-70. 
14Ibid. 
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interpose in their contentions." But, if they did submit to the juris- 
diction of Massachusetts, "they then had a calling to protect them." 
The petitioners who lived in Providence had little chance of winning 
approval from a majority of that town** settlers for submission to the 
colony that had "banished" most of them. Arnold's only other solution 
was to move away from Gorton and his followers, and he and a few others 
decided to do just that. After they moved to nearby Pawtuxet, there s 
seemed no immediate need to accept the advice of Massachusetts, and the 
Bay Colony "heard no more from them for a time." 
But their freedom from the Gortonists was shortlived. Unwelcome in 
Providence, Gorton and many of his friends followed Arnold and also 
settled in the Pawtuxet area. This was the last straw for William 
Arnold and his son.  In September of 1642, their families, along with 
the families of William Carpenter and RobertCColes, againswrote to Massa- 
chusetts, and this time "offered themselves and their lands" to that 
colony. The Puritans eagerly accepted this submission, and placed those 
Pawtuxet settlers and their lands under their "government and protection." 
The solution was a mutually beneficial one for the Pawtuxet settlers 
and their neighbors to the North. Arnold now had the power to deal with 
Gorton; and Massachusetts now had aheexcuse to come into the territory 
and seize heretics and other dangerous elements.  Since the escape of 
15 
Mass. MSS; Gorton, Simplicities Defense; Winthrop; "Hutchison 
Paper8," in the Massachusetts Historical Society Collections, XX (Boston, 
1846): 1-5. 
16Winthrop, II: 69-71} 210; Arnold, I: 174. 
KThe Gortonist Controversy," in the Rhode Island Historical Society 
Collections. (Providence, 1843): 46; Arnold, 1:111-2; Winthrop, II: 102; 
Hubbard, p. 344. 
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Roger Williams from Salem and his founding of Providence in 1636, the 
Puritans of Massachusetts saw Rhode Island as a source "from wheueethe 
infection would easily spread to these churches." The basic premise of 
people like Roger Williams, who believed in a separation of church and 
state, eroded the vary foundation of Puritan society.  Less than a year 
later, Rhode Island was denied membership in the United Colonies of New 
England, which had brought together Massachusetts, Connecticut, Plymouth, 
and New Haven in mutual defense against the Indians.  In addition to its 
desire to act against heretics, Massachusetts wanted more control over 
the Narragansett Indians in the Rhode Island area and an outlet into 
18 
the Narragansett Bay. 
After Arnold18 submission to Massachusetts' jurisdiction, Gorton and 
his company felt it imperative to leave the Pawtuxet area to avoid Puri- 
tan rule and retribution for their religious beliefs.  In January of 
1642, the Gortonists purchased land from the Narragansett Indians at 
Shawomet, just ten miles south of Providence. The sale was made by 
Maintonomi, Chief Sachem of the Narragansett Nation, and also signed by 
19 
Pumham and Aocononoco, petty sachems of Shawomet and Pawtuxet. 
Arnold was angered by the sale of Indian lands to Gorton. The terri- 
tory was still too close to his settlement to suit him, and he probably 
saw the purchase as a challenge to his influence over the Indians in that 
^Jinthrop, I: 209; Persons, "Sectarianism," pp. 44-68; Winthrop II: 
102; Hubbard, p. 149; "The Gortonist Controversy," pp. 49-50. 
19 
Anne Hutchinson left Aquedneck after Arnold's submission because 
she feared she too would soon be under hostile jurisdiction.  She was 
later killed during an Indian raid after she moved to Dutch territory in 
New York.  See postscript by Staples in Gorton's Symplicities Defense, 
pp. 262-271, and for the Shawomet Deed see Document XIII: 253-4; Hubbard, 
footnote, p. 134. 
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area* Also, Gorton was no longer within the jurisdiction of Massachu- 
setts, and Arnold could not count on that colony's assistance against 
his adversaries. To attain that assistance, Arnold had to bring Gorton 
and his companions again under the formal control of Massachusetts. He 
devised a plan to give the Bay Colony a semblance of control over the 
20 Shawomet lands, and to benefit his settlement at Pawtuxet. 
As stated earlier, part of the "intrigue" regarding the seizure of 
Gorton and his followers in 1643 involved the suspicion and hatred that 
Massachusetts and the other New England colonies (except Rhode Island) 
harbored against the Narragansett Indians.  "Their comparative strength 
and importance may have been in part the cause," but another reason for 
the injurious treatment these Indians received from the Puritans "arose, 
undoubtedly, from the aid and assistance they afforded to the heretical 
first settlers of the State of Rhode Island." In addition, the Narra- 
gansetts refused conversion, an "insuperable objection /to/ the zealots 
— — 21 /who/ of course were very much offended." 
20 
Field, I: 64; Arnold I: 177; "Randall Holden to Massachusetts," 
Mas8,MSS, III: ca. 20; Gorton, Symplicities Defense, pp. 92-3; One does 
not have to look only to Gorton or Rhode Island historians for this 
reasoning behind Massachusetts' support of Arnold. One only has to 
refer to Winthrop himself who gave the purposes of the support to Arnold. 
Winthrop listed the reasons as gaining control over the Narragansetts, 
retarding the "offensive" character of the Gortonists against Arnold, 
and attaining an "outlet into the Narragansett Bay." Governor Winthrop 
believed the Arnold-Gorton confrontation offered Massachusetts a golden 
opportunity, and "thought it not wisdom to let it slip." See Winthrop, 
II: 102. 
21 
Staples in Gorton's Symplicities Defense, pp. 155-6; Potter, intro- 
duction, p. x; Conflicts and tensions were rare between the Rhode Island- 
ers and the Narragansetts since many of the settlers believed deeply in 
liberty of conscience, and felt attempts atcconversion or Indoctrination 
"involved compromises with sin that eventually contaminated the elect." 
See Persons, pp. 50-62; For a more contemporary account of the "Praying 
Indians," see John Eliot's Account of the Number of Indian Churches in 
-21- 
The Pequot War in 1636 also accentuated the mutual suspicions be- 
tween the Narragansetts and the New England colonies. The Pequots were 
the most powerful Indian Nation in Connecticut and also controlled some 
tribes in Massachusetts and Rhode Island. The New England settlers had 
always been fearful of the lariats' power and their warlike naturev but 
a terrible small-pox epidemic befell the fndiafis *fi Iew3England in 1634 
and greatly weakened them, especially the Pequots. When the Pequots 
began attacking settlements in Connecticut in the summer of 1636, the 
English felt strong enough to retaliate. But they first had to ascer- 
tain the disposition of the powerful Narragansett nation. Their assist- 
ance, or at least their neutrality,,was a necessity. The Narragansetts 
were the arch-rivals of the Pequots -and constantly at way with them. 
The Narragansetts had to decide whether or not to oblige the English. 
Of their decision, Nathaniel Morton stated: 
"Insomuch that e^e Narragansetts were once wavering 
and were half-minded to have made peace with them (the 
Pequots) and join them against the English; but again, 
when they considered how much wrong they had received 
from the Pequots, and what an opportunity they had now, 
by helping the English to right themselves, revenge was 
so sweet to them...and so they resolved to join with the 
English against them...."22 
New England, (originally published in 1673), in the Massachusetts Histor- 
ical Society Collections. X (Boston, 1809); Daniel Gookin, Historical 
Collections of the Indians in New England (originally written in 1674), 
ed.,by Jeffrey H. Fiske (Towtaid, Mass., 1970), also vol. I of the Massa- 
chusetts Historical Society Collections; In all fairness, it must also 
be pointed out that peaceful relations with the Narragansett Indians was 
a practical necessity for the Rhode Island settlers. Most of the time, 
guns and ammunition could only be purchased from Boston, and the "jealousy 
of the sister colony seldom allowed them to do it." See Potter, intro- 
duction. 
Norton, pp. 118-9, 124-7; William Bradford, History of Plymouth 
Plantation. 1606-1646. ed. by William T. Davis (N. Y., 1908), p. 312. 
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During the war, the Puritans and the Narragansetts became further 
estranged. The English soldiers feared the Narragansetts Vwoild turn 
their backs on these they professed to be friends, and join with the 
Pequots." Commanders complained of the lack of cooperation from the 
Indian allies. When the combined forces of Connecticut and Massachusetts, 
numbering about eighty men, same upon the Pequot fort at Groton, Connect- 
icut, half of the approximately five-hnndred Narragansetts who came, 
left before the battle commenced. Those who remained "stood around 
aloof, from all danger," and waited outside the fort, allowing the English 
to carry the fight alone. The Narragansetts finally did get involved in 
the fight by helping to cut off the Pequot escape from their fortress 
23 
after it had been transformed into a burning inferno by the English. 
After the battle, Captain Underhill complained that his Indian guides 
had left his forces in a "distressed condition, not knowing which way to 
move out of the country," still in danger of a Pequot counter-attack.  In 
light of the day's earlier events, the soldiers resented the later rescue 
of fifty Narragansetts, who had earlier fled from battle, from a Pequot 
23 For two very good contemporary accounts of the Pequot War, see 
Captain Underhill, the Commander of the Connecticut forces, and his His- 
tory of the Pequot War (originally published in London, 1638); and P. 
Vincent's History of the Pequot War (originally published in 1637), both 
in the Massachusetts Historical Society Collections, XXVI (Boston, 1837): 
1-28; 29-44; See also Morton, p. 128; Increase Mather, A Relation of the 
Troubles which have happened in New England by Reason of the Indians There 
from the Year 1614 to the Year 1675 (originally published in Boston, 1677), 
(N. Y.. 1972); 27-58; John Tebbel. The Compact History of the Indian Wars 
(N. Y., 1966), pp. 17-21; George W. Manypenny. Our Indian Wards (N. Y~ 
1972), pp. 11-13; Sylvester, I: 183-339; To appreciate the fearful appre- 
hension of the English, one had only to realize that they numbered up to 
about one-hundred men. They were attacking a force of approximately five 
or six-hundred Pequots, with the same amount of Narragansetts, of dubious 
loyalty, guiding them through hostile territory. Had the Narragansetts 
decided to warn or join the P«quots, all of the English in the expedition 
could have easily been slain. 
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ambush. This activity hampesedd the English efforts to track down the 
the remaining Pequot warriors. Compared to the actions of the Narragan- 
setts, fifty Mohegans under their sachem Unkas "behaved themselves 
24 
stoutly." 
The behavior of the Narragansett Indians during the Pequot War was 
totally understandable and practical. These Indians, under the noble 
and able Sachem Maintonorai, had natural misgivings about helping white 
men against their red brethren, even if the Pequots were their traditional 
enemies. The firepower of the meager English force and the manner of its 
easy victory over a vastly superior force in numbers had a "depressing 
effect on the resentments and ambitions of the other tribes." Following 
what really amounted to a massacre of braves, women and children, many 
Narragansetts saw the continued hunt of the Pequots through the swamps 
as an attempt by the English to "make more profit of the victory than 
— — 25 
they _/the Narragansetts/ were willing they should." 
Following the defeat of the Pequots, the English rewarded their 
Indian allies with the subjugated tribes and what remained of their 
territory. The Pequot lands were divided between Unkas and his Mohegans, 
and Maintonomi and his Narragansetts. The Narragansetts were upset 
24 
Underhill, p. 26; Vincent, p. 39; Morton, p. 128; Increase Mather, 
p. 53*  Unkas and his Mohegans were close allies of the New England col* 
onies, excluding Rhode Island of course. Unkas had everything to gain 
by hia participation in the Pequot War.  Since he was subjugated by the 
Pequots, it meant liberty to himself, and additional power he could then 
use against another powerful enemy, the Narragansetts. 
25 
Underhill, p. 28; Tebbel, p. 21; Bradford stated that at least 
four-hundred were killed. Mather stated that at least six-hundred were 
slain, while the English suffered only about five killed and twenty 
wounded. See also Manypenny, pp. 12-13; Vincent; Morton. 
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because they felt they deserved a larger share than what they received, 
and they resented the greatly incrf—nfl power of Unkas. The Narragan- 
setts had seen the destruction of one powerfulJane* only to witness the 
creation of a o«w one. The warfare and hatred between the Narragansetts 
and the Mohegans increased, while Unkas retained the New Englandere' 
«. 
26 
support. 
With the events of the Pequot War in mind, it is easy to understand 
why Massachusetts would have no qualms about injuring the Narragansett 
nation in its plans concerning Shawomet. First, Arnold and his friends 
wrote to Massachusetts and objected to the Shawomet purchase by Gorton. 
Arnold and his company claimed that the Indians of Shawomet were free and 
independent, not subject to Maintonomi, thus negating the sale.  But no 
action was taken. Maintonomi quickly supplied Massachusetts with a copy 
of the deed with the signatures of Pumham and Sacononoco, the two area 
sachems.  It seemed that nothing could be done.  But Arnold soon talked 
the two sachems into submitting their lands to Massachusetts jurisdiction 
in return for guarantees of safety from that colony.  Pumham and Sacono- 
noco "voluntarily" submitted and promised "to give speedy notice of any 
conspiracy (of the Narragansetts)." But even this submission "could not 
27 invalidate the deed of January proceeding." 
26 
Morton, p. 122; Unkas won more support from the English, not only 
due to the Narragansett assistance to Rhode Islanders and their opposi- 
tion to conversion, but becavse he personally had the Chief Sachem of the 
Pequota Sassacus (who was his father-in-law) beheaded when he sought 
refuge among the Mohegans. Unkas then sent Sassacus*s head to Boston as 
proof of his loyalty.  See Tebbel, p. 21. 
27 
"Submission of Pumham and Sacononoco to the Massachusetts," Docu- 
ment XV, Gorton, Symplicities Defense, pp. 92-4.  Staples correctly asked 
if it was "possible that the Narragansetts, a powerful nation, would have 
permitted two sachems with only two or three hundred men to remain inde- 
pendent in the very heart of their territory?" Ibid,, pp. 255-6 
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Arnold then went to Massachusetts with Pumham and Sacononoc$, and 
acted as an interpreter.  Both Indians told the authorities that they had 
been "injuriously wronged" by Gorton and his company, and that their land 
had been taken from them by "surreptitious ways." The two sachems claimed 
to be "free and independent" Indians, unaware of the terms of the Shawo- 
met deed, and unjustly forced by Maintonomi to sign the purchase. They 
all charged that Gorton was "improving fchetkyranny of Maintonomi." Al- 
though the territory was "not within our line," Massachusetts officials 
claimed they still "had to protect the Indians under their jurisdiction."^ 
Massachusetts demanded that Maintonomi and the Shawomet settlers 
appear before the General Court in Boston. On August 18, 1642, Governor. 
John Winthrop sent a warrant to the settlers of Shawomet that was person- 
ally delivered by William Arnold. The warrant stated in general terms 
thetintention of William Arnold and others at Pawtuxet to contest the 
Gortonists1 purchase. The warrant asked them to come to the court in 
Boston to answer the charges brought by Pumham, Sacononoco and Arnold, 
and promised them "equal justice." But Winthrop included a subtle threat: 
"If you should proceed to any violence, you must not blame us, if we 
29 
shall take a like course to right them." 
The response of the Shawomet settlers was clear and uncompromising. 
They called their accuser, William Arnold, a "liar," and ridiculed the 
"equal justice" of the Puritans by listing the various forms of punishment 
28 
Morton, p. 136; Hubbard, p. 402; C. Mather, Book VII: 12; "Appolo- 
getical Reply," Document X, Gorton, Symplicities Defense, pp. 233-45. 
29 
"First Warrant," Ibid., p. 53; This warrant was sent before Pumham 
and Sacononoco formally made charges against Gorton and Maintonomi. 
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the Puritan8 used against heretics.  They charged that Massachusetts 
considered them "not worthy to live" by forbidding the sale of powder 
to them. Of the justice and spirituality of Massachusetts, the Gorton- 
ists responded "for we know that the spirituality of your church is the 
civility of your commonwealth, and the civility of your commonwealth is 
the spirituality of your churches." They declared themselves totally 
out of Puritan jurisdiction and charged the court with standing on its 
30 
"tiptoes to stretch yourselves beyond your bounds." 
Perhaps the harshest segment of the Gortonist response concerned 
religious matters, citing "Papal" analogies in Ehritanireiigious thought 
and restating opinions the Puritans thought blasphemous. Massachusetts 
sent another warrant in July of 1643, following the charges of Pumham 
and Sacononoco in Boston against Maintonomi and Gorton. The warrant 
stated that Massachusetts realized that many of the Gortonists were ban- 
ished from the colony and faced possible retribution upon reentering, but 
the court guaranteed that all would have "free egress and regress unto 
•,31 U8." 
The Gortonists did not even answer the second warrant. One week 
later, a third warrant arrived at Shawomet. The facade of friendship 
was gone, and the notice was characterized by open hostility. The govern- 
ment of Massachusetts was tired of their "contemptuous and disdainful 
answers." The court decided to send Edward Johnson, Humphrey Atherton, 
and forty soldiers under Captain George Cooke to satisfy itself "by force 
3
°Ibid., pp. 60f. 
31 
Of the Gortonists at Shawomet, practically all were banished from 
Massachusetts.  John Greene was almost imprisoned when he attempted to 
visit someone within the Bay Colony.  Ibid., pp. 86-90, 95. 
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of arms" if necessary. When the Gortonists heard of the expedition, they 
wrote to Captain Cooke informing him that if he had any hostile intent, 
it would be "upon your peril, and that if any blood be sfeci, upon your 
own heads shall it be." They also reinforced theer determination by 
— — 32 
telling Cooke they would "resist /him/ unto death." 
John Peise, a Massachusetts man who had a father-in-law at Shawomet, 
carried the letter to the commisioners, and returned to Shawomet with 
their response.which pointed to the real crime of Gorton and his follow- 
ers.  The charges concerning land titles and treatment of the Indians 
were only excuses to punish them for their real offense; their religious 
opinions. Their religious mistakes had to be corrected and the commise 
sioners meant to "convince them of their evil ways." Only by "repen- 
tance1" could they "preserve their lives and liberties." If no contrition 
was forthcoming, the commissioners and their troops would "look upon 
33 them as men prepared for slaughter." 
When the response of the commissioners reached Shawomet, many fled, 
including all the wonwm and children. The wives of John Greene and Robert 
Potter died from "exposure in the flight." The remaining male inhabitants, 
numbering about a dozen men, took refuge in the house of Samuel Gorton. 
34 
There, they intended to make their stand. 
32 
Ibid., pp. 97-9; Despite the efforts of contemporaries like Hubbard, 
Morton,and Winslow to color the warrants as attempts "with all gentleness 
and courteous expression," and the later expedition of forty soldiers as 
only an effort to "secure their agents from injury," the record shows that 
their intentions were hostile and prejudiced from the start. See Hubbard, 
p. 403; Morton, p. 132; Winslow; Gorton, Symplicities Defense, pp. 233-45. 
33 
Ibid., pp. 100-2; Savage's comment in Winthrop, II: 71. 
34 
Gorton, Symplicities Defense, pp. 102-3; A. Gorton, The Life and 
Time8 of Samuel Gorton, p. 49. 
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When the soldiers made ready for their assault, some Providence 
settlers pleaded with the commissioneeBsto negotiate and avoid blood- 
shed. The Officials* response was that the opposition would be done 
away with in "one quarter of an hour's work." But, although many of the 
soldiers were at first "mad to fight" and eager to fall upon the Shawomet 
men "without speech or parley," after they saw their pitiful state and 
heard them speak, some of the soldiers became "discouraged to fight." 
Captain Cooke had to order his men to refrain from mingling with the 
Providence settlers who came to prevent bloodshed. Finally, the commis- 
sioners agreed to open negotiations. Gorton refused to listen unless 
four of the Providence settlers could serve as witnesses to the parley. 
The Massachusetts representatives agreed, and then formally presented 
their charges: injury to the subjects of Massachusetts, meaning both the 
Indians and white settlers at Pawtuxet, and blasphemy. They demanded 
that the Gortonists repent and submit their case to the General Court of 
Massachusetts, or be "put to the sword jfand/pay for the entire expedi- 
35 tion out of their goods." 
Gorton and his company refused to submit to the judg—all of the 
General Court becuse they believed Massachusetts to be a "party" to the 
case and, therefore, unable to make a fair, unprejudiced ruling. The 
Gortonists would only submit to "arbitration by indifferent men, mutually 
chosen." The Providence men agreed that that was the best solution, and 
35 
The four Providence witnesses were Chad Brown, a Baptist minister 
who came from Massachusetts in 1639, Thomas Olney, who was excommunicated 
from the Salem Church for his solidarity with Roger Williams, William 
Field, one o£ the first Providence settlers, and Thomas Wickender, a 
Baptist pastor who had been imprisoned in New Amsterdam for his preach- 
ings.  See Ibid., pp. 103-4; Puraham and Sacononoco charged that they had 
"not land to plant" and that Gorton and Maintonomi would not help them 
find food.  See Winslow, Hypocrisle Unmasked, p. 3. 
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the commissioners ultimately concurred. The commissioners sent a message 
to the government of Massachusetts asking for official permission to con- 
36 
tinue along these terms. 
During the truce, the Massachusetts men broke into the settlers' 
houses, took away their writings, killed their cattle "for themselves 
and the Indians," and commandeered their "bedding with other necessities 
for the soldiers to lie upon." Meanwhile, the Gortonists had to survive 
on what they had, since the soldiers shot at anyone who attempted to 
supply them. 
Governor Winthrop answered the request for further instructions on 
August 3, 1643. He told his representatives at Shawomet that the decision 
to 8end them "was not rashly and unconsiderabejty drawn up," but was form- 
ulated by "the mature adviee of the wisest and Godliest amongst us, assem- 
bled in a General Court, which I have no power to reverse or alter." 
Winthrop interpreted the Gortonists request as an attempt to "delude us, 
by winning time, under pretense of arbitration.•.and to discourage the 
Indians under our jurisdiction." Winthrop also referred to the letters 
from the Shawomet settlers which contained "horrible and terrible blas- 
phemies against God and all magistracy." The governor ordered the expe- 
dition to carry out it original orders, and reminded them that, if the 
Gortonists answer in violence, "let the hurt they receive be on their 
u  A      M38 heads." 
36Ibid. 
27Ibid., pp. 104-5. 
38 
Ibid., pp. 109-12; Winthrop would not allow arbitration by Provi- 
dence or Aquedneck because both would have been prejudiced against Mass«- 
chu setts. Winthrop also thought it "neither aeasonablenor reasonable" 
due to Maintonomi's recent murder. 
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When the governor's letter arrived at Shawomet, a shot was fired to 
end the truce, while the soldiers seized the settlers' cattle. Gorton 
attempted to speak with Captain Cooke, but a warning shot kept Gorton 
and his friends "entrenched." The commissioners warned the Providence 
settlers present that if any of them approached the heretics, the soldiers 
"would take them for their enemies." The Gortonists then ran up the 
British flag, but the troops fired upon it. Gorton believed the troops 
intended to make "the house we were in, our grave." The settlers had 
fortifiedithe house with mud walls, making the refuge "musket proof."  If 
39 they were to be captured, theypplanned to put up a ggod fight. 
The seige lasted for "divers days." Contrary to expectations, the 
Massachusetts soldiers fought on the Sabbath and endeavored to burn down 
Gorton*8 house. However, a strong wind blew the fire away from the refuge, 
and the return fire of the defenders forced the soldiers to fall back. 
The small garrison "could have easily done them /the soldiers/mock hart 
but were.lelohth to spill the blood of their countrymen." They only 
40 intended to keep the soldiers away from the house. 
When the soldiers from Massachusetts realized the Gortonists meant 
to fight and could shoot with "some certainty," they refused to fight. 
The commissioners had to send for reinforcements. With an overwhelming 
force soon to confront them, Gorton and his followers finally surrendered 
in order "to prevent the spilling of blood which they could no longer 
refrain in the defense of themselves." Although their captors promised 
39 
Gorton, Symplicitie8 Defense, pp. 112-15; Winslow, Hypocrisie Un- 
masked, p. 4; Winthrop, II: 168. 
40 
Gorton, Symplicities Defense, p. 115; Actually, the troops attempt- 
ed to set fire to Gorton's house at least three or four times.  See 
Winthrop, II: 169. 
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to allow them to "go along with them as freemen and neighbors," they 
were seized and told they would be shot if they sought to escape. They 
41 
were then marched to Boston for trial. 
Meanwhile, the fate of Maintonomi was much worse than that of Samuel 
Gorton. Massachusetts had always been suspicious of his power and dis- 
pleased with his amiable attitude and aid toward the religious renegades 
of Rhode Island. Further angered by the sale of Shawomet to Gorton and 
encouraged by the prodding of William Arnold, Massachusetts seized the 
opportunity to act when open warfare finally erapped ibetween Unkas and 
Maintonomi. 
Before the plan to contest the Shawomet purchase took shape, Connect- 
iiCJ*t had complained to Massachusetts that Mainfiaaomi was plotting and 
conspiring with the other tribes' to make war upon the settlaaatits of New 
England. When the matter came before the Massachusetts General Court, 
that body ordered Maintonomi to appear and answer the charges. At fisst, 
the sachem refused. But, finally, he agreed to come to Boston. Ikentbtef 
insisted that his accusers be brought before him and demanded "those might 
41 
Gorton, Symplicities Defense, p. 15. The entire list of Providence 
witnesses before the affair was completed was comprised of: Richard Scott, 
Stukely Westcott, William Barrows, John Field, Thomas Angel1 and Adam 
Goodwin. Although some of the settlers of Providence had been angered 
by the activity of the Gortonists concerning the riot in November, 1641, 
by the point of complaining to Massachusetts, many of the same settlers 
did not expect not want what transpired at Shawomet.  In addition to the 
above names, the following Providence settlers also sought to avoid blood- 
shed and mediate at Shawomet, although they had earlier signed the letter 
of complaint to Massachusetts on November 17, 1641: William Field, William 
Harris, William Reynolds, Thomas Harris, Hugh Bewitt and Joshua Winsor. 
Ibid., pp. 116-17} It is important to note that Plymouth refused juris- 
diction over Shawomet, and the deputy-governor, John Brown, was openly 
unsympathetic toward the action of Massachusetts. See Field, I: 67; John 
Brown appears to have been amiable toward Samuel Gorton. See Document XI, 
"Letter from Samuel Gorton to Nathaniel Morton," in Gorton, Symplicities 
Defense, pp. 246-50. 
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be punished wtac had raised this slander" if he were found innocent.  The 
Narragansett flhief charged that the allegations were instigated by his 
enemy, Unkas, and demanded to meet him face to face in court. The General 
Court opposed such a confrontation, especially since Unkas was its close 
ally.  But the court was greatly impressed with the noble and knowledge- 
able attitude of the accused.  "In all his answers, he was very deliberate 
and showed good understanding in the principles of justice, legality and 
ingenuity withal." Later, the governor, the magistrates, and the elders 
concluded that the charges arose "from false ground, and out of the enmity 
which was between the Narragansetts and the Mohegans." Therefore, there 
was insufficient ground to risk war with the Narragansetts, and the court 
sent a letter to Connecticut in an effort to dissuade them from acting 
42 
against the Narragansett nation. 
Although Massachusetts had been reluctant to act against the power- 
ful Maintonomi, the outburst of open warfare between the Narragansetts 
and the Mohegans, compounded by Maintonomi'a-involvement in the sale of 
Shawomet to Samuel Gorton, prodded the Bay Colony to act. Following the 
Shawomet purchase, Unkas began a quarrel with Sequa8sen, a sachem on the 
Connecticut River whose tribe was allied with the Narragansetts. When 
Unkas attacked their village and killed many of the tribe, Maintonomi 
demanded revenge. Maintonomi asked the governor of Connecticut if that 
colony would allow him to make war upon Unkas, but Governor Haynes 
expressed misgivings about the request and refused to encourage aey. 
42 
"Relation of the Indian Plot," in the Massachusetts Historical 
Society Collections. XXIII (Cambridge, 1833): 161-4; It was also charged 
that Maintonomi wanted to make his son sachem of the Pequots, in viola- 
tion of ahftreaty with Massachusetts.  See Winthrop, II: 97-100. 
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retaliatory action. The Narragansett Sachem then inquired into how Massa- 
chusetts would react to a war between himself and the Bay Colony's close 
ally, Unkas. Governor Winthrop responded that if Maintonomi felt tfUakas 
had done him and his friends wrong, and would not give satisfaction, we 
should leave him to take his own course." But, within the next several 
week8, in May of 1643, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Haven, and Plymouth 
joined in a "Confederation of the United Colonies of New England" for the 
purpose of mutual protection in the event of an Indian war. The Shawomet 
purchase, the refusal of Maintonomi to appear before the Massachusetts 
General Court concerning the sale, and new, exaggerated reports of a Narr- 
agansett-inspired conspiracy against the United Colonies, heightened the 
English suspicion and hostility toward the sachem and his people.  Unkas 
43 
soon became the tool for Maintonomi's punishment. 
Late that summer, Maintonomi led an assault against Unkas before the 
latter chief could make ready for defense.  Despite the advantage of sur- 
prise,and superior numbers (at least two to one), the Mohegans defeated 
the Narragansetts and even captured Maintonomisihimself I  Since Unkas 
feared further retaliation from the Narragansetts if he harmed his captive, 
he brought Maintonomi before the Commissioners of the United Colonies in 
Hartford. The commissioners transferred the prisoner to the jurisdiction 
of Massachusetts. Maintonomi was then brought before the General Court 
44 in Boston to stand trial. 
43 Sequessen was also a relative of Maintonomi, Potter, pp. 38-9; 
"Articles of Confederation of the United Colonies of New England," in 
Bradford, pp. 382-9; No doubt the increased sense of security and power 
fostered by the new Confederation had a role in the actions taken against 
the chief of the Narragansetts. 
^Jinthrop, II: 157-60; Bradford, pp. 388-9, Maintonomi even wore 
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The Massachusetts General Court decided Malntonomi should be put to 
death. They ordered Unkas to carry out the sentence and promised him 
protection from Narragansett reprisals. Gorton and the settlers at 
Shawomet sent a letter to Massachusetts demanding Maintonomi's release. 
The Narragansetts paid a ransom to Unkas and to Massachusetts in an 
45 
effort to save their sachem's life, but to no avail. 
Unkas took Maintonomi beyond Massachusetts jurisdiction and into 
Mohegan territory. Two Englishmen accompanied Unkas to verify that the 
Mohegans did not torture their captive. Massachusetts kept the decision 
to execute Maintonomi secret as long as possible to order to allow Unkae 
time to carry out the verdict of the court before any attempts to rescue 
the doomed chief could get under way. Finally, at a place now known as 
"Sachem's Plain," Unkas killed Maintonomi with a blow to the back of the 
An armor shield given to him by Gorton. The Mohegans deceived their 
assailants by attacking under the pretence of a truce. The Mohegans 
were generally considered fiercer and more able warrions than were the 
more peaceful Narragansetts. The same was true in 1676, when it was 
the chief of the much smaller tribe of Wampanoags, King Philip, who led 
the uprising against the English, while the Narragansetts followed their 
lead. 
45 
The General Court was also angry at Maintonomi for refusing to 
turn over a Pequot who had attempted to kill Unkas.  Instead, Maintonomi 
had the Indian executed. Whether he killed the Indian as a just punish- 
ment, or t* hide his own duplicity in the assassination plot, I cannot 
determine, although the insinuation from unfavorable contemporary sources 
is clear. See Bradford, pp. 388-91; WinthrAp, IIV 154-60. The only 
mention of Narragansett gifts by Winthrop is from Maintonomi's brother, 
Pessicus, who attempted to purchase the neutrality of Massachusetts in 
his war against Unkas. Winthrop stated that he denied neutrality and 
rejected the gifts.  Ibid.. pp. 170-1; Winthrop denied that any ransom 
foe Maintonomi was paid. At a court hearing in Connecticut in 1645, the 
Court of the United Colonies denied that the ransom was paid and threat- 
ened the Narragansetts if they did not end their war of vengeance against 
the Mohegans. A treaty was forced upon the Narragansetts later that year. 
Tsiwn Savage, once treasurer? for the Massachusetts Historical Society in 
the 18608, and editor of Winthrop's history, believed that the ransom was 
paid and cites a letter from Governor Haynes tifofionnecticut to Governor 
Winthrop as proof!  See Ibid., p. 160. 
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head with his hatchet. By September of 1643, the contest of the Shawomet 
purchase resulted in not only the capture of Samuel Gorton and his follow- 
ers, but also in the death of Maintonomi and the weakening of the Narra- 
46 gansett Empire. 
After the death of Maintonomi and the Shawomet seige, the Gortonists 
were taken to Boston. Of the eleven defenders, one died before the surren- 
der and three escaped. At Boston, the remaining captives were put in 
jail until their trial. The letters they had written to Bassachusetts 
were used as evidence against them, and as proof that their ideas were 
Antinomian.  "Heresy was the only charge against the Gortonists, and the 
sole object to which the attention of the court was directed." Their 
crime having been "sufficiently proved," only their punishment had to be 
determined. 
46 
Winslow, p. 80; Winthrop, II: 157-8; Winslow stated that the Narra- 
gansetts 'thanked" Massachusetts for the manner in which they allowed 
Maintonomi to be executed. They were grateful because Unkas did not tor- 
ture the chief, and the sachem was given an "honorable burial." But sub- 
sequent events demonstrate that nothing could have been further from the 
truth. The Narragansetts immediately stepped up their fighting against 
Unkas until a threat from the superior United Colonies forced a treaty in 
1645. Of the death of Maintonomi, the Massachusetts historian, James 
Savage, stated in his edition of Winthrop's History, "Of several parts of 
this history, many readers will perhaps form an unfavorable judgment, but 
none has been so painful in the whole progress of my labors, as this which 
relates to the treatment of Maintonomi by our fathers.  Such a case of 
perfiliytyor cruelty, or both, it is impossible to pass without animadver- 
sion." Of the murder, Rhode Island historian William Staples said, "As 
it was, he was sacrificed because he was more liberal in his views than 
his Christian neighbors, more benevolent in his actions - more catholic 
in his religion. His memory should be embalmed in the greatful recollec- 
tions of every inhabitant of the state of Rhode Island." See Gorton's 
Symplicitie8 Defense, p. 156. 
47 
The one defender who died was Sampson Shatton. The three who escap- 
ed were John Greene, Richard Waterman and Nicholas Power. Power and 
Waterman were either recaptured or turned themselves in shortly after 
their escape. Waterman was released on bond and Power was freed totally 
since he had not signed any of the inflamatory letters that were sent to 
-36- 
At first, the court attempted to have the captives denounce their 
beliefs.  "After divers means hadebeen used in both public and private 
to reclaim them, and all proving fruitless, the court proceeded to con- 
sider their sentence." All of the magistrates but three demanded death 
for the heretics, but "the greatest number of deputies dissented and 
carried the vote."  In the end, Gorton and his companions were sentenced 
to labor in chains in separate towns throughout the colony during the 
48 
"pleasure of the court." 
But the sentence of the court, and tj» spreading of the dissidents 
throughout the colony only compounded the problem for the Puritan leaders. 
Instead of being penitent, the zealots were corrupting the people with 
their heresies. According to the decision of the court,in November, they 
would suffer death if they persisted 'in their preachings and beliefs. 
But the court decided in March of 1644 to have the Gortonists "banished" 
from the colony within fourteen days. Gorton and his fellow prisoners 
travelled to Boston to meet and leave for home together within a few days. 
But Governor Winthrop considered it unwise to allow them together in 
Bostoa for any amount of time where they could "seduce some of the 
Massachusetts.  Greene escaped entirely.  See Winthrop, II: 178-9; Gorton, 
Symplicities Defense, pp. 119-137; Arnold, I: 183-9; For the outline of 
the charges of blasphemy and heresy, see Nathaniel B. Shurtleff, ed., 
Records of the Governor and Colony of the MassachusettasBay in New England, 
II (Boston, 1833): 51; For the court proceedings see Maas. MSS, III; 1-8; 
"Governor Winthrop1s Account of Gorton's Trial," Document XIX, in Gorton, 
Symplicities Defense, pp. 217f. 
winthrop, II: 176-7; Shurtleff, Massachusetts Colonial Records, II: 
52-3; Gorton, Symplicities Defense, pp. 137-47; SamueelGorton went to 
Charlestown, John Wickes went to Ipswitch, Randall Holden went to Salem, 
Richard Carder to Roxbury, Francis Weston to Dorchester, John Warner to 
Bo8ton, and Williaa Woddall to Watertown. Their cattle was kept tp pay 
for the court fees and the expense of the expedition.  See Mass. MSS, III: 
10-11. The decieiAnnof the court came in November of 1643. 
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townspeople." Three days after the original decree, the governor gave 
the Gottonists until noon of the tenth of March to leave the colony. 
Facing death if they refused, Gorton and his followers immediately de- 
49 parted for their homes at Shawomet. 
After the Gortonista arrived at their old settlement, they inquired 
of Governor Winthr6p whether Shawomet was considered part of the area of 
banishment. Winthrop replied it was and told them they lived there at 
the "peril of your lives." Gorton and his friends then left their homes 
and traveled!to the island of Aquedneck and safety. 
The Gortonists did not falter in their attempt to regain the Shawcmet 
territory. The first step in that effort was the remarkable "Act of Sub- 
mission" from the Narragansett Indiana in April of 1644. When Gorton 
and his friends returned from Boston, the Narragansetts "marvelled much 
at their deliverence and release." The Indians believed that England was 
inhabited by two great races, the WWallaconogas," who migrated to the new 
world, and the stronger race of Old England, called the "Gortonogas" 
after the release of Gortonsand his cohorts. The release of Gorton's 
followers from the powerful colonial government of Massachusetts led the 
Indians to believe them to be representatives of the stronger power of 
49 
Gorton, Symplicities Defense, pp. 147-9; Shurtleff, Massachusetts 
Colonial Records. II: 51-7; Mass. MSS. Ill: 14. 
50 
Gorton, Simplicities Defense, pp. 149-52; Arnold, I: 189; Although 
they were warmly received at Aquedneck, Governor Coddington was not too 
enthused about welcoming home the man who had supported the Hutchinsons 
in their coup against him in Portsmouth in 1640, and who spoke to him so 
disrespectfully in court a year later. Coddington wrote to Winthrop in 
August, 1644, that Gorton was "here against my mind.../and/shall he not 
be by me protected." See Mass. MSS, III: 31-6. 
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Old England, and they therefore looked to them for assistance. 
The Narragansetts were angered by the murder of their sachem 
Maintonoml, but his death was only the beginning. The Bay Colony demand- 
ed that the Narragansetts desist from warring against Unkas and ordered 
Maintonoml's brother, Pessicus, to give Benedict Arnold one hundred 
bushels of corn to be distributed among Pumham's Indians. The Narragan- 
setts then sent a letter to the government of Massachusetts protesting" 
the death of their sachem and claiming" that they had given ransom for 
his life. They informed the Bay Colony that they were submitting them- 
selves and their lands, not to Massachusetts, but "unto the government 
52 
and protection of the honorable state of Old England." 
Buttressed by the "Act of Submission," Sarnie1 Gorton, Randall Holden, 
and John Greene journeyed to England in the winter of 1644-45 in an en- 
deavor to win back their homes. While in England, Gorton wrote his 
Symplicitle8 Defense, outlining his charges against Massachusetts and 
putting forth his arguments for reclaiming the Shawomet lands. They 
presented their case before the Committee on Foreign Plantations. One 
Gorton, Symplicities Defense, pp. 153-62; Field, I: 70-1. 
£ajsSj_MSS, III: 17; Gorton, Symplicities Defense, p. 162; "The 
Act and Deed of Voluntary and free Submission of the Narragansett Indians," 
in Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, I: 134-6; Of the "Act of Submission," 
Rhode Island historian Edward Field stated, "This act, considered in the 
light of subsequent events, was of the most vital importance to Rhode 
Island. Had it not been accomplished, the vast Narragansett territory 
would have fneritabIfyfalien into the hands of Massachusetts, and Rhode 
Island, limited to three small, isolated settlements scattered along the 
waterfront, could never have withstood the attacks of her aggressive ne 
neighbors.  Deprived of the body and backbone, the extremities would 
surely have been split op and parceled out among the adjacent colonies... 
it is not too much to say that this cession, together with the obtaining 
of the Patent of 1644 and the Charter of 1663, was one of three events in 
our history that insured Rhode Island's existence." See Field, I: 70. 
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of the commissioners was Sir Henry Vane, who had been sympathetic to the 
Hutchinson faction while governor of Massachusetts during the Antinomian 
controversy of 1636-37. The Committee on Foreign Plantations decided to 
order Massachusetts to permit the petitioners to live at Shawomet until 
53 
the matter could be resolved at a future hearing. 
Armed with this ruling, John Greene and Randall Holden returned to 
Boston to deliver the deciefctanto the Massachusetts authorities, Exactly 
two year8 after their imprisonment and trial, the magistrates were offend- 
ed to have the heretics in their midst, let alone arrogantly delivering 
such an embarrassing order. The directive "gave rise to prolonged debates" 
concerning the amount of subordination England had a right to expect from 
its colonies. Massachusetts immediately commissioned Edward Winslow of 
Plymouth to travel to England and represent them in the controversy. 
Winslow's response to Gorton's charges appeared in a book entitled 
Hypocri8le Unmasked, which also related Samuel Gorton's earlier problems 
with the courts at Plymouth and Portsmouth. Despite Winslow'8 efforts, 
the Commission ordered on May 25, 1647, that the Gortonists be allowed to 
54 inhabit their Shawomet lands. 
Although Providence, Portsmouth, Newport and Shawomet (renamed Warwidk) 
53 
Robert C. Winthrop, ed., The Life and Letters of John Winthrop. 
1588-1642, II;(Boston, 1869-1895): 346-7. 
54 
Ibid.; "Letter from Samuel Gorton to Nathaniel Morton," Gorton, 
Symplicities Defense, pp. 248-50; To bolster the Gortonist claim, the 
Patent of 1644, secured by Roger Williams and John Clarke, included the 
Shawomet purchase.  See Rhode Island Historical Society Collections. V: 
60.  Shawomet was renamed Warwick in honor of the Earl of Warwick who 
headed the Parliamentary Commission and also supported the Gortonists in 
their attempts to regain the territory purchased from Maintonomi in 
January of 1642. 
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were settled at different times, under different leadership, and often 
quarreled among themselves, the conditions which prompted the Shawomet 
episode gradually made it eviient to these plantations that some form 
of union was necessary "to the preservation of their distinct existence." 
The encroachments by Massachusetts and that colony's intrigue with the 
Pawtuxet Indians, Unkas, and the Arnolds, the threat of an Indian war 
without admittance into the defensive confederation of the New England 
colonies, and claims by Plymouth under the Bradford patent to juris- 
diction over Aquedneck, all combined to surmount the excessive spirit of 
individualism in the plantations and bring them into a practical, al- 
though uneasy, traronnfor their mutual defense. 
Herbert L. Osgood, The American Colonies in the Seventeenth Century, 
I (Gloucester, Mass., 1957): 334, 353. 
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CHAPTER II 
Rhode Island: 
Struggle for Territorial Integrity 
"The onus of blame for this aggres- 
sion ttpon her lands — and this fact most 
historians of Rhode Island have either 
failed or have been unwilling to aotie — 
should be visited upon her own disloyal 
inhabitants, rather than upon her grasp- 
ing neighbors." 
Edward Field in his State of Rhode 
Island and Providence Plantations at the 
End of the Century; A History 
Internal disloyalty and factionalism was "the chief obstruction to 
Rhode Island's progress" during the seventeenth century, according to 
the Rhode Island historian, Edward Field. Rhode Island's internal 
feuding did give to its neighbors both the incentive and the opportunity 
to extend their authority over the tiny colony. 
The earlier quarreling between Williams, Arnold, Gorton and their 
followers made it easier for Massachusetts to seize the Gortonists and 
their Shawomet lands. This chapter will examine the other conflicts 
within the colony of Rhode Island which accentuated its susceptibility 
to its more powerful neighbors. The scheme of William Coddlngton in 
1651 to detach Aquedneck from the Williams Patent of 1644, the attempt 
by pro-Connecticut assemblymen to see that colony gain at Rhode Island's 
expense, the "monopolistic" interests of William Harris and the 
Edward Field, The State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations 
at the End of the Century; A History. I (Boston. 1902); 141; Adelos 
Gorton, The Life and Times of Samuel Gorton (Phila., 1907), p. lv. 
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"proprietary party" of Providence, and the Quaker influence upon the 
general assembly in the mid-16708 were all additional factors in the 
colony'8 vulnerability to the land grabbing schemes of Connecticut and 
2 
Massachusetts. 
Other important factors must also be hoted in Rhode Island's early 
struggle for independence and self-preservation. The conflicting and 
mutually exclusive charters of Connecticut in 1662 and Rhode Island a 
year later, the continued religious bigotry of the Puritan colonies 
toward religious refugees, the suspicions of and contempt for the Narra- 
gansettsIndians by the United Colonies, the unstable conditions in Eng- 
land, the equivocal action taken by the mother country in many of the 
colonial boundary disputes, the intensified animosity resulting from 
events during the war with King Philip in 1675-6, and royal intrigue to 
usurp colonial authority — all these factors further augmented the inter- 
colonial disputes. 
"Boundary disputes occupy a larger place in the history of Rhode 
Island than that of any other colony." This fact clearly permeated the 
prolpnged and difficult struggle of that colony to firmly establish its 
own territorial sovereignty. After the seizure at  Shawomet in 1643, the 
settlers of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations realized the 
urgency for some attempt at unity. Along with the threat to Providence 
by the encroachment of Massachusetts through Pumham and the Pawtuxet 
submission, Plymouth colony claimed as being part of its patent the 
whole island of Aquednecki  The Antinomians who settled the island had 
2 
Irving Berdine Richman, Rhode Island; Its Making and Its Meaning, 
II (N. Y., 1902): 251, 154; Herbert L. Osgood, The American Colonies in 
the Seventeenth Century, I (Gloucester, Mass., 1957): 339. 
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petitioned Plymouth in 1638 for permission to settle there after their 
banishment from Massachusetts. Also, as a result of the murder of 
Maintonomi, all the settlers of New England feared a major Indian war 
spearheaded by the vengeful Narragansetts. The United Colonies denied 
membership to Rhode Island, thus leaving the tiny settlement alone and 
surrounded by Indians in the face of such a war. All of these factors 
contributed to the dispatch of Roger Williams to England to procure a 
charter. Despite intrigue by Massachusetts to attain the territory 
under the title of a "Narragansett Patent," Williams returned to Provi- 
dence Plantations with a charter from the Earl of Warwick in September 
1644. The charter allowed the towns of Providence, Newport and Ports- 
3 
mouth to unite under one government. 
But, again, internal bickering threatened Rhode Island's unity and 
its ability to resist the aggression of its neighbors. William Coddington 
of Newport, an authoritarian concerned about the "excessive individuality,14 
of the Providence Plantations, opposed the patent and instead sought an 
alliance with the United Colonies. The alliance would not only separate 
his settlement from the liberalism of Providence, but it would also pro- 
vide the necessary protection should an Indian war erupt. But the commis- 
sioners refused to agree to any alliance unless the island surrendered 
to the jurisdiction of Plymouth or Massachusetts. Coddington then 
3 
Ibid., jip. 366, 353; Nathaniel Morton, New England Memorial (Boston, 
1855), p. 134; Edward Winslow, Hypocrisie Unmasked; A True Relation of 
Proceedings of the Government and Company of the Massachusetts Against 
Samuel Gorton of Rhode Island, ed. by Howard M. Chapin (Providence, 1916), 
p. 83; Massachusetts was only one vote shy on the Board of Trade and Plan- 
tations of securing their "Narragansett Patent" on December 10, 1643. See 
Nathaniel Shurtleff, ed., Records of the Governor and Colony of the Massa- 
chusetts Bay in New England, III (Boston, 1854): 49; Richman, I: 180; 
"Charter of 1644" in John Russell Bartlett, ed., The Records of the Colony 
of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations, I (Providence, 1856): 143-6. 
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attempted to withdraw the island from the Williams Patent pf 1644 and 
4 
the subsequent parliamentary confirmation in 1647. 
Coddington "appeared to be striving underhandedly" to affect the 
overthrow of the Williams Patent. The general asseobly finally brought 
charges against Coddington and informed him that if he again sought 
assistance outside the colony, John Clarke would replace him in the 
assembly. Coddington refused to attend the assembly and sailed for 
England in October 1649 to seek a separate patent for Aquedneck and 
Conanicut Islands. Massachusetts and Plymouth immediately revived their 
claims to the Narragansett territory before the commissioners of the 
United Colonies, and Edward Winslow of Plymouth appealed to England in 
an effort to obstruct Coddington*a  labors, claiming the island of Aqued- 
neck as part of the Plymouth patent of 1620. Coddington succeeded and 
returned to Rhode Island in 1651 with a lifetime commission as the gover- 
nor of the Islands of Aquedneck and Conanicut. 
But Coddington's commission was not favorably received in Providence 
Plantations, nor was it popular in his own settlements of Newport and 
4 
Richman, II: 10; Osgood, I: 362-3; Warwick became party to the 
Patent of 1644 three years later when a parliamentary commission, headed 
by the Earl of Warwick, decided that Shawomet was included in the Williams 
Patent.  See "History of Rhode Island," in the Rhode Island Historical 
Society Collections, V (Providence, 1843): 60; Remember, Rhode Island at 
this time refers tomboth Newport and Portsmouth.  See also "Act of the 
Commissioner8 of the United Colonies," September of 1644 and 1648, in 
Nathaniel B. Shurtleff, ed., Records of the Colony of New Plymouth.IX: 
23, 110* The Charter of 1644 was not immediately put into effect doaatee 
the precarious nature of affairs in England at that time between Charles 
I and parliament.  If Charles I defedtidapaiiliament, the patent would be 
worthless. 
John E. Pomfretfand Floyd M. Shumway, Founding the American Colonies, 
1583-1660 (N. Y., 1970), p. 222; "Coddington Petition," March 20, 1650, 
"Order of the Committee of the Admiralty," April 17, 1650, and "Coddington 
Commission," April 3, 1651, all in Noel Sainsbury, ed., Calender of State 
Papers. Colonial Series. I (London, 1860): 336, 338, 354.. 
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Portsmouth.  The inhabitants of Newport and Portsmouth sent John Clarke 
to England in an effort to have the Coddington commission rescinded. 
Providence and Warwick convinced Roger Williams to join Clarke in that 
endeavor. The uproar against Coddington's "double treason" was so great 
that the governor intrigued with the Dutch for soldiers to assist him in 
squelching the opposition he faced on the island. Coddington found it 
so uncomfortable at Newport that he retired to Boston where, in the 
spring of 1652, he surrendered his sole proprietary claim to Aquedneck. 
Meanwhile, the labors of Williams and Clarke proved fruitful, and 
Coddington's commission was officially recalled later that year.  Such 
internal strife made the colony's posture of defense in territorial 
disputes appear weak indeed. 
One area of contention was the western part of the present state of 
Rhode Island, now called "Westerly," which had been under the control of 
the Pequot Indians until their defeat by the forces of Connecticut and 
Massachusetts under Captain John Mason din 1637.  In the subsequent divi- 
sion of the spoils, some of the area was given to Narragansetts and the 
Mohegans, but Massachusetts claimed the right of jurisdiction to all of 
the Pequot territory east of Connecticut.  In 1658, the United Colonies 
officially ruled in favor of Massachusetts and allowed that colofiy to 
annex the territory, which they renamed "Southertown," to its Suffolk 
Ibid., "Order of Council of State," February 15, 1654, I: 414; 
Henry E. Turner, "William Coddington in Rhode Island Colonial Affairs," 
Rhode Island Historical Spatefcy Boa-4s(Providence, 1878): 33-41; Osgood, 
I: 363-4; Turner, Tracts; 23; A. Gorton, pp. 85-9; For two more favorable 
accounts of William Coddington and his actions at this time, see Edward 
H. West, "The Signing of the Compact and the Purchase of Aquedneck," and 
"Coddington and Clarke," in the Rhode Island Historical Society Collections, 
XXXII, No. 4 (Providence, 1939), and XXI, No. 4 (Providence, 1928): 119- 
123. 
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county. 
Aftertthe collapse of Pequot power, many, settlers from Connecticut 
and Massachusetts moved into the area.  By 1658, four germinal settle- 
ments — Pawcatuck, Wequetequock, Mystic and Stonington — made up the 
township of Southertown. The township bordered the Mystic River on the 
west and extended to the east several miles beyond the Pawcatuck River 
into the present state of Rhode Island. Massachusetts believed its claim 
was justified by the "right of conquest" and its response to those 
settlers in the area who petitioned the Bay Colony to exercise juris- 
Q 
diction there. 
Meanwhile, Rhode Island's intentions to eacoacage settlement in the 
Pawcatuck River area did not remain dormant. According to its patent in 
1644, the colony extended north to Massachusetts, east to Plymouth, and 
west to the Pequot or Pawcatuck River. When Massachusetts annexed South- 
er town, Rhode Island protested since the Bay Colony's claim included 
territory on the east side of the Pawcatuck River. One month after the 
"Massachusetts Claim to Pequot Territory," in Ebenezer Hazard, ed., 
Historical Collections: Consisting of the State Papers, and other Authentic 
Documents; Intended as Material for ahHlatory of the United States of 
America, I (Phila., 1792); 427; "Massachusetts Claim to Southertown," 
October 19, 1658, Shurtleff, Massachusetts Colonial Records, IV, pt., 1: 
353. 
Q 
For the names and sources of these settlers see Richard A. Wheeler, 
History of Stonington and Genealogies (New Haven, 1900), pp. 1-12; Henry 
Robinson Palmer, Stonington By the Sea (Stonington, 1913), pp. 1-14$ for 
a map of the Stonington boundary, see p. £5; Anne9 Chesebrough Wildey, 
Geneology of the Descendents of William Chesebrough of Boston. Rehobole. 
Massachusetts. The Founder and First White Settler of Stonington (N. Y.. 
1903). pp. 1-12; William Haynes. 1649-3-949. The Stonington Chronology 
(Stonington, 1949), pp. 1-13; Captain George Denison.of Massachusetts, 
a hero of the Pequot War, was designated to manage the affairs of the 
township.  See Shurtleff, Massachusetts Colonial Records, IV, pt., 1: 
353. 
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annexation, the Rhode Island general assembly passed a "forfeiture act," 
which forbid anyone to introduce a foreign jurisdiction and threatened 
confiscation of the property of anyone who submitted to the government 
9 
of any other colony. 
In March of 1661, approximately thirty-six planters from Newport 
and Portsmouth purchased land on the east side of the Pawcatuck River 
from Sosoa, an ally of the Narragansett Indians. The sale angered the 
Pequots, who disputed the Narragansett*4 right to the territory. The 
Pequots had planned to farm the land now sold by Sosoa to the Rhode 
Islanders. 
The settlers of Southertown also opposed the Rhode Island migration 
into the area. Part of Misquamicut had been granted to some Southertown 
settlers by Massachusetts. Some of the inhabitants of the township in- 
quired for "the reason of their intrusion into other men's rights; tell- 
ing them those lands were within the bounds of Southertown and appropri- 
ated to several persons." But the new settlers made it clear they would 
not be party to any jurisdictional trial anywhere 'Taut in Rhode Island." 
9 
"Roger Williams to John Mason," Publications of the Nargagansett 
Club, IV (Providence, 1874): 333-51; "Letter" and "Forfeiture Act," in 
Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, I: 403-4$ 458; Narragansett Mortgage: 
The Documents Concerning the Alien Purchases in Southern Rhode Island 
(Providence, 1925), p. 15; William Arnold and those of Pawtuxet who had 
submitted themselves and their lands to the jurisdiction of Massachusetts 
during the Gortonist controversy may have anticipated the action of the 
Rhode Island assembly.  In March of the same year of the forfeiture act, 
they requested that their submission to Massachusetts be terminated. See 
Joshua Coffin, Crans., Massachusetts Manuscripts: Documents, Letters, 
Pertaining to Rhode Idand, Transcribed from the General Court of Maasa 
achusetts, I: 102. 
w. B. Vars, trans., The Records of Tobias Saunders and His Descen- 
dants^ both vols. in one book, paragraphs: 26, 30; "Footnote," Richman, 
II: 227; "Testimony of William Chesebrough," September 3, 1661, Bartlett, 
Rhode Island Records, I: 455; Nellie W. Johnson, Tie Descendents of Robert 
Burdick of Rhode Island (Syracuse, 1937), p. 2; "Petition of Pequot 
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Massachusetts quickly informed Rhode Island that the Bay charter extended 
"from the Pequot River to the Plymouth Line," and that the intruders 
should move. The problem with the Massachusetts interpretation was deter- 
mining ijust how far south it went. Theoretically, it could have been 
construed to include most, if not all, of Rhode Island!  That colony 
naturally refused to terminate its claim of jurisdiction over the new 
settlers or to withdraw its support from them, 
On October 25, 1661, Massachusetts acted. The general 6ourt issued 
a warrant for the arrest of those settlers that "in a riotous manner 
entered upon, and took possession of the lands" of the township. Within 
a week, the constable of Southertown, William Palmer, had arrested three 
Rhode Island settlers, Robert Burdick, Tobias Saunders and Joseph Clarke, 
all from Newporg.  Some Providence men attempted to rescue the three on 
their way to trial in Boston, but missed the escort because they had 
"gone to dinner" at the time the posse passed.  Saunders and Burdick were 
imprisoned until their trial three weeks later. They were then convicted 
of "Forcible entry and intrusion into the bounds of Southertown," fined 
4AQ  eachy aadhrequired to post #.100 security each "for their peaceful 
conduct in the future." Both refused to pay. Massachusetts then asked 
12 
Rhode Island to pay the fine, but that colony flatly refused. 
Governor, Harmon Garret," Hazard, Historical Collections, II: 463. 
The area of the Rhode Island settlement was known as Squamacutk or 
Mi8quamicut.  In 1669, it was formally named "Westerly." See James H. 
Trumbull, ed., The Public Records of the Colony of Connecticut, II (Hart- 
ford, 1852): 92; "Testimony of William Chesebrough" and fifcetter from Massa- 
chusetts to Rhode Island," Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, I: 455, 461. 
i2Johnson, Robert Burdick, pp. 2-3; "Court Sentence," Shurtleff, 
Massachusetts Colonial Records, IV, pt., 2: 44-5; Vars, Records of Tobias 
Saunders, paragraphs: 25-6; Joseph Clarke was released "upon a very urgent 
occasion," See "Court Sentence," and "Massachusetts to Rhode Island," 
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The Imprisonment of Saunders and Burdick "exasperated" the new set 
settlers of Misquamicut and "led to a system of reprisals and acts of 
violence." Rhode Island constables told the Southertown inhabitants to 
"remove their habitations"from the *aat side of the Pawcatuck River.  If 
someone resisted, the constables threatened to "carry him to prison, 
drive away his cattle, cut his grass," or even have his house "torn down." 
Both groups used the Indians against each other.  The Pequots, who sought 
protection from the encroachments of the Rhode Islanders and the powerful 
Narragansetts, looked to Massachusetts and Seathestiown for assistance. 
The Narragansetts, who never befriended or trusted the New England colon- 
ntes, did get along well with Rhode Island, especially the settlers at 
Misquamicut. While the Narragansetts "did plunder and take away" many 
of the "goods and horses" of the settlers of Southertown and dispossessed 
the Pequots under their sachem Harmon Garrett, the settlers of Southertown 
paid the Pequots "in corn" tp improve lands claimed by the Rhode Islanders. 
The religious differences were also a source of animosity, since most of 
the settlers of Southertown were Puritans, while many of the settlers of 
13 
Misquamicut were refugees from Massachusetts. 
Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, I: 456-8; Saunders and Burdick appealed 
to the king, but to no avail.  See Shurtleff, p. 161. 
13 
Samuel G. Arnold, History of the State of Rhode Island and Provi- 
dence Plantations. I (N. Y., 1859): 282; "Complaint by John Frinke," 
"United Colonies to Rhode Island," and "Meeting of the Commissioners of 
the United Colonies," in Hazard, Historical Collections. II: 467-8, 477; 
"Order to Daniel Gookin," in Bartlett, Rhode Island Records. I: 463; Vars, 
Records of Tobias Saunders, paragraph: 28$ Saunders' Records contain 
passages referring to the great trust and respect the Narragansett Indians 
had for Tobias Saunders, who was usually conservator of the peace, or 
deputy to the general assembly from the settlement.  Even before the 
settlers from Rhode Island arrived at Misquamicut, the settlers of South- 
ertown complained to the United Colonies about the conduct of the Narra- 
gansett Indians.  See DocumentsVIII in Trumbull, Connecticut Colonial 
Records, I; 576-8; Haynes, Stonington Chronology, p. 16; Saunders and 
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In 1662, Connecticut re-entered the contest over the Pawcatuck 
territory with the renewal of its charter. After the deAth of Oliver 
Cromwell in 1658 and the restoration two years later, all of England 
"was in a spate of uncertainty and instability." The corporate colonies 
of New England felt insecure because parliament, not the king, had issued 
their charters.  Connecticut and Rhode Island sent agents to England to 
secure confirmation of their pateats.  Connecticut succeeded first in 
April 1662, while Rhode Island secured its confirmation in July 1663. 
Because Connecticut could interpret its charter to include the disputed 
Pawcatuck Aeesiandya great portion of the Narragansett territory around 
Providence, many in Rhode Island believed that Connecticut had obtained 
14 its charter through "underhand dealing." 
The agent from Connecticut, John Winthrop, and his counterpart from 
Rhode Island, John Clarke, forsaw the probable conflict in the inter- 
pretations of their respective charters. The Connecticut charter of 
1631 stated the colony was bounded "on the east by the Narragansett Bay, 
where the said River falleth into the sea."  If the eastern boundary 
really extended to the Necragansett Bay, that colony's bounds included 
Providence and Warwick. The new charter procured in 1662 repeated the 
same description of Connecticut's eastern boundary.?The Rhode Island 
Burdick were held for two years until they were exchanged for two Massa- 
chusetts officials seized in retaliation by Rhode Island authorities. 
One was the deputy-marshall of Suffolk Bounty, William Marble, who was 
sent by Massachusetts into the disputed area to inquire into the complaints 
by his people of Rhode Island reprisals.  See Johnson, Robert Burfdick. p. 
4; The Records of the Court of Trials of the Colony of Providence Plan- 
tations. 1662-1670. II (Providence, 1920); 21-2; Reverend William L. 
Burdick, ed., Samuel Hubbard's Journal, circa 1633-1686; Manuscripts Re- 
lating to Samuel Hubbard of Newport (Providence, 1940), pp. 35-6. 
14 
Pomfret and Shumway, p. 72; "Rhode Island to Connecticut," October 
27, 1662, Bartlett, Rhode Island Records. I: 492-5. 
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charter in 1663 put the two colonies on a collision course by confirming 
its bounds to be from "three miles east of the Narragansett Bay" in the 
east "to the middle of the channel ofi a river commonly called Pawcatuck" 
in the west. The whole 6f the Narragansett territory west of the Narra- 
gansett Bay to the Pawcatuck River was in dispute. 
Winthrop agreed with Clarke to have a specific clause inserted in 
the new Rhode Island charter. The agents "agreed that the said Pawcatuck 
River shall be also called the Narragansett River, and be deemed to be 
the Narragansett River mentioned in his majesty's late grant to Connecti- 
cut Colony,las fchei.eastern bounds of that colony." The clause stressed 
that "any grant or clause in the late grant to the governor and company 
of Connecticut Colony in America, to tohe contrary thereof in otherwise 
not withstanding." What the Rhode Island charter had in essence done, 
was change or modify the previous pa&ent to Connecticut!  Charles II 
acquiesced in the agreement because of his faith and confidence in 
Winthrop1s ability to win support for the settlement upon his return to 
Gone cti cut. 
This was John Winthrop "the younger," son of the first §overnor of 
Massachusetts.  "Connecticut Charter" and a "Brief History of the Boundary 
Dispute," in Trumbull, Connecticut Colonial Records. II: 1-11, 526-8; For 
map8 of the boundaries of Rhode Island throughout its history, see John 
Hutchins Cady, Rhode Island Boundaries. 1636-1936 (Providence, 1936); 
"Rhode Island Charter," in Bartlett, Rhode Island Records. II: 1-21; 
Document #512 in Sainsbury, Calendar of State Papers, I: 148-50. 
"Brief History of the Boundary Dispures," and the "Clarke-Winthrop 
Agreement," Trumbull, Connecticut Colonial Records. II: 526-9; Bartlett, 
Rhode Island Records.ill: 1-21J "Rhode Island Charter," and "King's Iv.s 
Instructions to Royal Commission," April 23, 1664, Documents #512 and #717, 
in Sainsbury, Calendar of State Papers, I: 148-50, 202-3; The agreement 
was signed by Winthrop and Clarke on April 7, 1663. The agreement was 
prodded by four arbiters who supported Rhode Island on the question of 
the eastern boundary. The Rhode Island charter was finalized on July 8, 
1663.  See Field, State of Rhode Island. I: 100-108. 
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But the settlement was denounced by Connecticut officials* They 
asserted that theit charters of 1631 and 1662 had precedence over the 
latest Rhode Isladd patent.  They also castigated Wiftthr*p and claimed 
his agreement with Clarke was "without authority or approval of the gen- 
eral court" and that his "agency had terminated" before he entered into 
the agreement* 
Massachusetts withdrew its claims to the Pawcatuck territory in 
favor of Connecticut, and the latter colony revived its "right of conquest" 
to the area as a result of its participation in the Pequot War. Aa 
expected, the United Colonies supported Connecticut in its efforts to 
"prevent the intrusion of those of Rhode Island and their injurious deal- 
ing with divers of our people." The commissioners of the United Colonies 
instructed the Rhode Island general assembly to have its settlers in the 
area "withdraw themselves," antl buttressed the demand with a subtle threat 
18 
of force if the disturbances in the area continued. 
Whether Stonington was under the jurisdiction of Massachusetts or 
Connecticut, the relations between the town and the Rhode Island settlers 
across the river remained strained.  Stonington settlers complained that 
"several cattle were stolen by Rhode Island men" and requested assistance 
from Connecticut.  But that colony did not respond with the spped and 
force expected. Earlier, the settlers were angered by the lack of support 
they received while Rhode Island sent constables to assist its settlers. 
Part of the problem entailed contested land titles from Massachusetts and 
"Connecticut Argument," Trumbull, Connecticut Colonial Records, II: 
528; "Meeting of the Commissioners in New London," 1670, Bartlett, Rhode 
Island Records, II: 312-14. 
18 
"Records of the United Colonies of New England," and "United Colo- 
nies to Rhode Island," in Hazard, Historical Collections. II: 467-8. 
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Connecticut settlers, and no real action was taken against Misquamicut 
while those internal altercations were before the United Colonies for 
resolution. 
The Stonington settlers took things into their own hands in early 
1664.  "Twenty or more" of the town crossed the Pawcatuck River into 
Misquamicut and "there assaulted, and by violence broke open" the home 
of James Babcock, and "hauled" him away "to the great afrightenment of 
the women and children that were in the house." Fearing further violence, 
the governor of Rhode Island proposed a meeting of commissioners from 
the two colonies to negotiate a boundary between the settlements. The 
agents were chosen, but the meeting was doomed from the start since 
Rhode Island would not give up Misquamicut and Connecticut ordered its 
20 
agents "not to give away any part of the bounds of i$s charter." 
During this time contention over the whole Narragansett territory 
intensified, not only around Stonington, but around Wickford (now North 
Kingston) and the area south of Providence and just east of Newport. 
While this area had once been claimed by Massachusetts, Connecticut and 
Rhode Island rarely made extensive arguments for the area. Although 
their charters could be interpreted to include the territory, the issue 
was moot since no settlements existed in the tract, except for a few who 
19 
Connecticut changed the name of the area from Southertown to Mystic 
in 1665, and then to Stonington the following year.  See Trumbull, Connect- 
ive t Colonial Records. II: 26, 36; "Captain Denison to United Colonies," 
Hazard, Historical Collections, II: 477; "Meeting of the Commissioners of 
the United Colonies," Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, It;499-500; "Answer 
to Southertown Petition," Shurtleff, Massachusetts Colonial Records, IV, 
pt., 2: 75; "Chesebrough Petition," in Wheeler, History of Stonington. p. 17. 
20 
"General Assembly," March 2, 1664, "Governor of Rhode Island to 
Governor of Connecticut," March 10, 1664, and "General Assembly," October 
26, 1664, in Bartlett, Rhode Island Records. II: 34-6, 71-2. 
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settled around Richard Smith's trading house at Wickford in 1641 and the 
21 the tiny settlement a£ Pettaquamscut in 1658. 
But Rhode Island and Connecticut soon locked horns over this terri- 
tory too when a company of Connecticut and Massachusetts men purchased 
some of the tract from the Indians in 1659. This "Atherton Purchase" 
heightened Rhode Island's suspicions concerning the plans of Its New 
England neighbors. That apprehension increased when members of the 
Atherton Company, with assistance of military pressure from the United 
Colonies, claimed all the territory of the Narragansett Indians in 1660 
)'■"    22 through what became known as the "Narragansett Mortgage." 
ThefNarragansett Mortgage" arose frOmofhe circumstances surrounding 
the war between the Narragansetts and the Mohegans. Following the death 
of Maintonomi in 1643, the enraged Narragansetts warred against Unkas 
until the power of the United Colonies forced the Narragansetts to sign 
a treaty in 1645. They were ordered to restore all the land taken from 
the Mohegans and pay reparations to the tribe and the United Colonies. 
21 John Bull of Boston, Samuel Wilbur and three others from Ports- 
mouth settled the "Pettaquamscut Purchase" in July, which included the 
southeast qaxttec of the Narragansett country. See Field, I: 98; Richard 
Smith purchased a small portion of the Narragansett territory in 1637, 
while he was a resident of Taunton, Massachusetts. Later, settlers from 
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Plymouth and Rhode Island joined Smith to 
purchase lands from the Narragansett Indians. The settlement was named 
"Wickford',1 "and Roger Williams was also one of the original purchasers of 
the territory. See Daniel Updike, Richard Smith; First English Settler 
of the Narragansett Country, Rhode Island (Boston, 1937), pp. 15-17; The 
prominent members of the "Atherton Company* were Major Humphrey Atherton, 
Richard Smith, Sr. and Jr., lieutenant William Hudson, Amos Richardson, 
all of Massachusetts, and Governor John Winthrop of Connecticut. See 
Document VII in Trumbull, Connecticut Colonial Records, II: 541. 
Narragansett Mortgage: Documents, pp. 22-5; "Narragansett Mortgage," 
Documents VII, Trumbull, Connecticut Colonial Records, II: 541-2; Bartlett, 
Rhode Island Records. I: 464-5; Sainsbury, Calendar of State Papers. I: 
490. 
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But the commissioners of the United Colonies were frustrated in theit 
attempts to secure fulfillment of the treaty* Periodic threats and 
rumors of an Indian war heightened the tension* Finally, in 1660, the 
United Colonies ordered the Narragansetts to pay the reparations or 
lose their lands* When they failed to defray the indemnity, the whole 
Indian territory was mortgaged* At that point, HagosiHumphrey Atherton 
and his associates paid off the mortgage and received all of the Narra- 
23 
gansett territory* 
Clarke and Winthrop had attempted to settle the dispute of the 
Atherton settlers and the possible conflict of jurisdiction over Wick- 
ford*  In return for the clear designation of the Pawcatuck River as the 
western boundary of Rhode Island in the charter of 1663, the Atherton 
settlers and others around Richard Smith's trading house in Wickford 
were to be allowed to "choose for themselves" the colony to which they 
wanted to submit. Almost immediately, Wickford applied to Hartford, and 
24 Connecticut appointed Richard Smith as constable. 
The settlers of Wickford believed Rhode Island could not offer the 
authority and security they needed.  Concerning their choice, Richard 
23 
Narragansett Mortgage: Documents;  "Narragansett Mortgage," 
Shurtleff, Plymouth Colonial Records, IX: 45, 74, 85, 117, 143, 168; 
Trumbull, Connecticut Colonial Records, II: 541-2; Sainsbury, Calendar of 
State Papers, I: 490; Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, I: 465. 
24 
The Clarke-Wlnthrop Agreement did not mention if the settlers around 
the Smith house could submit alltthe lands that they claimed to another 
jurisdiction. This was a point of disagreement between Rhode Island and 
Connecticut.  See "Clarke-Winthrop Agreement," Trumbull, Connecticut Colo- 
nial Records, II: 528-9; Document #512, in Sainsbury, Calendar of State 
Papers. V: 148-50; "Hartford Reply to Wickford," William R. Staples, trans., 
Connecticut MSS, III: 33-5.  It is possible that Winthrop's concern in 
the agreement with Clarke involved some self-interest, since he was one 
of the Atherton purchasers.whose claim would be safer if the settlers in 
the Wickford area were allowed to submit to Connecticut.  See "Narragan- 
sett Mortgage,¥ in Trumbull, Connecticut Colonial Records, II: 541. 
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Smith commented: 
"Rhode Island is a roddle to those who love 
to live in order.... To have our Narragansett lands 
settled under the jurisdiction of Connecticut... 
will be an effective means of planting those lands 
with a sober and considerable pepple knit together 
in the best order of a well managed government.?25 
Rhode Island insisted that the Clarke-Winthrop agreement applied to 
only Richard Smith and a few settlers around his trading house, not all 
the settlements or future settlements in the Narragansett territory. 
Others in Connecticut interpreted the agreement to allow the settlers in 
the area to submit all of their lands (wherever they may be) to Hartford 
jurisdiction. After the Narragansett Mortgage, that could be applied to 
the whole Narragansett territory except for Providence and Warwick. Rhode 
Island made Known its intentions in the area claimed by Atherton and his 
associates well before the Clarke-Winthrop agreement. Part of the intent 
of the forfeiture act of 1658,against purchases in Rhode Island without 
the consent of the general assembly was directed toward the area where 
Atherton and his company later laid claim. The Atherton settlers afcm- 
^iokfoiid complained in June of 1663 that "many turbulent, spirited fanatics, 
inhabitants of Rhode Island, have disturbed petitioners by cutting down 
their houses in the night." Richard Smith informed Connecticut that "by 
force and violence they intend to fetch others" from their homes.  Smith 
warned that the area "may be easily overtimed by them if Connecticut 
26 
stick not to us since they are resolute to drive all before them." 
25 
Updike, Richard Smith, p. 21.  It seems strange that while Connecticut 
denied the validity of the Clarke-Winthrop agreement, they argued over its 
interpretation. 
26 
"Petition of John Scott, John Winthrop, Simon Bradstreet, Daniel 
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In April of 1664, the king commissioned Robert Carr, George Cartwright, 
Samuel Maverick and Richard Nicholls to investigate the "differences and 
disputes arisen upon the limits and bounds of the several charters and 
jurisdictions." These contentions were threatening to "damage and dis- 
credit English interests" in America.  Secretly, the commissioners had 
two other objectives. Concerning internal relations among the English 
colonies, they were to "ascertain the true state of those several colonies," 
encourage the election of those who would "support the king, inquire into 
all laws passed" and examine their conformity to the laws of England and 
the regulations of the crown. Concerning external affairs and defense 
against the Dutch, they were to secure the appointment of one of their 
members, Colonel Richard Nicholls, as the governor of New York, and to 
also insure the appointment of a second member, Colonel George Cartwright, 
27 
as the major-general of the province. 
From the outset, relations between the United Colonies and the royal 
commission were strained.  Despite the king's guarantee that "all their 
liberties and privileges would continue without the least violation of 
his majesty's favor towards them upon all occasions," and that no agreement 
Denison, Josiah Winslow, Thomas Willet and Richard Lord to the King," and 
"Petition of Captain William Hudson, John Paine and others to the Commis- 
sioners Cartwright and Maverick," Documents, #493, #929, in Sainsbury, 
Calendar of State Papers. V: 143, 275; "Smith Petition," and "Rhode Island 
to Connecticut," Bartlett, Rhode Island Records. II: 45, 47-8, 376-8; 
Staples, Connecticut MSS, III: 33-5; Rhode Island's position was weakened 
by the support of Charles II to the Atherton purchaser against the "unrea- 
sonable and turbulent spirits of Providence Colony." He advised Atherton 
and company to seek protection of the United Colonies "against the unjust 
oppressions and molestations." See "King to Governors of the New England 
Colonies," June 1, 1663, Document #494, in Sainsbury, V: 143-4; Trumbull 
Connecticut Colonial Records. II: 542. 
27 
"Commission Award," Royal Ralph Hinnman, ed., Letters fromthhe 
English Iftingasand Queens. Charles II. James II. William and Mary. Anne. 
George III, and Company to the Governors of the Colony of Connecticut. 
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would be reached without "mutual consent," any settlement had to curtail 
some colony's privileges. The United Colonies believed fromtthe start 
that the commissioners would abridge their privileges rather than those 
28 
of tiny Rhode Island. 
Colonel Nicholls never took an active role in!the transactions of 
the commission, since he directed his energies to New York and the 
problems with the Dutch. He was the only commissioner Massachusetts 
and Connecticut would have received with hospitality. Regarding the 
other three, the colonies of the New England Confederacy were "not at 
all pleased with their commission." Samuel Maverick had caused thetr 
governments "ill treatment" in England and he was acknowledged "to be 
their professed enemy." Cartwrlght was considered "a Papist," while 
Carr "kept a naughty woman." Concerning investigations, such as the 
inquiry fostered by the Gortonist petition against the Shawomet seizure, 
Massachusetts forbid its subjects to testify concerning the charges 
together with the Answers theretot from 1635 to 1749, and other Original 
Documents (Hartford, 1836), pp. 47-51; Hazard, Historical Collections, II: 
638; "Commission," and "Secret Instructions from the King to the Commis- 
sioners," Documents, #708, #711, #713, in Sainsbury, Calendar of State 
Papers. V: 199-201. 
28 
"King to Rhode Island and Connecticut," April 23, 1664, Documents, 
#717, #719, Ibid., V: 202-4* The animosity of the commission was not 
directed against Rhode Island, but was aimed at Connecticut and Massachu- 
setts. Many in England, especially the commissioners, were becoming 
suspicious of the "spirit of independency" that characterized the corpov 
rate colonies of New England. The power of the United Colonies, and 
Massachusetts in particular, was growing. Connecticut and Massachusetts 
were expanding, at the expense of kheicenglLghber s, by the use of "oppres- 
sion and violence." Their interests appeared to be toward self-aggrandize- 
ment rather than toward loyalty to the king. While the commissioners 
identified Massachusetts and Connecticut as symbolizing a dangerous trend 
in America toward self-reliance and self-government, compared to their 
arrogance, Rhode Island was seen as setting a "good example."  In Rhode 
Island, "their civility and loyalty to the king was greater than in any 
other places." See "Commissioners to Massachusetts," "Cartwright to 
Nicholls," and "Lord Clarendon to Maverick," Documents, #1020, #1007, 
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29 
against the colony. 
Robert Carr also had a motive to oppose the claims of Connecticut 
and certain Massachusetts settlers, such as Atherton, to the Narragansett 
territory. He agreed to participate in the commission if the king pro- 
missed "something there (in New England) should be granted him" for his 
efforts. Carr made repeated a&leaapZa  to remind the king about the pledge, 
and began to express an Interest in a parcel of the Narragansett terri- 
tory.  Due to these factors and "old discourtesies," the final decision 
30 
of the commission was never in doubt. 
The commission ruled the Atherton purchase and the Narragansett 
mortgage "void," and demanded the settlers under the purchase to "quit 
said lands." Due to Gorton's negotiations and the subsequent Narragansett 
submission of themselves and their lands to the king in*1644, he, not the 
Atherton company, owned the land. The commission was very critical of 
the United Colonies' treatment of the Narragansett Indians who were " 
"generally hated by these colonies who endeavored in several ways to 
suppress them, and maintained other Indians against them." The commis- 
sioners also ruled that the grants by Connecticut and Massachusetts in 
the disputed Pawcatuck area, sectioned ttby that usurped authority called 
the United Colonies," were void, and they ordered all those inhabitants 
concerned to "move themselves and their goods by September 20, 1665." 
#963, Ibid., V: 310-11, 305, 288. 
29 
"Clarendon to Maverick,"Cartwright to Nicholls,," January 25, 1665, 
and January 30, 1665, Documents, #963, #918, #921, and "Cartwright to 
Samuel Gorton," May 26, 1665, #999, Ibid., V: 271-3, 291-2, 300, 288. 
30 
"Petition of Sir Robert Carr to King," #1100, "Sir Robert Carr to 
William Morrice," #1097, "Clarendon to Maverick," #963, "Carr to Nicholls," 
#978, Ibid., 338-40, 288, 291-2. 
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The whole Narragansett territory, froa the Pawcatuck River in the west 
to the area of Wickford and the Atherton purchase in the east, was named 
"King'8 Province" and designated to be under the jurisdiction of the 
"magistrates and justices of the peace of Rhode Island...until his 
31 
majesty's pleasure be further known." 
Massachusetts and Connecticut responded to the commission's report 
with anger and protests, while the king and Colonel Nicholls remained dis- 
satisfied, and confusion continued in the disputed areas. The United 
Colonies declared the commission's findings "invalid" because Colonel 
Nicholls had not given his opinion and , therefore, a quorum had not 
existed when the commissioners reached their conclusions. The king, who 
wanted more action against the Dutch,and the French, thought the commis- 
sion devoted too much time and effort to inter-colonial bickering over 
the Narragansett territory. Colonel Nicholls, who objected to the evic- 
tion of Pawcatnck and Atherton settlers, had the report amended to allow 
those settlers, who held grants not procured through Rhode Island, to 
remain flnntil the king's pleasure be further known." Confusion in the 
disputed area continued because Connecticut ignored the decision, and 
even Rhode Island, by far the victor in the commission report, ignored the 
32 
Nicholls amendment and continued to arrest settlers in the area. 
^"Commissioners to Nicholls," March 20, 1665, #965, "Robert Carr to 
Lord Arlington," December 14, 1665, #1103, "Carr and Maverick to the Jus- 
tices of the Peace and Magistrates of Rhode Island," August 2, 1665, # 
1033, Ibid.. 288-»Q,341-2, 317; "Royal Commission," April 4, 1665, Bartlett, 
Rhode Island Records, II: 93-4; Hinnman, Royal Letters to Connecticut, pp. 
45-6. 
32
"Meeting of the United Colonies," Ibid., pp. 109-113; "Carr to King," 
August, 1665, #1031, and "Carr to Morrice," December 5, 1665, in Sainsbury, 
Calendar of State Papers. V: 316-7; 338-9; "Massachusetts Reply to Royal 
Commission," May 30, 1665, in Coffin, Mass. MSS. II: 1-27; Some of the 
displace settlers in Stonington were Mr. Haines, Roger Plaisted, and 
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In January of 1665, George Cartwright wrote Colonel Nlcholls that if 
the boundary question was "not determined by spring, It is thought much 
blood might be spilt." The dispute over the legality of the commission 
and the indefinite nature of "the duration of his majesty's pleasure," 
invited violence.  The arrests by Rhode Island officials continued, as 
did the expansion of the Misquamicut settlers into Stonington.  Stonington 
settlers complained about John Crandall, James Babcock, James Lewis and 
others of the Misquamicut for plotting territory on the west side of the 
Pawcatuck River. These intruders had also "taken possession of weirs on 
the Pawcatuck River and prohibited Stonington men from fishing." At ffitet 
their threats seemed "rediculous','" yet they "built, fenced, improved and 
forcibly settled, and were now growing more numerous, threatening the 
west side of the river." Stonington settlers were "prohibited from mowing" 
their own land and threatened with $-1000 fines if they persisted. The 
Rhode Islanders antagonized the Pequots friendly to Stonington, "forbid- 
ding them to plant there and threatened to plunder them if they would not 
pay rent." The Pequots charged that they "would have perished had «Ot 
the settlers on the west side assisted in food." Connecticut threatened 
"to use just means to reppessssuchienormous and turbulent distniibeBS." 
Settlers within the Atherton purchase continued to petition Connecticut 
to step in and take action against Rhode Island.  But Rhode Island 
remained undaunted. The colony admitted Misquamicut into the general 
assembly in 1669 as "Westerly," the fifth town of the small Narragaaactt 
colony.  Both colonies finally agreed to choose commissioners to meet in 
Daniel Gookin.  See "Governor of Connecticut to Colonel Nicholls," and 
"Governor of Connecticut to John Crandall," in Bartlett, Rhode Island 
Records. II: 232-3, 299-300; #1433, Sainsbury, Calendar of State Papers. 
V: 464. 
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33 
New London to negotiate a settlement. 
When the commissioners met in June of 1670, Connecticut expected 
little from the encounter. The officials of that colony had already 
approved a contingency plan which was to go into effect! immediately if 
the negotiations failed. The commissioners were "invested with fill 
power to reduce those people of Squamacuck and Narragansett to the 
obedience of the Connecticut government, and prosecute those that have 
injured them." Of course the conference failed, and the Connecticut 
34 
commissioners immediately appointed constables in Westerly and Wickford. 
Officials in both Rhode Island and Connecticut were appalled at the 
quick action of the latter colony. Roger Williams wrote to Captain John 
Mason, protesting the action. Governor Winthrop himself dissented from 
the efforts of his commissioners to exercise jurisdiction east of the 
Pawaatuck, since it violated his previous agreement with John Clarke. 
Captain John Mason, the Connecticut military hero of the Pequot War, made 
perhaps the most extensive abjections to the actions of his friends. He 
"Cartwright to Nicholls," #918, Ibid., V: 271-2; "Connecticut to 
Governor Brenton of Rhode Island," October 17, 1667, "Wickford Petition," 
May 4, 1668, "Allen and Stanton to Rhode Island," June 3, 1668, "Petition 
of William Hudson and others to the General Court of Connecticut," October, 
1668, "General Assembly of Connecticut," October 8, 1668, all in Bartlett, 
Rhode Island Records, II: 226-31; "Deposition of Thomas Shaw," and "Depo- 
sition og Thomas Stanton, Jr.," both on May 4, 1666, "Petition of the Town 
of Stonington to the General Assembly of Connecticut," May 4, 1668, "Hudson 
Petition," and the "Petition of Harmon Garrett," May 6, 1667, all in 
Trumbull, Connecticut Colonial Records. II: 529-31, 95; "Declaration of 
Daniel Gookin," Staples, Connecticut MSS, III: 30-4; Westerly was admitted 
in May of 1669, and many of its settlers were admitted as freemen. Tobias 
Saunders and John Crandall were appointed conservators of the peace. 
Richard Smith was also appointed to that position in Wickford at this time. 
See "Proceedings of the General Assembly," October 29, 1668, Bartlett, 
Rhode Island Records. II: 238, 256-7; Vars, Records of Tobias Saunders. 
paragraph; 31. 
384 
"Colonial Agent," and "Court of Election," May 12, 1670, and 
"Report of the Committee on Narragansett Lands," October 13, 1670, Trumbull, 
Connecticut Colonial Records. II: 92, 103, 532; "Documents Relating to the 
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contested the value and Importance of the Narragansett territory to 
Connecticut, as compared to the costs to seize it.  "A wise man reckons 
the cost before he builds his house," he wrote to Connecticut officials. 
He believed the cost of taking the Narragansett territory by force would 
"amount in reason to more than the whole country...will be worth." Mason 
had many other arguments against the action of the Connecticut commissioners 
which would only lead to a new royal commission or a demand from the king 
to hear the case in England. The cost of the trial and the transporta- 
tion involved for "rocks, swamps and aand heeps" would be "very great 
and access to his majesty cannot be expected." He also remembered the 
indecisiveness of commission decisions and the vague meaning of "the 
duration of hike king's pleasure." The nature of these decisions in the 
past had been unclear and indecisive.  "When it may be issued, who knows," 
asked Mason.  "Did we not think we had been beyond all trouble when we 
received our new charter?" Mason then asked what would happen if the 
people refused to submit? After all the initial costs, they would have 
to "errect a government over a people that will come under no government, 
neither civil nor ecclesiastic." Finally, Mason demanded that if the 
case did go to trial, let "those who are interested in the matter defray 
the charges, for I must confess, I see no reason why hundreds of poor 
men who are never like to receive any benefit by it should be charged to 
procure it," 
Disputed Jurisdiction in the Narragansett Country," Bartlett, Rhode Island 
Records. II: 309-10. 
35 
"Roger Williams to Captain John Mason," June 22, 1670, Publications 
of the Narragansett Club, VI: 333-51; "Winthrop's Dissent," and "Captain 
John Mason to John Allen and Others," August 3, 1670, Bartlett, Rhode Is- 
land Records, II: 311-12j 348-50; Trumbull, Connecticut Colonial Records, 
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Rhode Island quickly responded to the actions of the Connecticut 
commissioners,by ordering a Stonington settler, John Frinke, to warn his 
fellow townsmen to appear at Captain Gookin's house on June 17, 1670, to 
hear an order feom Rhode Island.  But Frinke ignored the command and none 
of the Stonington settlers appeared. James Babcock of Westerly then 
36 
arrested Frinke, Benjamin Palmer, and Thomas Bell. 
Connecticut promptly ordered Tobias Saunders and James Babcock to 
appear at Captain Gookin's house to answer for the seizures.  Both of them 
were pressured into submitting to Connecticut jurisdiction. Benjamin 
Palmer somehow escaped his earlier arrest and traveled to Wickford with 
two others on the 21st to warn the settlers there of the actions of Rhode 
Island at Stonington. Two of the three were intercepted and arrested by 
constable Thomas Mumford and two others of Rhode Island. Captain Daniel 
Denison of Wickford and Captain Thomas Prentice went to Pettequamscut and 
demanded of Samuel Wilson, a Rhode Island official, the release of the two 
Stonington settlers. Wilson flatly refused to comply. By this time the 
Connecticut commissioners and a force of fiftyymounted men arrived in Wick- 
ford and, by threat of force, secured the release of the two Stonington 
men. A Wickford commission was then appointed and sworn in. The commis- 
37 
sion demanded that no one exercise power in the name of Rhode Island. 
II: 534, 536; Amos Richardson of Stonington accused Captain Mason of being 
"a traitor." Mason sued Richardson for slander in June of 1671, and was 
awarded damages.  See Haynes, Stonington Chronology, p. 21. 
36 
Captain Gookin's house was the usual assembly site for Stonington 
town meetings. The order probably demanded those in the area to submit 
to Rhode Island jurisdiction and threatened all those who submitted to 
Connecticut. Frinke, who refused to carry out the directive, was sent to 
Newport and imprisoned. Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, II: 319-20. 
37 
It is probable that Connecticut threatened them with imprisonment 
if they did not submit. That they did submit is evidenced by the 
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The governor of Rhode Island wrote to the Wickford commission and 
charged them with making "an intrusion into xjur jurisdiction," and demand- 
ed the withdrawal of their forces. The governor announced that an appeal 
would be made to the king and added "we doubt not that you will be ready 
to meet us there." He informed the commissioners that Rhode Island would 
continue to exercise jurisdiction in the disputed area. 
On July 11, 1670, Thomas Flounders of Wickford murdered Walter House, 
also of that settlement. The many witnesses had no disagreement as to 
the circumstances of House's death, but discord existed concerning who 
would apprehend and prosecute FloundersI The Connecticut officials 
buried House and issued a warrant for the arrest of Flounders. Rhode 
Island instantly protested, and sent its own coroner and officials from 
Newport and Pettequamscut. They met with the Connecticut officials and 
asked them to assist in seating a twelve man jury for an inquest. The 
Connecticut officials refused, and then asked the Rhode Islanders to 
serve on their jury. Neither side could secure the necessary twelve 
members, and the situation appeared stalemated.  But the Rhode Island 
appointment ofl Saunders apdCSnnecticut as a "Commissioner of Squamacuck" 
with two Stonington settlers, Thomas Stanton, Jr., and Thomas Minor. James 
Babcock later reluctantly re-submitted to Rhode Island jurisdiction within 
aajrear. Even though Saunders and Babcock submitted, they were both bound 
until they appeared at court the following June.  See "CoawaetionerSeneEal 
Assembly," June 23, 1670, "Report of the General Council at Westerly," May 
16, 1671, Ibid., II: 335, 386-8; Captain Hudson was a member of the Ather- 
ton Company which purchased much of the Narragansett territory.  See "Narra- 
igansett Mortgage," Documents VII, in Trumbull, Connecticut Colonial Rec- 
ords, II: 541; Mumford and the two others were from Pettequamscut, the 
purchase made by Portsmouth settlers just south of Wickford.  See Bartlett, 
Rhode Island Records. II: 321-2, 333-4; Arnold, History of the State of 
Rhode Island, I: 344. 
38 
"Governor and Council," and "Governor of Rhode Island to Wickford 
Commissioners," June 20, 1670, Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, II: 333-4, 
324.  John Clarke and John Greene (of Warwick) were chosen as agents to 
"vindicate" their charter before the king.  See Ibid., 339. 
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officials, under Henry Palmer of Newport, decided to hold an inquest with 
only six jury members. Because they did not recognize the Connecticut 
coroner's report, and because they believed House was "illegally andLdis- 
orderly buried," Palmer demanded that the victim be dug up se they could 
officially proceed with the legal formalities and hold their inquest. 
After this farcical episode, the body was once more consigned to the earth, 
39 but "Rhode Island jurisdiction was maintained." 
The officials on both sides threatened each other with arrest, and 
Samuel Eldridge and John Cole, the officials of Connecticut, were arrested 
and taken to Newport immediately after the episode for their "interference" 
with Rhode Island's attemps to handle the case.  Connecticut lost the race 
to find the murderer, since Rhode Island apprehended him just four days 
after the killing. Rhode Island refused to surrender their captive to 
Connecticut, and had him tried, convicted, and finally executed in NewpoBtt 
40 five month8 later. 
During the Flounders episode, the Stonington settlers took advantage 
of the introduction of Connecticut forces at Wickford and acted against 
the Rhode Island iettlers at Westerly.  Sixteen horsemen from Stonington 
confronted John Crandall and ten others from the east side of the Pawca- 
tuck. The Stonington force "forwarned them from cutting grass" until 
39 
"Meeting of the Governor, Deputy-Governor, and the Assistants," 
July 13, 1670, "Examination of Thomas Flounders," July 15, 1670, "Samuel 
Eldridge to Thomas Stanton," July 13, 1670, "Connecticut to Rhode Island," 
July 21, 1670, all in Ibid., II: 340-4, 346-7; Trumbull, Connecticut Colo- 
nial Records, II: 535; Mary Agnes Best, The Town that Saved a State: West- 
erly (Westerly. 1943), p. 69. 
40 
Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, II: 346-7; Trumbull, Connecticut 
Colonial Records, II: 535; Records of the Court of Trials of the Colony 
of Providence Plantations, II: 97-8; Connecticut issued warrants for 
Thomas Mumford and Samuel Wilson for "pretending to exercise Rhode Island 
authority" at Wickford.  See Bartlett, Rhode Island Records. 
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they submitted to the government of Connecticut.  But Crandall and his 
men, "being very loath to submit to the government of Connecticut... 
maintained their rights." The Stonington settlers then gave the Rhode 
Islanders six days to ascertain just how much assistance they could 
receive from their colony* When Crandall and the others realized that 
"they were in a bad situation with low stores of food," the group admit- 
ted that they "must and will submit" if Rhode Island failed to support 
them.  In the light of the recent events, the Stonington settlers increas- 
ed their pressure on Westerly believing "it would be good to follow the 
41 business now it is warm." 
Stonington took advantage of the situation and "made incursions 
upon theitown of Westerly...knocked down, carried away...imprisoned, and 
sentenced several persons of the said town, to the great affrightenment 
and disquieting of the rest." Rhode Island responded by enforcing the 
forfeiture act against those who were "plotting, contriving, or acting in 
such siafionerand rebellious proceedings in east Pawcatuck" and against 
those who would "submit" to alien jurisdiction. Anticipating assistance, 
a month later John Crandall, Tobias Saunders, and a "company of Rhode 
Island men armed with clubs" drove off Thomas Stanton and Thomas Minor 
of Stonington while they attempted to plot ground on the east side of the 
river. The constables of Stonington were informed of "several late 
41 
"Thomas Stanton to John Allen," July 14, 1670, Trumbull, Connecticut 
Colonial Records. II: 345-6; At a meeting of the Connecticut general court 
held at OaptainGHudann&shhouee in Wickford on June 21, 1670, Daniel Gookin 
ofi Stonington presented a "declaration" against the Westerly inhabitants, 
especially John Crandall and James Babcock. The declaration charged that 
Crandall, Babcock and others "invaded Gookin's farm and, in a more secret 
tive way, broke and burned down the fences, turned the cattle and swine on 
their oecn and grass...cut and carried away abundance of hay*..and more 
openly, forced the individaats from their planting lands." See "Declara- 
tion of Daniel Gookin," and the "Testimony of Thait Strickland, His Wife, 
and James Noyes," in Staples, Connecticut MSS, III: 30-4. 
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threatenings against persons and estates of some of the inhabitants of 
Stonington, by some on the east side of the river*" Plots devised at the 
home of Tobias Saunders resulted in the "demolishing of houses and divid- 
42 ing the boards as spoils." 
In a further effort tb thwart the Connecticut offensive, the Rhode 
Island general assembly arranged several meetings of the court of justices, 
which had exclusive jurisdiction in the King's Province according to the 
tbyax commission of 1664-5.  The sessions were held in Westerly and other 
places to examine the boundary situation in the colony and restore quiet 
43 
and loyalty among^its inhabitants. 
The court of justices, comprised of 6bvegnorrArnold, Deputy-Governor 
John Clarke,, and the assistants of the general assembly, convened at West- 
erly on May 16, 1671.  The constables of the town were required to warn 
the inhabitants of the settlement to appear at the house of Tobias Saunders 
at eight o'clock the following morning.  James Babcock, arrested by Connec- 
ticut in 1664, and pressured into submitting to that colony in June 1670, 
refused to notify the settlers.  Suball Painter assumed Babcock's responsi- 
44 bilitJ9 and the settlers assembled to hear the court read its orders. 
42 
"Rhode Island General Assembly," April 2, 1671, and "Order from 
the Constables of the Town of Stonington," Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, 
II: 367-9, 406; It appears that the loyalty of Tobias Saunders to Connecti- 
cut did not last to Hong beyond his appointment by that colony as a commis- 
sioner.  See "footnote," in Trumbul;l, Connecticut Colonial Records, II: 
537; Before the court met at Westerly, John Crandall was arrested by Com* 
necticut officials.  See Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, II: 373; Vars, 
Records of Tobias Saunders, paragraph: 31; Arnold, History of the State 
of Rhode Island. I: 344. 
43 
"General Assembly," May 2, 1671, Bartlett, Rhode Island Records. 
II: 283-4; Arnpld, I: 350. 
44 
"Court of Justices," May 16-17, 1671, Bartlett, Rhode Island 
Records. II: 283-7. 
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Prior to the arrival of the court, Westerly officials threatened to 
cut off the weirs on the Pawcatuck River from Stonington. While the 
court of justices was in session, some of those in Stonington believed: 
the time was fortuittaiasto express their anger and respond to the recent 
intimidation and surge of confidence on the east side of the Pawcatuck. 
Thomas Minor led thirty or forty horsemen to the Saunders house, and 
inquired "by what authority and for what purpose" did that court convene* 
One of the constables of Stonington "asserted the authority of Connecticut 
over that territory and required the court to desist to sit or act," The 
Rhode Islanders were "appearantly affraid and acted nothing more." There 
was not a blow struck, nor hot words," but a "resolute" determination on 
the part of the invaders to cause dismay among the Rhode Island settlers. 
45 
At this, the force under Minor was "very cheerful and much encouraged." 
Despite the initial plans of Rhode Island to send Clarke and Greene 
to England after the failure to arrive at a settlement in June of 1670, 
the voices of moderation in Connecticut, as exemplified by Mason and 
Winthrop, gave Rhode Island some hope of the possibility of an agreement/ 
Because of the immense costs to send agents to England, Rhode Island 
made an effort to avoid that action.  Connecticut acknowledged "many 
disuniting expressions" within its own ranks, but expressed to its adver- 
sary that such discord would "moderate and allay" in time. The stumbling 
block for Beitewefjotiegot&afiions was the place for the respective commis- 
sioners to meet. Rhode Island objected to New London as too "unsuitable" 
and proposed Seekonk or New York. They also recommended that the confer- 
ence be "open...before all men present...and the whole discussions that 
45 
"Letter from Thomas Minor," and "George Denison and Others of Ston- 
ington to the General Court," May 17, 1671, Xrumbull, Connecticut Colonial 
Records. II: 33-4; Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, II: 387-90. 
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passed between them be in writing." Connecticut replied, suggesting 
SeekAnk or Boston as the site for the talks. Rhode Island agreedXro See- 
konk in October 1671, and they scheduled the meeting for the following 
April.  But a month later, Rhode Island informed Connecticut that such 
negotiations could not "alter, change, or give away any part of the bounds" 
of their charter or ilter the decisions of the royal commission in 1665. 
Connecticut immediately responded by stating that their efforts to arrive 
at a solution were only "labors in vain" and the attempts to negotiate 
46 
were not revived until spring of 1632. 
To further our understanding about the contest in the Narragansett 
territory, three other factors must now be examined: the pro-Connecticut 
representation in the Rhode Island general assembly, the growing Quaker 
influence in the colony, and the proprietary claims of William Harris. 
In 1672, those settlers seeking Connecticut jurisdiction in the Narra- 
gansett territory were represented by assistants Richard Smith, Jr., and 
Francis Brinley.  Smith was the son of Richard Smith, the first settler 
of Wickford and, like his father, was a member of the Atherton company. 
Brinley favored sttarmg authority and "preferred the paternalism of 
47 Connecticut to the individualism of Rhode Island." 
Alone, Brinley and Smith could do little. Bmt the growing number 
46 
"Rhode Island to Connecticut," October 15, 1670, "Connecticut Reply," 
October 18. There was much debate over what was actually said and offered 
for negotiation at the June meeting. Evidently, little was put in writing 
and Rhode Island wanted to insure that such proceedings and overtures v 
would be recorded at a new assembly of commissioners.  See also "Rhode is- 
land to Connecticut," June 14, 1671, "Connecticut to Rhode Island," Octo- 
ber 12, 1671, "General Assembly of Rhode Island," October 15, 1671,"Rhode 
Island to Connecticut," November 4, 1671, "Connecticut Reply," January 29, 
1672, all in Bartlett, Rhode Island Records. II: 352-7, 401-5, 418, 621-4, 
432; "Correspondence," in Trumbull, Connecticut Colonial Records. II: 536-9. 
47 
"Atherton Purchase," Ibid.. 541; Richman, Rhode Island. II: 249-51. 
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of Quakers in the colony assisted them in their efforts to secure Connect- 
IJBxrt jurisdiction for their lands. The Quakers did not favor Connecticut 
over Rhode Island, but they wanted to avoid "strife and retaliation" and 
any contest that could result in bloodshed. This sentiment "cleared the 
way for the designs of a few, energetic, pro-Connecticut spirits in New- 
48 port and in Narragansett." 
The schemes of William Harris further weakened Rhode Island's ability 
to respond to Connecticut's attempts to control the Narragansett territory. 
Harris was one of the "proprietary faction" in Providence who endeavored 
to limit ownership in the Providence and Pawtuxet areas only to those 
who made the original purchases* While Roger Williams intended to "indef- 
initely enlarge the fellowship" for those who might flee from the Puritans 
because of religious persecution, Harris's design was "that of the narrow, 
49 
exclusive town proprietor." 
Harris's scheme to insure a closed proprietorship involved incidents 
concerning the deed to the lands. When Williams and the other twelve 
original purchasers bought the land from the Narragansetts in 1636, they 
did not receive a written record of the sale. A deed in the form of a 
"memorandum" was obtained in March 1638. However, more territory was 
added, which Williams had not included in his original purchase.  In 
48 
The Quakers in the general assembly in May, 1672, irere: John 
Easton, Thomas Harris, Joshua Coggeshall (assistants), and Walter Clarke, 
John Could, Peter Easton, Daniel Gould, and Henry Bull (deputies).  Ibid.: 
Sentiment against violence, even preparations for self-defense, was evi- 
dent in Rhode Island prior to 1672. During rumors of an Indian uprising 
in 1655, militia service met "armed opposition" from those asserting liber- 
ty of conscience.  Ibid.; Stow Persons, American Minds: A History of Ideas 
(N. Y., 1958), p. 61; Arnold, History of the State of Rhode Island. I: 257; 
William R. Staples, Annals of the Town of Providence; From its Settlement 
to the Organization of the City Government in June, 1832 (Providence, 1843), 
p. 113. 
49 Osgood, American Colonies in the Seventeenth Century, I: 336-9. 
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October 1638, a second memorandum was drawn up, one which omitted the 
clause allowing others to become members of the purchasers' fellowship. 
In the subsequent years, confirmations were secured from the Indians 
which added more territory to the purchase; while still rendering its 
overall clarity in reference to boundaries "tenfold more uncertain." 
This deed was supposedly damaged accidentally by Willaim Arnold's wife, 
and a supposed true copy was submitted by William Harris to be put on the 
records. The "vagueness and uncertainty" of the boundaries of the purchase 
resulted in suits between fellow purchasers and claims by Harris to the 
Warwick lands of Samuel Gorton and his followers.  In 1663, Harris and 
others of the Proprietary faction were elected to the town council. They 
immediately opened for sale lands outside Providence to be developed into 
towns. Harris and his friends then planned to claim the lands and collect 
rents. 
Harris's cooperation with Connecticut authorities matured as he and 
his associates realized their cause was hopeless in the Rhode Island courts. 
Perhaps if Harris assisted Connecticut in aquiring jurisdiction over the 
tract, he could find a more favorable court to hear his case. Harris 
worked diligently for the remaindekrief llkfe life to see the Narragansett 
territory fall under the jurisdiction of Hartford. 
The May 1672 session of the Rhode Island general assembly illustrated 
the cooperation among Harris, the Quakers, and the pro-Connecticut faction 
"Footnote," Ibid.; "Deed to Roger Williams," Staples, Annals of 
Providence, pp. 26, 563-4; For a better understanding of the Harris plan, 
see Sidney S. Rider, "The Forgeries Connected with the Deed Given by the 
Sachems Canonicus and Maintonomi to Roger Williams," in Rhode Island His- 
torical Tracts. 2nd SerireNo. 4 (Providence, 1896). 
51Ibid., 80. 
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in the assembly. A year previous, Harris drew up a protest against tax- 
ing the Narragansett territory because he asserted the land belonged to 
Connecticut* The Rhode Island court of justices in February of 1672 
ordered him committed to prison without bail for "speaking and writing 
against his majesty's gracious charter granted to his colony...and sub- 
verting the government." While Harris was in prison, the general assembly 
confirmed the forfeiture act against those settlers from Stonington found 
"plotting" or acting in the recent riots against Westerly. The damage was 
to be "sustained By" the perpetrators," and the assembly also ordered their 
52 immediate arrest and punishment. 
But a month later, a newly elected assembly sat at Newport. That 
assembly included Smith, Brinley, and an increased number of Quakers. 
They immediately secured the release of Harris and repealed the acts of 
the previous assembly against Stonington.  They also rescinded the act 
to send Clarke to England to argue the case of Rhode Island in the boundary 
dispute before the king.  Instead, another commission to deal with Connect- 
icut was appointed, and the assembly, dropped the demand of a neutral town 
and agreed to meet the commissioners from Connecticut at either New London 
or Richard Smith's trading house in Wickford. Of the eight Rhode Island 
commissioners chosen, two were Quakers, and two more were Smith and 
Brinley.  In November, the assembly entertained motions to revoke the 
forfeiture act totally and to declare the Atherton purchases were "good 
53 
and lawful estates and titles." 
52 
"Act8, Orders and Proceedings of His Majesty's Court of Justices," 
February 24, 1672, "General Assembly," April 2, 1672, in Bartlett, Rhode 
Island Records. II: 429, 439. 
53 
For a list of the assemblymen, see footnote 48,  "General Assembly," 
May 14 and November 6, and "Rhode Island to Connecticut," May 1, 1672, 
Ibid., 458-61, 478. 
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As stated earlier, the efforts of Will faun Harris were fruitless in 
the courts of Rhode Island. Even when one court favored his claim, those 
on the contested land resisted the execution of the court's decision*  In 
the summer of 1675, Harris petitioned the king for a hearing on the sub- 
ject. Harris suggested, and the king concurred, that the governors of 
the four New England colonies choose a commission to settle the dispute. 
But the Harris commission had to wait.  That same year, the Wampanoags 
under King Philip led the New England tribes in the decisive struggle 
54 known as King Philip's War. 
Philip, the son of Massasoit, angrily watched the steady encroach- 
ment of the English upon his lands. Two years after his father's death 
in 1660, his brother, Alexander, was seized by Plymouth men under Josiah 
Winslow and taken to Duxbury for questioning regarding rumors of an 
Indian uprising. Alexander died immediately upon his return to his 
people, and the Indians believed that the English had poisoned him. Philip 
bided his time and waited for the chance to avenge his people. 
When Philip attacked Swansea, Massachusetts on June 84, 1675, the 
United Colonies immediately made attempts to discern the intentions of 
the Narragansetts. Although the tribe did not openly assist Philip, 
Conanochet, the son of Maintonomi, did allow the warring Indians to leave 
54 
"Charles II to Connecticut," August 4, 1675, Hinnman, Royal Letters 
to Connecticut, pp. 96-9; "Petition of William Harris," June 11, 1675, # 
585-8, Sainsbury, Calendar of State Papers, IX: 242-3; "Committee to Examine 
the Harris Petition," June 11, 1675, #1025, in W. L. Grant and James Munro, 
eds., Acts of the Privy Council of England. Colonial Series, I;(London, 
1908): 626; "Governor Leverett to Sir Joseph Williamson," December 18, 
1675, #745, Sainsbury, 317-19. 
55 
John Tebbel, The Compact History of the Indian Wars (N. Y., 1966), 
pp. 22-7; Herbert Milton Sylvester, Indian Wars of New England. II 
(Boston, 1910): 195-202. 
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their women and children with his people. Massachusetts demanded a meet- 
ing with the Narraganaetts, and a large force was sent into their terri- 
tory to make an "armed demonstration" in an effort to coerce the tribe 
into an alliance with the United Colonies. The force then threatened to 
arrest Canonchet unless he and his people complied. The proud and insulted 
sachem immediately joined Philip and all of southern New England was 
ablaze with the savage struggle. 
Governor Josiah Winslow of Plymouth led an expedition of one-thou- 
sand men from that colony, Massachusetts, CorintioticutI  atodaa small number 
of Rhode Islanders under Captain Benjamin Church of Little Compton against 
the Narragansetts who had built a well fortified system of palisades in a 
swamp outside Wickford. On December 19, 1675, the English assaulted 
the bastion and completely devastated the Indians in what has been known 
57 
since as "the Great Swamp Fight." 
Rhode Island was just as suspicious of the activities and movements 
of the troops of the United Colonies as it was of the actions of the 
Indians. While taking only defensive measures, and even those measures 
¥Indian Relations, King Philip's War," Osgood, American Colonies 
in the Seventeenth Century. I: 527-78; Updike, Richard Smith, pp. 49-50. 
The "Great Swamp Fight" was a replay of the destruction of the 
Pequot fe-rt thirty years earlier. For contemporary accounts of the "Great 
Swamp Fight" and the war with Philip, see Benjamin Church, The History of 
Philip's War, ed. by Henrf M. Dexter (Boston, 1854); Charles H. Lincoln, 
ed., Narratives of the Indian Wars. 1675-1699 (N. Y., 1952); Reverend 
William Hubbard, A Narrative of the Troubles with the Indians in New 
England. 1607-1677 (Boston. 1677); "Benjamin Batten to Sir Thomas Allen." 
June 29,t46July 6, 1675, #614, "Governor Leverett to Sir Joseph Williamson," 
December 18, 1675, and June 15, 1676, #876, in Sainsbury, Calendar of State 
Papers. IX: 251-3, 317-9, 405-6; "A Further Brief and True Narrative of 
the Great Swamp Fight in the Narragansett Country (originally published 
in December, 1675), (Princeton, 1912).Ironically, near the end of the 
war, Canonchet, the son of Maintonomi, was exeduted by the son of Unkas. 
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were taken late in the war, Governor Walter Clarke ordered Captain Arthur 
Fenner not only to defend against the Indians, but also to watch the move- 
ments of alien troops, "their unlawful intrusions, and to forbid their 
settling of garrisons without our adviee and knowledge." The migration 
of Rhode Island settlers to safety on the island of Aquedneck left the 
Pawcatuck and Narragansett territory west of Newport "void of inhabitants," 
and many in Rhode Island feared that Connecticut would take advantage of 
the situation. At the close of the war, the Harris commission was revived, 
Rhode Island and Connecticut renewed their contentions, and a few new 
58 
altercations arose out of the conduct of the war. 
In accordance with the king's instructions prior to the war with 
Philip, eight judges, two from each of the four New England colonies, 
assembled in Boston on October 3, 1677, to empanel a jury to hear the case 
of William Harris. From its very inception,the commission was "hardly 
disinterested."  It was well understood that Harris was in league with 
Connecticut, that Plymouth had territorial claims conflicting withoRhode 
Island's arising fiuomothehlndian war, and that Massachusetts could never 
59 be expected to support the colony of religious heretics. 
^Governor Clarke's Orders," June 4, 1676, Bartlett, Rhode Island 
Records, II: 547-8. 
59 
"Petition of William Harris," #585-8, Sainsbury, Calendar of State 
Paper8, IX: 242-3; The jury consisted of four members from Massachusetts, 
two from Elymouth, three from Connecticut, and three from Rhode Island. 
See Staples, Annals of Providence, p. 583; Of the Harris court, Rhode Is- 
land historian Sydney S. Rider stated "Rhode Island seemed doomed to 
destruction." See Rider's, "Forgeries Connected with the Indian Deed to 
Roger Willliaas," Tracts: 83-4; Rhode Island and Plymouth were at odds 
over the territory of the defeated Wampanoags at Mount Hope. This tract 
was across the Narragansett Bay to the east from Aquedneck Island.  See 
"Rhode Island to Charles II," August 1, 1679, in Bartlett, Rhode Island 
Records. Ill: 48-9. 
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The jury moved to Providence in November to hear five cases involv- 
ing the claims of William Harris. On November 21, 1677, the court favored 
Harris in all five cases.  But when Providence authorities were ordered 
to run the property lines according to the decision of the court, Harris 
and the town officials disagreed upon exactly how to interpret that de- 
cision.  The jury was recalled to clarify the verdict, but one of the 
Connecticut commissioners, Daniel Wetherell, was unable to attend. The 
Rhode Island commissioners argued that any subsequent proceedings would 
be "destitude of power" without the attendance of all, and then departed. 
When the other commissioners made plans to continue, the three juryman 
from Rhode Island also withdrew in protest. Needless to say, the court 
upheld the previous decision and ordered the Providence officials to draw 
the line. 
Randall Hoiden and John Greene of Warwick protested against one 
verdict of the court which awarded tracts in Warwick to Harris. The two 
foundees of the settlement traveled to England, where they convinced the 
king that "Warwick should not be bothered," since the settlement did not 
appear to be any part of the Pawtuxet lands. The king issued a stay of 
execution against the decision awarding the Warwick lands to Harris. 
Harris, angered, also left for England to speak with the king. Again, 
the equivocalland uncertain nature of the king's decisions was made evi- 
dent. Although the king allowed the stay of execution to stand, he was 
not totally positive in that action. He demanded to hear Randall and 
Rider, "Forgeries," Tracts: 85-90; Staples, Annals pf Providence, 
pp. 384-7; "The King's Answer," July 21, 1679, Bartlett, Rhode Island 
Records, III: 66-7; "Committee Report on the Greene and Holden Petition," 
January 31, 1679, #1244, in Grant and Munro, Acts of the Privy Council. 
I: 800-805. 
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Greene again before he would finalize the decision. While the Warwick 
question remained unclear, the king ordered that the other decisions be 
carried out.  But he ordered that "the governors and magistrates of the 
colony of Rhode Island...be strictly charged to put the said Williaamt 
Harris and his partners into quiet possession thereof...within three 
months." This was tantamount to allowing the fox to guard the chicken 
coupi  Of course, Harris and the Rhode Island officials were still at odds 
concerning where to draw the property lines.  In October of 1679, Harris 
again journeyed to England to argue his case, andtaiab te aet astan^agent 
ofrQonnecticutoaad Wickford, presenting their cases for the Narragansett 
territory. Unfortunately for Connecticut and Wickford, and especially 
for Harris, he was seized by a Barbary corsair and imprisoned for ransom 
in Algiers. Connecticut paid the ransom, but Harris died immediately 
upon his arrival in England.  The Harris plot then slowly died, no longer 
being a paramount threat tb Rhode Island. 
Concurrent with Harris's maneuvers following Philip's War were re- 
peated efforts by Connecticut and many of the settlers of Wickford to 
attain royal recognition of that colony's sovereignty in the Narragansett 
territory.  Immediately after Indian hostilities abated, Rhode Island had 
proclamations posted at Wickford forbidding anyone from exercising juris- 
diction in the territory or selling land there without authority from 
Rhode Island. Connecticut did not hesitate to respond. When many settlers 
"Greene and Holden Petition," July 17, 1678, #1224, Ibid., I: 785; 
"King's Answer," Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, III: 66-7; Rider, "Forger- 
ies," in Tracts: 94-5; Staples, Annals of Providence, pp. 384-7; "Council's 
Orders in Accordance with Report of Committee," July 2, 1689, #1291, Grant 
and Munro, Acts of the Privy Council, I: 849-50; "Holden and Greene to 
William Blxthwayt," August 20, 1680, #1487, and "John Alien to William 
Blathwayt," October 2, 1680, #1530, in Sainsbury, Calendar of State Papers. 
X: 589-90, 609. 
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who had "long since engaged fidelity to Rhode Island" moved back to their 
Narragansett lands, they were "forfcHJy taken from their habitations by 
authorities of Connecticut and bonds extracted from them for their appear- 
62 
ance before the Hartford court." 
Rhode Island was irritated when posters advertising the sale of 
lands in the Narragansett territory by the Atherton company were circu- 
i 
lated, even in Newport itself!  The Atherton purchasers stated that the 
time was perfect for such sales.  Settlement prior to that time had been 
hindered "by the ravages of Indian warfare." Now that that threat was 
eliminated after the demise of King Philip, the whole area was much more 
attractive. Rhode Island advised that it considered the sales illegal, 
and that those purchasing such lands would be dealt with as intruders. 
By December of 1678, the king received a protest 6foft>he sales from Randall 
Holden and John Greene of Warwick. Charles II re-affirmed the decision 
of the royal commission to have the magistrates and justices of {the -peace 
ofllhode Island exercise authority in the King's Province "until his 
majesty's pleasure be further known." At this point, Harris was captured 
by the Barbary pirates, and Connecticut was forced to adopt a new approach. 
While the colony reiterated old debates, it had taektficHford settlers 
themselves petition the king, and new charges surfaced concerning the 
63 
conduct of the respective colonies during the late Indian upheaval. 
62 
"General Assembly," October 26, 1676, "Rhode Island to Connecticut," 
April 21, 1677, Bartlett, Rhode Island Records. II: 552, 561; "Connecticut 
Reply," May 10, 1677, Trumbull, Connecticut Colonial Records, II: 539-40. 
Some of those arrested were Thomas Gould, James Reynolds,and Henry Tibbots, 
all freemen of Rhode Island. 
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"Narragansett Ad." July, 1878, Ibid.. II: 544, III: 267-9; The 
foolish proprietor who posted the ad in Newport was John Saffin. He was 
arrested, fined, and forced to forfeit all his lands in the colony. The 
same action was attempted against Richard Smith, Jr.,of Wickford, but 
-80- 
The Wickford settlers criticized Rhode Island's conribution to the 
efforts to defeat the Indians in the recent war.  "So cold was their 
charity to thetr poor neighbors in distress,"tialaiahdnekersettlers, 
that repeated requests for aid were denied. Yet, since the conflict, 
Rhode Island imposed taxes on them when they "had hardly anything left." 
Much of the criticism was aimed at the governor of the colony, who was a 
Quaker. Those in Wickford charged that his beliefs against bearing arms 
resulted in that colony's refusal to assist others in self-defense.  Be- 
cause of the Quaker leadership in Rhode Island, their lands were "ravaged;" 
64 
and they pleaded to return to the jurisdiction of Connecticut. 
Connecticut officials again pointed out the precedence of their 
charters of 1631 and 1662, their right to the Pequot territory by conquest 
in 1637, the illegality of the Clarke-Winthrop Agreement, and the senti- 
ments of the settlers of Wickford in favor of Connecticut jurisdiction. 
Since the king had recently confirmed the royal commission's decision 
of 1665 concerning jurisdiction in the area, Connecticut tactfully avoided 
in its argument an attack on the legality of the commission. Connecticut 
instead charged that Rhode Island had violated the decision because it 
"exercised authority not as justices of the peace of King's Province, but 
tnbditaCil, such as Roger Williams, thought since Smith's father vsmght 
and settled the land in 1637, and "greatly itaipooved the land," he deserved 
to be "treated fairly" in the heated controversy.  See "Testimony of Roger 
Williams," July 21, 1679, "Order of Council," December 4, and 13, 1678, 
and "Letter from Charles II," February 12, 1679, Bartlett, Rhode Island 
Records. Ill: 57, 62-3, 40-1; Sainsbury, #1069, Calendar of State Papers. 
X: 398-9; "Charles II Concerning the Narragansett Country," February 12, 
1679, Hinnman, Royal Letters to Connecticut, pp. 103-6. 
64 
"Petition of Richard Smith and Others to the King," 1678, and 
"Petition froa the Inhabitants of the Narragansett Country to the King," 
July 29, 1679, Bartlett, Rhode Island Records. Ill: 50-1, 58-60; Sains- 
bury, #1080, Calendar of State Papers. X: 402-3. 
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as governor and assistants of Rhode Island." With regard to the conduct 
of the Indian war, Connecticut supported the accusations of the Wickford 
settlers and charged that wounded men were "forced to pay dearly for what 
relief they had there." The late Governor Cranston of Newport was con- 
demned for "taking indenture of their soldiers to serve him for years 
for what they had had, before he let them pass." Connecticut politely 
refused the king's request to meet with agents from both that colony and 
Rhode I8land. Connecticut had paid for William Harris's agency, then his 
ransom, only to have him expire before he could do that colony service. 
Governor Leete informed the Earl of Sunderland that the colony was too 
poor because of its contribution in the Indian war to afford a new agent. 
He told Sunderland that the colony "rested on the king's wisdom and justice 
for protection against unneighborly intruders," and that he would make 
certain that all relevant documents would be sent to the king. 
Rhode Island answered the charges with accusations of its own. 
William Coddington scoffed at the complaints of the United Colonies, since 
Rhode Island cared for their wouided while Quakers were "forced to run 
the gauntlet because they refused to bear arms." Regarding the military 
claims of the United Colonies, Rhode Islanders gloated that it was a 
force commanded by Captain Benjamin Church of Rhode Island that killed 
King Philip himself in August of 1676.  In defense of the colony, Randall 
Holden and John^fieeane of Warwick argued that the Quakers commissioned 
6S 
"Connecticut to Rhode Island," May 10, 1677, Bartlett, Rhode Island 
Records, III: 583; "Governor Leete to Earl of Sunderland," July 15, 1680, 
#1445, #1448, Sainsbury, Calendar of State Papers. X: 575, 578-9; Trurtmll, 
Connecticut Colonial Records, III: 15-16, 257-8, 302-3, and "Governor and 
Council to Narragansett Proprietors," November 22, 1089, III: 303; "Letter 
of Governor and flouncil of Connecticut to Lords of the Council of Trade," 
July 15, 1680, Hinnman.nRoyal Letters to Connecticut, pp. 128-30. 
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8loops, well manned, to transport the soldiers of the New England Confed- 
eracy, "risking their lived to assist them and the wounded back to the 
ships."  In reference to the complaints of the Wickford settlers, partic- 
ularly Richard Smith, Jr., Greene and Holden asked what assistance they 
received from the United Colonies. The troops used Smith's house as a 
headquarters, garrisoned it, "yet suddenly deserted it," allowing it to 
fall to the Indians who subsequently burned it. 
Rhode Island officials even questioned the necessity of the wide- 
spread bloodshed and destruction arising out of Philip's war. They were 
convinced that "if matters had come to a just inquiry concerning the 
cause of the war," it would have been demonstrated that the Narragansetts 
"were forced to war" by the United Colonies. The Rhode Islanders claimed 
that there was no "manifestations of war agaiaafi us fromthhem, but always 
the contrary." Therefore, the war could have been localized in Plymouth 
and part8 of Southeastern Massachusetts, and Philip could have been defeat- 
ed much sooner. 
Although "the Quaker dominated Rhode Island government made but 
feeble efforts to resist attack," they did give care to many wounded 
soldiers of the New England Confederacy on Aquedneck Island. Major Peleg 
Sanford of Newport "furnished quarters for a large body of wounded, supply- 
ing 244 lbs. of mutton, 66 lbs. of butter, 74 lbs. of sugar, and 28 5/8 
gallons of rum." See Richman, Rhode Island, II: 181^ 165-7; "Peleg San- 
ford and Richard Baily," April 21, 1677, "Rhode Island to Charles II," 
August 1, 1679, Bartlett, Rhode Island Records. II: 579, III: 40-1. Al- 
though Captain Benjamin Church lived in Little Compton, he and his family 
moved from Plymouth where he served in the militia.  See Tebbel, Compact 
History of Indian Wars, p. 24.  Despite the allegations made against the 
Quakers for their pacific sentiments, not all of these sectarians stood 
aloof from actual combat. Five Quakers joined Church when he returned to 
Plymouth to offer service against the Indians. One of the five was the 
deputy-governor of Rhode Island, John Easton. Another Connecticut source 
claims "one hundred Quakers of Rhode Island joined to fight." See Ricl}- 
man; "Ben Bratton to Sir Thomas Allen," June 29-July 6, 1675, #614, Sains- 
bury, Calendar of State Papers, IX: 351-3; "Answer of Holden and Greene to 
Petition of R. Smith and Others," Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, III: 60-2. 
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While all the arguments were being presented in England, and arrests 
were being made in Wickford, the Pawcatuck region was anything but placid. 
The Rhode Island settlers of Westerly had taken refuge in Newport during 
the Indian war. After the death of Philip, the settlers of Westerly 
returned. Rhode Island attempted to reassert its jurisdiction in the 
area, and held a court in the settlement on September 17, 1679. Thirty- 
three settlers took oaths of allegiance to the colony, and Tobias Saunders 
and John Crandall were reaffirmed conservators of the peace. Connecticut 
responded to the action, complaining that the Pawcatuck settlers were 
refusing to honor Connecticut warrants, claiming loyalty to Rhode Island. 
Although Connecticut was earlier "willing to sit silent during the interim," 
officials advised Rhode Island "not to be hasty to drive on coaftefettaa!? 
which would require a more forceful response from them. Rhode Island 
denied setting up any new jurisdiction, but maintained that its officials 
Island Records, II: 556-8. Even in confrontation, the Narragansett sachems 
and Rhode Island leaders still shared a mutual respect and a memory of 
warm relations in the past. One such occurance took place at Providence 
during the Indian war. The Narragansett sachems listened to Roger Williams 
as he attempted to intercede between the warring Narragansetts and the 
defenseless town.  "While they aBgvried him of personal regard in memory 
of the past," they urged him "not to expose himself, as their young men 
were enraged." This legend in included in Richjwi, Rhode Island, II: 16^,' 
and is quoted by Richman from Backus's History of New England, I: 427. 
There is validity in the Rhode Island charges against the United Colonies 
concerning the Narragansett Indians. The combined forces of Plymouth and 
Massachusetts could have easily trapped Philip on the eastern shore of 
the Narragansett Bay and "the war would not have extended beyond that 
locality." But Massachusetts chose to send a "demonstration of force"into 
£H§ Narragansett Country to induce the* to guaraantee peace.  Imperial 
historian Herbert Osgood made a critical point which may have been an 
influential factor to the United Colonies. At the time of the expedition, 
it was by no means certain that the Narragansetts were inclined to make 
war.  But, "in that case the power of the Narragansetts, as well as that 
of the tribes of central Massachusetts, would have remained unbroken, and 
the English would have found them a constant source of peril when at a 
later time the struggle with the French began." See Herbert L. Osgood, 
American Colonies in the Seventeenth Century. I: 548. 
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were only continuing the jurisdiction as authorized by his majesty's 
commission of 1665. The settlers also declared ^neither flattery nor 
threats can withdraw us from our loyalty." But Connecticut moved ahead, 
68 
"assessing, fining, and imprisoning" planters at Westerly. 
The whole conflict was further complicated by the frustrations of 
the people in the disputed areas. Although preferring Connecticut to 
Rhode Island, they were not always pleased with the former either, Many 
Stonington settlers had refused to pay the levy imposed upon them by 
Hartford to pay for the efforts to secure that colony's charter in 1662. 
Stonington settlers felt "caught in the middle" of the jurisdictional 
disputes between Rhode Island and Connecticut and the conflicting land 
titles of Connecticut and Massachusetts.  The loyalty of some of those 
settlers toward Massachusetts died slow, and for ethersenever waned, 
while the conflicting land titles caused conflicts between the two members 
of the New England Confederation long after Connecticut assumed sole 
jurisdiction in Stonington. The settlers of Wickford also felt caught 
in the middle and even came to the point where "in truth, they knew not 
whom to submit tol" Because of the "animosities still arising in peoples'1 
68 
Vars, Records of Tobias Saunders, Paragraph: 31; "Rhode Island 
Court at Westerly," September 17, ^Connecticut to Rhode Island Court at 
Westerly," September 16, and "Westerly Reply," September 17, a.11 1679. 
Joseph Clarke of Westerly was arrested "in a violent manner," and carried 
away to Hartford where he was fined for obeying a Rhode Island warrant to 
arrest Joseph Richardson of Stonington for exercising the authority of a 
constable in Westerly.  See above and "General Assembly," Ovtober 27, 1680, 
in Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, III: 68-72, 92-3; "Governor Feleg San- 
ford to William Blathwayt," September 4, 1680, #1496, 8ainsbury, Calendar 
of State Papers, X: 592-4. Connecticut offered Rhode Island the "Cowesett" 
as the western boundary of that colony. This would have given to Connect- 
icut land on the west bank of the Narragansett Bay, with the exception of 
Warwick and Providence, and possibly Pettequamscut. Of course, Rhode Is- 
land did not accept this so called compromise which would have really 
given Connecticut ninety-five percent of the disputed territory.  See 
Connecticut to Rhode Island," June 27, 1677, Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, 
II: 597. 
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minds, as they stood affected to this or that government," It was prob- 
able that many would H©e wronged and injured by either government." 
Therefore, the settlers of Wickford began to ask for a charter of incor- 
poration allowing them to be an "entire new province." 
At this point, it is easy to understand how, despite the royal 
commission in 1664-5, the Harris commission in 1677, and the king's 
confirmation of the decision of the royal commission in 1678, the question 
of the King's Province was not settled.  The equivocation of the crown 
gave those who lost ground in the past confidence they could attain dom- 
inance in the future.  In July of 1682, the Lords of Trade and Plantations 
suggested that a new royal commission be assembled, headed by Edvardo6ran- 
field, the governor of the new royal province of New Hampshire.  The king 
concurred and commissioned Cranfield and eight others in April of 1683 
to "examine the Narragansett claims and titles," and, hopefully, to 
bring the issue to a final determination. 
The Cranfield commission must be seen in light of anaore extensive 
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development, the sentiment by many in England, especially Charles II, to 
tighten administrative control over the New England colonies.  During par- 
liamentary rule in England, the New England colonies experienced an in« 
creased latitude of freedom from the mother country, a latitude that was 
viewed with suspicion in England upon the restoration of Charles II.  As 
noted earlier, many actions of the New England Confederation of the United 
Colonies were perceived as "usurpations," and the power that emanated from 
that confederation led Massachusetts to act arrogantly toward England, as 
exemplified in the treatment of his majesty's commissioners in 1665.  It 
was also becoming increasingly obvious that those colonies were passing 
laws contrary to the laws of England and were making only token efforts 
to see that the king's navigation acts were enforced. 
In the year King Philip's War erupted, Charles II appointed a spe* 
cial committee of the Privy Council, known as the Lords of Trade, to de- 
vote its attentions primarily to colonial affairs, especially to tighten 
the administrative strings of the empire.  That same year, Governor Edmund 
Andros of New York attempted to osezthe Indian war to bring Connecticut 
under the proprietary government of James, Duke of York, and'brother to 
the king.  When his overtures of aid were correctly perceived to be "but 
only a pretext," Andros endeavored to usurp authority in Connecticut by 
attempting a surprise attack at Saybrooke.  When Andros realized he would 
meet stiff and resolute resistance from Connecticut forces, he withdrew, 
but the threat of losing their charters remained for the New England 
i  <   71 colonies. 
Saltonstall, Jr., all from Massachusetts.  See Bartlett, Rhode Idland 
Records. Ill: 174-5. 
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86, 261-2. 
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The Cranfield commission, while it reflected an anti-Rhode Island 
bias due to the fact that seven of the nine commissioners were from 
Massachusetts, also reflected the English suspicions about the New England 
colonies through the membership Governor Cranfield of the royal province 
of New Hampshire and Edward Randolph, a royal customs agent in Massachu- 
setts.  In 1679, Charles II took New Hampshire from Massachusetts to set 
up the royal province.  The Lords of Trade dispatched Randolph to Boston 
to assist in the enforcement of the navigation acts.  Because of the fric- 
tion between the Bay. Colony and Randolph, and the refusal of the colony to 
recognize his commission, legal proceedings were in motion to revoke Massa- 
72 
chusett8' charter while Randolph sat on the Cranfield commission. 
"This commission, from the very character of its composition, could 
scarcely be expected to render a fair decision." This factor Rhode Is- 
landers quickly understood. When the previous royal commission arrived 
in 1665, Rhode Islanders took advantage of the ant1-Massachusetts braanti- 
United Colonies sentiment of the commissioners.  The colony courted the 
commissioners and reaped the benefits of the commission's decision.  But 
the Cranfield commission was different.  Its scope was limited to the 
Narragansett territory and its make-up was hostile, not to the United 
Colonies (with the exception of Cranfield and Randolph), but to Rhode Is- 
land.  That colony made no effort to court the Cranfield commission.  In 
fact, just as Massachusetts was arrogant and uncooperative toward the 
Carr commission in 1665, Rhode Island easily matched that antagonsim to 
73 
the point of open hostility toward the Cranfield commission. 
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i, 
The commission announced that it would convene at the house of 
Richard Smith, Jr., at Wickford on August 22, 1683, and that all claims 
should be made then, all concerned should be present, and all relevant 
documents should be presented.  The Rhode Island general assembly, which 
was assembled at Warwick, demanded that Cranfield come before them to 
present his commission before he commenced with his proceedings.  Cran- 
field did not appear, and while his commission was meeting at Richard 
Smith'8 house, the general assembly moved their proceedings from Warwick 
to the home of a Mr. Fones, not far from the Smith house.  The general 
assembly dispatched John Greene and William Allen to go to Cranfield and 
formally notify him of their order demanding him to present his commise 
sion.  Upon receipt of the message, Cranfield inquired "who was it from." 
When the envoys informed him that the order came from the governor of 
Rhode Island and Providence Plantations, Cranfield retorted "that he knew 
of no governors in the King's Province." Cranfield would have read the 
commission there, but Greene would not hear it, the assembly probably 
74 demanding nothing short of a personal presentation before them. 
The assembly immediately responded and issued an "order of prohibi- 
tion" against the Cranfield commission, forbidding it to sit. A Rhode 
Island official, probably Greene, returned to Smith's house "in a riotous 
manner with a great number of horsemen." The force demanded the proceed- 
ings be terminated and instructed all the commissioners to depart from 
74 
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the colony's jurisdiction.  Despite this threat, the commission remained 
for two days before it departed to reassemble in Boston.  On September 3, 
the commissioners asked for any new or contradictory claims to be present- 
ed in Boston, but no one from Rhode Island responded.  The incident gave 
Rhode Island an excuse to withhold recognition of the Cranfield commissiam, 
a decision probably made when news of that commission first arrived. 
The decisions of the commission surprised no one.  lit reiterated 
the Connecticut arguments and decided that Connecticut rcould not be 
bound by the Clarke-Winthrop Agreement due to the expiration of Governor 
Winthrop's agency, and that the decisions of the royal commission in 1665-6 
were invalid because of the non-participation of Colonel Nicholls.  The 
Atherton purchases and the Narragansett Mortgage were confirmed, and 
Connecticut was awarded jurisdiction of all the disputed territory, with 
the exception of the claims for tracts in Warwick. 
The verdict was, of course, a victory for Connecticut and Massachu- 
setts.  But Cranfield and Randolph did not support the decisions b>eause 
they were pro-Connecticut or pro-Massachusetts.  To them, the Rhode Isi 
landers were just as disrespectful and arrogant as their neighbors, even 
a little more so.  To the two men, they were "all corrupt," but Rhode 
Island was "more arrogant." The actionssof that colony "hindered prosper- 
ous settlement'.1 in the area. Rhode Islanders were "a people utterly in- 
capable of magnanimous government." Cranfield then made the ultimate 
"Order of Prohibition," August 22, 1683, "Eepofteifi'6rAn£4eid 
eonan±eaion,V"October 20, 1683, Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, III: 
129-31, 140-5. 
"Report of Cranfield Commission," find "Cranfield1s Account of the 
Proceedings," October 19, 1683, Ibid.. Ill: 140-7; "Report of Cranfield 
Commission," December 5, 1684, #1684, #1986, in Fortescue, Calendar of 
State Papers, XI: 743-4; Trumbull, Connecticut Colonial Records, III: 
321. 
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threat to Rhode Island sovereignty when he stated that Coddington's 
purchase of Aquedneck Island (the location of Portsmouth and Newport) 
anddthe earlier purchase of Providence were valid only during the life- 
time of the settlements founders, since "the purchase being not made in 
the name of the government and their successors." 
Randolph also had other plans for the territory.  During the commis- 
sion proceedings he supported, not the claims of Connecticut, but the 
claims of the Duke of Hamilton.  The Duke had been given a tract of the 
Narragansett territory prior to the English Civil War.  The royal commis- 
sion in 1665 disqualified his sixty-square-mile tract because he made no 
improvement or permanent settlement in the area.  Despite Randolph's 
support, the Cranfield commission dismissed the claim due to the "statute 
78 
of limitations." 
As expected, this commission did not settle the question either.  In 
March 1685, the Atherton purchasers protested the sales of their lands by 
Rhode Island.  They pointed to the pro-Atherton laws passed during the 
pro-Quaker, pro-Connecticut assembly in October of 1672 and the Cranfield 
commission decisions.  But the colonial claims became submerged in the 
imposition o£ the "Dominion of New England" in 1686 with Sir Edmund 
Andros as the governor, and the revocation of all the charters ±£ New 
England.  Following the overthrow of Andros after the Revolution of 1688 
"Cranfield to Sir Leoline Jenkins," October 19, 1683, #1316, 
Fortescue, Calendar of State Papers, XI: 521-2; "Cranfield's Account," 
Bartlett, Rhode Island Records. Ill: 146-7. 
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in England, Connecticut and;Rhode Island renewed their quarrel over the 
79 
Narragansett and Pawcatuck territories. 
Rhode Island modified its position in January of 1698 when the 
general assembly stated that those settlers from other colonies claiming 
any right or property in Rhode Island "shall not be obstructed or in any- 
ways molested in asserting, settling and improving their just rights and 
property...provided it be done in an orderly and legal way." Despite this 
80 
modification, the two colonies were still deadlocked. 
Violence again erupted in the Pawcatuck area and in Kingstown (Wick- 
ford).  In May of 1699, both Areas were taxed by the Rhode Island general 
assembly which threatened penalties if anyone refused to comply.  When 
resistance occurred at Westerly, the offenders were tried under the 
Sedition Act.  The ruthless action by.the colony's officials alienated 
some of its own settlers.  When a jury convicted the settlers because of 
the government'officials' actions in intermittently adding more members 
to the jury, the forman of the jury wrote a protest to the governor and 
to Lord Bellomont, governor of Massachusetts, New Hampshire and New 
York. When Rhode Island sent an armed force into Kingston to collect the 
taxes, it found open rebellion.  Fifteen settlers were indicted for riot 
on April 22, 1700, but they "absconded themselves...and could not be 
found by the officials appointed to apprehend them." Re-evaluating the 
situation, the colony's officials must have realized the consequences 
of further threats and violence in the area.  The general assembly dis- 
avowed the actions of the court at Kingstown,.saying those proceedings 
79"Prote8t of Elisha Hutchinson, John Saffin, Richard Wharton and 
Others," March 22, 1685, Bartlett, Rhode Island Records. Ill: 172-4. 
80 
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"were not agreeable to law"lbeaoBsse of "some remisness or oversight in 
their proceedings." The fines were then remitted for the rioters.  In 
retaliation, Connecticut had arrested a sheriff of Rhode Island and 
81 
several of his posse who attempted to collect taxes in Westerly. 
On May 12, 1703, commissioners from Rhode Island and Connecticut 
met in Stonington and agreed that the middle channel of the Pawcatuck 
River would then "and forever remain to be the fixed, and stated line 
between the said colonies of Connecticut and Rhode Island." Rhode Is- 
land agreed to "preserve" all land grants made by Connecticut in West- 
erly. The total western boundary of Rhode Island was finally adjusted 
in 1728.82 
Rhode Island had survived both the onslaught of its neighbors and 
the internal strife that troubled it from its inception.  The heritage 
the colony took with it into the eighteenth century reinforced its 
suspicion of external powers and its sense of self-reliance and indepen- 
dence.  With this thought in mind, I shall now turn to the action direct- 
ed toward another external adversary, not Massachusetts or Connecticut, 
but toward Great Britain itself! 
81 
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CHAPTER III 
Rhode I8land: 
From Roots of Independence 
Fruits of Opposition 
To Great Britain 
"From the very beginning, Rhode 
Islanders were noticeably independent in 
their attitude toward the British govern- 
ment. Once the revolutionary movement 
commenced, this independent attitude be- 
came even more apparent, and, even from 
the crisis over taxation to the Declara- 
tion of Independence, Rhode Island seemed 
one step ahead of her sister colonies in 
the defiance of the power of parliament 
and the authority of the crown." 
David S. Lovejoy in his Rhode Island 
Politics and the American Revolution, 
1770-1776. 
After examining the early history of Rhode Island, it is easy to 
understand why it seemed "one step ahead" of the other colonies in express- 
ing opposition to the re-assertion of British authority. Rhode Islanders 
"were noticeably more independent" because of a legacy of conflict that 
made them suspicious of any encroachments by external powers. From its 
inception, the colony was on its own. The United Colonies refused to 
allow Rhode Island to join them, thus Rhode Island had to depend upon 
its own diplomacy with the Indians since they could expect little aid 
from its neighbors. The religious sectarians believed that what happened 
to Samuel Gorton and his followers at Shawomet could also happen to them. 
To protect themselves against retribution for their religious beliefs, 
the settlers of Rhode Island had to be ready to defend themselves against 
any encroachment, no matter how minor initially, which might lead to the 
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ultimate absorption of the entire colony, as exemplified by the northward 
expansion of Massachusetts into Maine and New Hampshire and by the engulf- 
ment of New Haven by Connecticut. The vigilance of the settlers could 
not moderate as a result of assurances from royal commissions, charters, 
or even the crown itself. The only assurance of survival for the colony 
came from its inhabitants; and, even then, the wide diversity of thought 
within its communities and the less authoritarian framework of its govern- 
ment left the colony in a situation where the resolve and the perseverence 
of its inhabitants had to excel. Whether in the Narragansett or on the 
banks of the Pawcatuck, the line had to be drawn, and the colony had to 
defend itself or perish.  Independence of thought and action was not a 
luxury for the early planters of Rhode Island; it was a necessity! 
Therefore, it is no surprise that Rhode Island "never fitted very 
well into the empire" in the eyes of many British officials.  Although 
the royal commission in 1665 praised Rhode Island's "civility and loyalty 
to the king," that sentiment was due primarily to the immense suspicion 
of the United'Colonies, especially Massachusetts, held by many in England. 
Rhode Island appeared as a victim of colonial disloyalty, corruption, and 
usurpation, not as a participant.  But that impression quickly abated, 
and Rhode Islanders were soon viewed by British officials as a most 
"scandelous sort of people." With respect to its elected government, 
"Rhode Island was dangerously democratic." Although the colony's laws 
were to be in no way "repugnant or prejudicial to Great Britain," many 
were. The colony failed to keep adequate records of its laws, to require 
legal oath8 for its officials, or to relay copies of its laws to England. 
Rhode Island'8 contributions to the defense of the empire were at best 
minimal. Throughout the Indian and inter-colonial wars, many Rhode 
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Islanders refused to fight, either because of the Quaker sentiment of 
their leadership, or because of the militia's refusal to be commanded by 
anyone but native officers. Military posts were fine prizes to factional 
stalwarts within the colony, bWhile Rhode Islanders were notorious for 
trading with the enemies of the crown, they rarely cooperated with the 
desires of the Board of Trade in enforcing the Navigation Acts. 
The Board of Trade faced some major obstacles when it tried to en- 
force the Navigation Acts through the colonial admiralty courts.  Because 
of "loopholes" in the Statute of 1696 which established admiralty courts 
in America, "the area of their jurisdiction was not precise and was 
"Cranfield to Leoline Jenkins," October 19, 1683, #1316, and "Cart- 
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frequently encroached upon by the courts of common law in Rhode Island." 
These courts, with their native judges elected by the hAuse of deputies, 
could issue "writs of prohibition" which prevented the execution of an 
admiralty judge's decree.  Admiralty judges who proceeded in spite of the 
prohibition could be punished for contempt of court 1  Many times, customs 
officials were reluctant to initiate cases because they could be prose- 
cuted by the courts of common law if it was determined that the seizure 
was made "without reason or contrary to law."  Judges sympathetic to 
local merchants would call trials on suchtshort notice that the customs 
officials and the advocates (prosecuting attorneys) frequently failed to 
appear.  In such a case, the merchants or ship's captains "who had been 
caught red-handed were dismissed on the pretext of a lack of evidence." 
Even condemnation of the prize usually led to its sale to the original 
owner for a "trifle" of its real value.  Many customs officials played 
it safe and bargained with the merchants, attaining an annual payment in 
2 
return for unmolested passage. 
The merchants of Rhode Island had long been reputed as being "most 
notoriously successful" in the evasion of British commercial restrictions. 
2 
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Popularly elected officials and judges elected by the house of deputies 
were always understanding and helpful toward the merchants in tithe face 
of trade regulations. Only the customs officials and the vice-admiralty 
courts remained a problem. Here, the "unique" nature of Rhode Island's 
political structure allowed that colony to enjoy a greater degree of 
success against admiralty jurisdiction when compared to the attempts bf 
other colonies.  In Rhode Island, the popularly elected governor paid 
more heed to the sentiments of the electors than he did to the opinions 
of officials in Great Britain. Many of the governor's electors were the 
merchants from the coastal towns.  But in the royal colonies, the govern- 
ors owed their stations to the pleasure of the crown, and these governors, 
their supporters and their appointees usually buttressed the admiralty 
3 
court8 to stay in his majesty's good graces. 
Nathaniel Kay, collector of customs at Newport, was concerned about 
some of the practices of Rhode Island, especially regarding that colony's 
practice of enacting trade laws prior t? their approval in England.  In 
November of 1718, Kay wrote to the Board of Trade seeking guidance in 
the matter. The Board of Trade responded by sending an order to the 
province demanding it refrain from passing laws which were "prejudicial" 
to England. The Lords Commissioners for Trade and Plantations then 
notified Nathaniel Kay to collect copies of the colony's laws and send 
them to England for examination. But when Kay confronted Rhode Island 
officials with the demand for a copy of their laws, especially those 
concerning recent trade acts, the officials claimed that they had never 
received such orders from Britain, and they refused to comply with his 
demands. Kay also complained to Britain that he suffered some measyre 
3 
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4 
of indignity in his attempt to collect the trade laws. 
One of the recent trade acts of the colony reduced the fee $he 
British authorities had ordered its customs officials to collect for 
clearing vessels in Newport harbor.  Kay, still feeling the sting of 
his earlier confrontation with colony officials, continued to demand 
the higher fee.  In June of 1719, the customs collector seized some 
illegally imported hogsheads of claret.  In this action, Kay had a 
warrant from Governor Samuel Cranston and also secured the assistance 
of the high sheriff.  Before Kay and the sheriff could complete the 
seizure, "the townspeople had the insolence to rise upon them and in- 
sult both them and the civil officers, /and in a/ riotous and tumult- 
uous manner rescued and possessed themselves of the seizures...stove 
them open, and with pails dcdnk them out," throwing the remainder into 
the streets. 
As soon as the tumult ended, John Wanton, a noted citizen involved 
in privateering, colonel of the idealirailitia, long time member of the 
Newport town council, and assistant in the Rhode Island general assembly, 
arrived on the scene.  Instead of giving Kay. assistance, Wanton issued a 
warrant for Kay's arrest for procuring greater fees for the clearing of 
vessels than allowed by the law recently passed by the general assembly. 
Governor Cranston, following an examination of the case, released the 
customs collector, claiming that Kay had not taken a fee greater than t 
4 
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that allowed by the colony.  By releasing Kay, Governor Cranston probably 
attempted to alleviate the situation and avoid an investigation by the 
Board of Trade.  Also, John Wanton and his brother William of Newport 
were "bursting upon the political scene" after thedrt great success in 
privateering during the inter-colonial wars.  It is possible that the 
lack of cooperation between erans'feonoandaWanton reflected a blossoming 
political rivalry between the Wantons and other leaders of Newport, in- 
cluding Governor Cranston.  Despite the governor's move, John Wanton 
repeated his efforts and issued a second warrant for Kay's arrest on the 
same charge.  The customs collector was arrested and jailed without bail. 
Kay was soon released, but he had learned the nature of Rhode Island's 
independent attitude and its intention to retain the powers and privi- 
leges traditionally exercised by its general assembly.  He also experie 
enced the factionalism of the colony, even within Newport itself! 
The eruption against Kay, and the actions of John Wanton "to please 
the crowd" and possibly enhance his own political fortunes, did not re- 
flect a mood of open rebellion againa&tGreat Bztitain. tin the eighteenth 
century, Britain and Rhode Island quarrelled over piracy, violation of 
the Navigation Acts, and the issuing of paper money.  But these arguments 
never presented an immediate threat to the independence of the colony. 
Although these real tensions existed, they were not yet fundamentally 
divisive.  Such confrontations occurced in isolated incidents.  Rhode 
Town Council Records of Newport, Rhode Island. Ill, 1714-1719, 
Newport,Historical Society Library, Newport, Rhode Island: 32, 107, 159, 
214, 245; The Wanton family was famous for being one of the most seafaring 
families in Rhode Island, especially in the field of privateering.  See 
Bartlett, "History of the Wanton Family," Tracts: 1-30; Javis M. Morse, 
"The Wanton Family and Rhode Island Loyalism," Rhode Island Historical 
Society Collections. XXXI, no. 2 (1938): 33-44; "Heathcote," in Bartlett, 
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Islanders never detected a concerted policy to subvert their charter in 
the previous regulations and quarrels* But tensions and sentiments be« 
came more pronounced and divisive following the French and Indian War and 
the resultant attempt by Lord Grenville to improve the neglected imperial 
7 
system. 
The Seven Year's War severely drained the British treasury.  During 
the war, its debt had doubled.  Prime Minister William Pitt liberally 
dipped into the national treasury to finance the conflict.  Correctly 
assessing the reluctance of the colonies to have their own legislatures 
raise money for the war and the amount of time that would have been con- 
sumed in such an effort, Pitt proposed "reimbursements" to the colonies 
for their assistance in defense of the empire.  Although costly to the 
mother country, the colonies did respond under those terms.  While Britain 
reimbursed the colonial war claims, the probable additional coats of pro- 
viding ten thousand soldiers for the defense of the colonial frontier 
made the situation desperate.  The ministry could not look to the British 
taxpayers.  Their recent tumults provoked by a new cider tax clearly 
indicated that they thought that Americans were grossly undertaxed in 
Rhode Island Records, VI: 25060; The Ward-Hopkins factionalism just prior 
to the American Revolution had its roots in the factionalism between 
William and John Wanton and Samuel Ward's father, Richard. The Wantons 
and their supporters opposed a faction of Newport merchants over the i 
issue of paper money.  See Lovejoy, Rhode Island Politics, pp. 6-8; 
Irving B. Richaan, Rhode Island: A Study in Separatism (Boston, 1905), 
pp. 65-83, 95-6; Osgood, the American Colonies in the Eighteenth Century, 
III: 259-60; Mack E. Thompson, "The Ward-Hopkins Controversy in Rhode 
Island: An Interpretation," William and Mary Quarterly, XVI (1959): 363- 
75. 
Arnold, History of Rhode Island, II: 64; Esmond Wright, Fabric of 
Freedom, 1763-1800 (N. Y.. 1965). pp. 11-12; Lawrence H. Gipson, "The 
American Revolution as an Aftermath of the Great War for the Empire," 
1754-1763," Political Science Quaterly, LXV, (1950): 86-104. 
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comparison with Englishmen.  The funds would have to come from America* 
Despite the assertions by some colonials that they would be able to under- 
take the burden of defense on their own, "the very proportions of the 
task were an insuperable obstacle to leaving it to the colonies." The 
problem of taxation and the dull routine of garrison duty had proved the 
colonists lacking in the previous war. The inter-colonial rivalries in 
the Western territory, exemplified by Pennsylvania and Virginia both 
claiming the upper Ohio Valley, and the unlikelihood of attaining a unity 
g 
of command further complicated a colonial solution. 
George Grenville's ministry began in April of 1763, and he wasted 
no time in attempting to solve the financial situation on Great Britian. 
In October, he ordered strict adherence to the Navigation Acts and ordered 
the British navy to patrol the colonial coast to search for smugglers. 
While local customs officials were easy to bargain with and control, 
strange captains and their crews would be less likely to fall in with 
the merchants.  In April of the following year, he pushed through parlia- 
ment the Currency Act, which forbid the issuing; of paper money throughout 
all the colonies.  That same month, parliament also passed a new Sugar 
9 
Act. 
Although the new Sugar Act reduced the previous duty on foreign 
molasses in half (from six pence to three pence per gallon), this time 
Grenville intended its collection. The act also added new item* to the 
duty list, such as indigo, sugar, coffee, wine, and textiles.  It also 
Q 
Morgan, "The Sugar Acts" in Stamp Act Crisis, pp. 21-39; Richard 
B. Morris, The American Revolution; A Short History (N. Y., 1955), pp. 
14-18; Gipson, "The Great War for the Empire," p. 69. 
9 
Munro, Acts of the Privy Council, IV: 570-2. 
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required more paper work and procedures for the clearing of vessels in 
and out of ports.  The myriad of procedures led to many violations of 
the trade acts by merchants and ships' captains who simply and unintent- 
ionally overlooked minor item in the code.  This, of course, added to 
the disgust of the merchants and to the bargaining power of the customs 
officials.  Finally, and perhaps most threatening to the colonies, the 
act made some alterations in the court procedures within the colonies. 
In trade cases which were to be tried in the admiralty courts, the burden 
of proof was passed on to the defendants. They were responsible for the 
court costs, even if they were acquitted, if a "probable cause for seizure" 
could be demonstrated by fthe prosecutor. Prohibitions in the common law 
courts against admiralty court decisions were forbidden.  If a merchant 
sued a customs official for damages in a common law court and won the 
case, the court would be able to fine the official no more than one 
shilling if the agent demonstrated "probable cause.'-' Yet, if the mer- 
chant lost the case, "treble costs" would be authorized against him. 
Also, upon the request of Admiral Colville, Commander of the North 
Atlantic fleet, the admiralty court at Halifax had concurrent juris- 
diction with all the admiralty courts throughout the colonies.  Prose- 
cutors could take their cases out of the hands of local courts and 
judges and have them tried by an admiralty court judge, without a jury, 
in Nova Scotia. 
Before the Sugar Act was adopted, the colonists moved to dissuade 
Britain from passing the trade legislation. The merchants of Boston sent 
John B. Hedges, The Browns of Providence Plantations; The Colonial 
Years, II (Providence, 1968): 43; Edmund S. Morgan, "Sugar and Stamps," 
The Birth of the American Republic; 1763-1789 (Chicago, 1950), pp. 14-27; 
Lovejoy, Rhode Island Politics, pp. 42-5; Ubbelohde, The Vi«e-Admiralty 
Courts^, pp. 49-54. 
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correspondence to the Newport merchants outling their plans for remon- 
strating against the act. Not long afterward, in early January of 1764, 
Governor Stephen Hopkins of Rhode Island wrote "An Essay of the Trade of 
the North American Colonies" which was published in both the Providence 
Gazette and the Newport Mercury.  Immediately following its publication, 
Hopkins met with other merchants from Providence to draft a statement 
concerning the nabure of Rhode Island's commerce.  They forwarded their 
draft to Newport, where a committee of both towns drew up a remonst»a- 
tion to be presented to the general assembly late that month.  Rhode 
Island's economy depended greatly upon the "triangular trade." This 
involved the sale of rum to Africa for slaves, the sale of slaves to the 
West Indies for molasses, and the manufacture of molasses into rum.  Al- 
though the molasses from the British West Indies entered duty free, it 
still cost the colonists from twenty-five to forty percent more than the 
molasses imported or "smuggled" from the French islands.  Furthermore, 
the English West Indies could only supply one-eighth of the quantity 
consumed annually by all the provinces, and only one-fifth of the ammount 
necessary for Rhode Island's more than thirty distilleries.  The Rhode 
Island general assembly pointed out that while they consumed£120,000 
worth of British manufactures each year, they only produced £5,000 
worth of exports. Only the profits from the molasses trade enabled the 
11 
colony to pay for these goods. 
"Essay on the Trade of the North American Colonies," Providence 
Gazette, January 14, 21, 1764; also in Newport Mercury, February 6, 13, 
1764; "Moses Brown Papers," quoted in Lovejoy, Rhode Island Politics, p. 
32; Frederick B. Wiener, "The Rhode Island Merchants and the Sugar Act," 
New England Quarterly, III (1930): 464-500; Arthur M. Schlesinger, The 
Colonial Merchants and the American Revoltu&on, 1763-1776 (N. Y., 1917, 
1966), pp. 42-5; The Rhode Island Remonstration did not deny parliamentie 
right to enact the Sugar Act.  The plea was based primarily on pragmatic 
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Although Rhode Island's remonstance was the first colonial objection 
to the Sugar Act sent to England, factionalism within the colony delayed 
its arrival there until the Sugar Act had already been enacted.  Evolving 
from the Greene-Wanton factionalism of earlier decades, Stephen Hopkins 
of Providence and Samuel Ward of Newport perennially fought for the 
governor's seat, control of the general assembly, and the spoils of 
office, which included two hundred and fifty official appointments by 
the lower house.  Since 1755, the struggle pervaded the colony and even 
split families. Now that the official remonstrane was ready to be sent 
to England, Samuel Ward's brother, Henry, viewed the likely praise of 
Hopkins throughout the province, indeed throughout the colonies, with 
disgust.  A true partisan, Henry Ward used his position as secretary of 
the colony to diminish that potential approbation.  Although the secretary 
fully supported the action of the assembly, he delayed in forwarding the 
document to Governor Hopkins for almost three weeks!  Ward probably hoped 
that he would not tarry long enough to injure the remonstance*s effective- 
ness, but hold the document "long enough to embarass Hopkins politically 
in the colony." The action enraged many merchants who begged Ward to 
send the remonstrance. The incident was a major issue in the next election, 
arguments which attempted to show the mutual economic damage the act 
would involve.  See "General Assembly Remonstration to Parliament," Jan- 
uary, 1764, in Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, VI: 378-83; Of particular 
interest is the argument that Rhode Island did not really suffer from 
the strict observance of the Navigation Acts, including the Hew Sugar Act. 
It has been asserted that the "French planter absorbed the three pence 
tax on molasses by accepting lower prices."  In addition, "the years 
immediately preceding the Revolution were not marked by a high degree of 
insolvency." See Jack M. Sosin, Agents and Merchants; Brlttih Colonial 
Policy and the Origins of the American Revolution, 1763-1775 (Lincoln, 
Nebraska, 1965), pp. 48-9; also Peter J. Coleman, "The Insolvent Debtors 
in Rhode Island, 1745-1826," William and Mary Quarterly, XXXI (1965): 421. 
Yet, one could interpret this as not due to the undamaging nature of the 
act, but more due to Rhode Island's circumvention of its implementation. 
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as Hopkins partisans accused Ward and his cohorts of delaying the pro- 
test until it was too late to be of any use in preventing the passage of 
the Sugar Act.  Despite the charges that Henry Ward deliberately injured 
the colony's cause against Great Britain, Henry Ward "weathered the storm" 
12 
and retained his post as secretary. 
While the colonists hammered out their remonstation to Britain, they 
kept a wary eye on the British navy.  In accordance with Lord Grenville's 
orders, the H.M..S. Squirrel, a warship of twenty guns, sailed into Newport 
harbor in December of 1763. The immediate threat Af military force un- 
settled many Newporters.  In the past, although threats were made and 
inquiries demanded, the communications limitations of the era allowed 
priorities, sentiments, and even personalities to shift before British 
officials rendered a final judgement. The result very often defused the 
initial tension surrounding a given controversy. From complaint to 
inquiry, to report, to consultation, and then to recommendation of 
judgement often took at least six months to a yearl  But, after Christmas 
in 1763, the royal Havy brought British authority much closer to the 
colonies.  In addition to the increased tension in Newport emanating 
from naval pressing and procurements, the very proximity of an immediate 
12 Providence Gazette, March 17, 1764; Lovejoy, Rhode Island Politics, 
pp. 33-4; Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, VI: 397; The Ward-Hopkins contro- 
versy ha8 been seen by some historians as a social conflict between the 
"conservative merchants"of Newport and the "radical farmers" of Providence. 
See William B. Weeden, Early Rhode Island, A Social History of the Pepple 
(N. Y., 1910), pp^ 249-50; Merrill Jensen, The Articles of Confederation; 
An Interpre.ttaation of the Social-Constitutional History of the American 
Revolution. 1774-1781 (Madison. Wise, 1940), p. 40; Yet, the Ward-Hopkins 
rivalry really reflected the growing commercial and political competition 
between the two leading trade centers.  It had nothing to do with the 
social polarization of Providence and Newport in general, .oiti the question 
of loyalty to England between Stephen Hopkins and Samuel Ward in particular. 
See, Mack E. Thompson, "The Ward-Hopkins Controversy." 
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authority and the quick availability of force presented a new danger. 
Time and space no longer separated transgression and tension from con- 
sultation and conclusion.  The response of British authority would be 
immediate, in the heat of the moment, with no time for shifting princi- 
ples, priorities, or personalities.  Everyone concerned would find it 
13 
more difficult for cooler heads to prevail. 
The use of the British navy to patrol colonial waters in search of 
smugglers and violators of the trade acts intensified the problem of 
impressment.  Impressment in America had a clouded and "doubtful legality." 
An order in council inwSja had given royal governors sole power to issue 
imptessment warrants in America.  But this directive was dropped from the 
governors' instructions in 1708, after the Act of 6 Anne, Chapter 37 
(later referred to as the American Act), declared that "no mariner or any 
other person...in any part of America...could be impressed by naval officers 
or any other person whatsoever." Unlike many other orders sent to the 
14 
colonial governors, the act forbidding impressment had no cut off date. 
As late as 1743, British officials complained to Rhode Island that 
their "captains had been insulted -by the populace and forced to release" 
those they pressed, while "other captains had been imprisoned or forced 
to give exhorbitant bail upon actions brought against them for impressing 
-•-•^Newport Mercury, December 26, 1763; Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, 
VI: 376; Providence Gazette, December 3, 1763. 
1
 "Act of 1696," Leonard W. Labaree, ed., Royal Instructions to Co- 
lonial Governors. 1670-1776, I (N.Y., 1935): 442-4; The act commonly re- 
ferred to as the "Sixth of Anne" or the "American Act" was a wartime 
measure calculated to gain support in the colonies for Queen Anne's War. 
See Neil R. Stout, "Manning the Royal Navy in North America, 1765-1775," 
American Neptune, XXIII (1963): 78; Dora Mae Clark, "The Impressment of 
Seamen in the American Colonies," in Essays in Colonial History Presented 
to Charles M. Andrews by His Students (New Haven. 1931). pp. 198-224; 
Christopher Lloyd, "Press Gang and the Law," History Today. XVII (1967): 
683-90. 
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seamen." All of this, bewailed the Lords of Admiralty, stemmed from the 
"prevailing belief among the people here that the American Act made in 
the War of Queen Anne, which forbad pressing in America, is still in 
force." But British officials insisted that the "American Act expired 
with the war in which it was made." Finally, the Lords of the Admiralty 
directed the naval captains in America to refrain from pressing in times 
of need only if it "distressed" American trade.  Tet, if the American 
Act was no longer in force, was the previous order 4li council of 1696 
again in effect? When parliament passed the Act of 19 George II in 
June 1746 which forbid the press in the West Indies (except in cases of 
desertion) without the consent of the royal governors, it added to the 
uncertainty surrounding the American Act. While some saw this act 
solely as a response to the pleas of West Indian merchants, others inter- 
preted it as a sign that such an act in America was unnecessary because 
the "Sixth of Anne" was still in force. 
From the very beginning, death, illness, crime, rum, and desertion 
resulted in shortages of seamen and the idleness of needed ships. With 
the arrival of the Squirrel in Newport, Admiral Colville requested that 
Governor Hopkins assist the ship's captain in recapturing four deserters 
by printing information concerning them in the newspapers. The Admiral 
informed Hopkins that the situation was serious because the ship heeded 
a crew. The only alternative to the British was the press, but Colville 
was reluctant to issue such an order. He simply directed his captains 
15"Andrew Stone to the Governor of Rhode Island," October 17, 1743, 
"The Lords of the Admiralty to the Lords of Justice," October 1, 1743, 
"The Lords of Admiralty to the Captains," September 26, 1743, in Kimball, 
Correspondence of the Colonial Governors of Rhode Island, II: 237-42; 
"American Merchants Complain to Parliament," April 9, 1746, "Act Against 
Impressment," April 15, 1746, Leo Francis Stock, ed., Proceedings and 
Debates of the British Parliament Respecting North America, IV (Washing- 
ton, D.C., 1937): 235-6. 
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to "procure all themmen they could without distressing trade, but with no 
Instructions concerning the method of procurement." Many naval commanders 
easily interpreted the dispathh to allow the use of the press, "which 
became quite active in 1764 and 1765. 
The horrible conditions of seamen on royal frigates offered only 
one reason for the massive desertions. American merchants ^deliberately 
enticed" seamen away from the king's ships by offering them triple the 
king'8 wages.  It was not ancommonfor British ships to abandon prizes 
because of the desertion of their crews.  Some detected a conspiracy 
afoot to deprive the royal navy of seamen, thereby minimazing the effect- 
iveness of the recent trade acts. 
Popular opposition to impressment remained dormant until British 
naval commanders interfered with colonial commerce, especially in the 
1960s when England tightened enforcement of its commercial policy.  Only 
when impressment threatened commerce and was viewed as part of a broader 
conspiracy to subvert the political independence of the colonies did the 
18 
common seaman attain a semblance of popular support. 
"Admiral Colville to Stephen Hopkins," October 22, 1763, Bartlett, 
Rhode Island Records. VI: 376; Stout, "Manning the British Navy," pp. 75, 
79, 81. 
Ibid., pp. 170, 177; Roland G. Usher, HRoyal Navy Impressment 
During the American Revolution," Mississippi Valley Historical Review, 
XXXVII (1950-1): 685; "Extract from Admiral Colville tonHalifax," October 
26, 1764, in Munro, Acts of the Privy Council, VI: 374-6; also in Bart- 
lett, Rhode Island Records. VI: 428. 
18 
"In all this the seaman himself becomes all but invisible. The 
attitudestoward him in the protests are neutral, and often sfearply antag- 
onistic. Their interests are sacrificed to the merchants, and even the 
law8 which seem friendly to the seaman benefit the master." See Jesse 
Lemisch, "Jack Tar in the Streets: Merchant Seamen in the Politics of 
Revolutionary America," William and Mary Quarterly. XXII (1968): 371-407; 
also Lemisch, "The American Revolution Seen from the Bottom Up," in 
Barton J. Berstein, ed., Towards a New Past: Dissenting Essays in American 
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John Temple, surveyor-general of the Northern District and respon- 
sible for the enforcement of the acts of trade, arrived in Newport just 
one aonth after Captain Smith and the Squire*1.  Temple had earlier 
intimated that he would exercise "the same indulgence...as had been 
heretofore usual." To the merchants, this could only mean that he would 
be on the take, as he had been in Boston when Governor Bernard expressed 
his displeasure with Temple's customs activities.  When Temple arrived in 
Newport, he made it clear that he was on the take, and also that he 
would do all the taking!  He rounded up the colony's customs officials 
and "declared it to be his full resolve that the Sugar Act be executed 
with the utmost rigor." John Temple was ah angry man.  Just as he arrived 
in Newport, he ordered the seizure of a sloop, Rhoda, for a breach of the 
acts of trade.  But before he cpuld prosecute, the sloop was "carried 
off by persons unknown." Temple posted a fifty pound sterling reward 
for information concerning the culprits who took the sloop, but to no 
avail.  The general assembly then refused to allow Governor Hopkins tp 
swear in the new customs officials*  Exhibiting a "haughty and illiberal 
mind," Temple left for Boston without hiding his "contempt" for the New- 
porters.  Upon his departure, he threatened to "lock up all the ports 
in the colony in such a manner that not a veseel should come in or go 
19 
out." Temple now had the ships at his disposal to do just that. 
History (N. Y., 1968), pp. 1-45; The other activities I refer to are the 
procurement methods of many British naval officers, competition aaong 
mariners, British soldiers and townspeople for employment, and the fe**t 
strictive and "conspiratorial atmosphere" augmented by the presence and 
actions of the British navy.  See George C. Mason, "The British Fleet in 
Rhode Island," Rhode Island Historical Society Collections, VII (Providence, 
1885): 299-327. 
19 
Providence Gazette. January 21, February 25, 1764; "Bernard Papers," 
quoted in Morgan, Stamp Act Crisis, pp. 10-11; Lovejoy, Rhode Island 
Politics, pp. 35-6. _ 
One of those ships was the British schooner, St. John, commanded 
by Lieutenant Thomas Hill. Lieutenant Hill met "very little success" 
in his attempts to enforce the acts of trade within the Narragansett 
area, partly because the merchants were able "by threats and promises 
to prevent seamen from entering" his vessel for service. Another dif- 
ficulty arose from the feuding between British customs officials and 
naval commanders over the prizes of captured trade violators. On June 
30, 1764, Hill received information that a brig from New York, the Basto, 
was unloading smuggled goods in a creek near Howland's Ferry. Although 
the Basto had sailed by the time Hill arrived, the British confiscated 
the unloaded goods, ninety-three hogsheads of sugar, and captured the 
brig the following day.  Just after Hill had the Basto reloaded, its 
owner had the British lieutenant arrested, fearing Hill would transfer 
the case from local Newport jurisdiction to Halifax. The commander of 
the St. John was soon out on bail and ready to renew his efforts when 
John Robinson, collector of customs at Newport, seized the brig and its 
cargo from Hill, claiming the lieutenant "was not properly qualified... 
/since/ an oath of office had been omitted." Lieutenant Hill immediately 
20 
set out for Boston to consult with John Temple. 
Lieutenant Hill was particularly offensive to the townspeople of 
Newport. Besides utilizing impressment, he often transgressed the normal 
procedures involved in the procurement of provisions for a king's ship. 
Hill refused to use a "victualizing agent" or professional contractor, 
and purchased goods with his own hand to "promote his own interests." 
20 
"Admiral Colville to Privy Council," and "Lieutenant Hill's Narra- 
tive," October 26, 1764, Munro, Acts of the Privy Council. VI: 374-6; 
"Lieutenant Hill's Recollection," Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, VI: 
428
-
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While he was in Boston conferring with the surveyor-general, Newporters 
21 
squared-off with the crew of the St. John. 
The spark occurred easily on the morning of July 9, when a few men 
from the schooner came into the town and stole some pigs and chickens 
from William Harrieon, the town miller.  Harrison then obtained a warrant 
for the arrest of the culprits.  One of them still ashore, named Humphreys, 
was immediately apprehended.  He quickly confessed and informed the town 
officials that his "accomplices were on board the St. John." Two sheriff's 
deputies, Robert Lillibridge, Jr., and William Hammond, attempted to 
board the schooner to demand the surrender of the other chicken thieves, 
but they were turned away by the ship's crew.  Around two o'clock in the 
afternoon, the St. John dispatched a small boatload of seamen ashore to 
seize Thomas Moss, an impressed native of the town who had escaped a few 
days earlier.  The commander of the small expedition, Richard Doyle, had 
also been a participant in the pig and poultry poaching earlier that day. 
Doyle and his crew attempted to drag Moss back to their boat, when a mob 
came to Moss's rescue and seized Doyle.  The crowd also wounded most of 
the boat's crew "with stones which fell as thick as hail around and in 
the boat." The mob threatened to "sacrifice" Doyle if the St. John re- 
fused to relinquish the miscreants.  Some even threatened to "haul the 
22 
schooner on shore and burn her." 
Tgason, "The British Fleet in Rhode Island;" British naval captains 
were also known to impress seamen, allow them to escape, and then claim 
victuals for their number.  See Stock, Proceedings and Debated of Parlia- 
ment. V: 126-7. 
22 
"Lieutenant Hill's Recollection," Bartlett, Rhode Island Records. 
VI: 428-9; "Transcript of Governor Ward's Report," Ward MSS. Box I, 1725- 
1770, f. 60, Rhode Island Historical Society Library, Providence, Rhode 
Island. 
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Shortly after the seizure of Doyle, some townspeople, including 
Lillibridge and Hammond, rowed out to the Squirrel, which was also in 
Newport harbor. They relayed their side of the story, suspecting that 
the crew of the St» John would make a "misrepresentation of the whole 
affair."  Lieutenant Blachie, commander while Captain Smith was ashore, 
agreed to send the offenders to the authorities.  But at the same time, 
he ordered the schooner to set sail. The concerned representatives of 
the town protested, fearing the ship,with the wrongdoers would escapes 
They threatened to fire on the schooner from Fort George (a fort in the 
middle of the harhor on Goat's Island) if it attempted to leave the port. 
Blachie assured them that the schooner would not attempt to escape, but 
only endeavor to move closer to the Squirrel for protection. Once along 
side of the Squirrel, Blachie told the remonstrators that 'the schooner 
would lower its anchor. The lieutenant implored the Newporters to carry 
this message back to town to avoid any misunderstanding. Whether the 
envoys did not have the chance to return with the message in time, or 
whether the Newporters did not believe Blachie, the guns at Fort George 
opened fire on the schooner, one shot tearing through its mainsail. Once 
the fireworks beggn, a few boatloads of excited townspeople rowed over to 
23 the fort and joined the gunner in the cannonade. 
23 i.     "Lieutenant Blachie's Account," and Captian Smith's Account," in 
Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, VI: 429-31; "Deposition of Daniel Vaughn," 
Chalmers Papers, N. Y. Public Library, N. Y. City; Newport Mercury, July 
16, 1764; "Report of Deputy-Governor William Wanton," Ward M8S; Colonists 
could not always count on the crews or captains of his majesty's ships to 
return crewmembers to shore who were accused by the civil authorities 
there. One example concerned the killing of a merchant seaman in South 
Carolina by a press gang from the British ship, Tatttav The British ship 
refused to surrender the men charged with the murdertto the community 
authorities, and even threatened to sink a boat carrying the justice of 
the peace. The crew then proceeded to hold a "mock trial," and all hands 
accused were aquitted!  See Stock, Proceedings and Debates of Parliament. 
March, 1742, V: 128-30.       -113- 
In the midst of the firing, Lieutenant Blachie rowed tentfae fort to 
ascertain who was in command of the tumultuous proceedings. He found 
no other officer than the gunner and the mob who "said they had orders 
to fire, and they would fire."  Blachie was then struck and subsequently 
knocked down.  He quickly scrambled to his feet and hastily made his way 
back to his boat.  Angered, Blachie returned to the Squirrel and readied 
the warship for action.  Only after the warship brought the crowd on Fort 
24 
George under the command of its broadside did the cannonade cease. 
That very evening, Lieutenant Blachie returned to shore and informed 
Deputy-Governor William Wanton that he demanded satisfaction.  Wanton 
asked the naval officer for descriptions of his assailants.  Blachie, 
realizing the impossibility of such a task since he had been confronted 
by a mob of no less than fifty people on Goat's Island, abruptly left the 
deputy-governor. The next day, Lieutenant Blachie and a number of his 
crew landed on Goat's Island, seized the gunner, and detained hin on :>•> 
board the Squirrel.  Then Lieutenant Blachie returned with Captain Smith, 
who had been ashore the day before, and demanded to see the deputy-governor 
and the other magistrates. The Rhode Island officials defended the action 
against the schooner.  The order to fire upon the ship had been given by 
two assistants, Feleg Thurston and Gideon Cornell. Captain Smith found 
the magistrates uncooperative and a "set of very ignorant council." 
The captian only regretted that the mob "ceased firing before weehad 
25 
convinced them of their error." 
24 
"Blachie and Smith Accounts," Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, VI. 
25 
Ibid., and "Governor Ward to Lords Commissioners of Trade and Plant- 
ations," June 28, 1765, Bartlett, Rhode Island Records. VI: 429-31, 444; 
"Governor Ward to Agent Sherwood," October 29, 1765, Kimball, Correspond- 
ence of Colonial Governors of Rhode Island, II: 365; "Deposition of Daniel 
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Early In March 1765, the king announced that he wanted an inquiry 
made into the St» John affair, together with the "names, descriptions 
of the offenders, and what means were used at the time of the tumult by 
the government and magistracy of the colony." But Rhode Island authori- 
ties offered neither energetic nor cooperative responses. They were 
more concerned about the impending Stamp Act, which was enacted later 
that yeny.month. On the surface, Governor Samuel Ward promised to supft 
port the investigation, but his subsequent excises revealed his true 
sentiments.  Ward, who had just replaced Stephen Hopkins for the second 
time in May 1765, answered the directive by informing the Lords Commis- 
sioners of Trade and Plantations that he was "not in the administration 
last year, and was out of town when the affair happened." Ward skill*u 
fully used the art of procrastination in the matter.  If anyone knew 
the affairs of Newport, it was the crafty, partisan Samuel Ward!  Yet, 
he told the Lords, "it will require more time to aquaint myself with, 
and prepare a statement of the case properly authenticated." He added 
that he could not do much anyway until the general assembly met in 
September. Even the questioning of the gunner at Fort George revealed 
the extent of governmental duplicity.  The magistrates were not as con- 
cerned with who gave the orders as they were with "why he hadn't sunk 
the schooner." When the general assembly convened in September, they 
authorized the governor to issue a proclamation for the apprehension of 
the rioters.  But this statement was greatly overshadowed by the recent 
Vaughn," and "Assistant's Order to Daniel Vaughn',1" Chalmers Papers; 
"Governor Ward's Report," and "Deputy-Governor William Wanton's Report," 
Ward MSS. Daniel Vaughn, the gunner at Fort Geopge, was released follow- 
ing the meeting between Captian Smith, Lieutenant Blachie, and the 
magistrates of the colony. Within a few days, the culprits aboard the 
St. John were surrendered to the town for prosecution.  Ibid. 
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passage of the Stamp Act and the subsequent efforts by the assembly to 
have it repealed. 
By the time the assembly met to discuss the recent act and respond 
to the king's inquiry concerning the attack on the St. John, another 
violent confrontation intervened.  That incident was the anti-impress- 
ment riot in Newport involving his majesty's ship, the Maidstone. 
Like the St. John, the Maidstone experdienceddsome misfortune in its 
attempts to enforce the acts of trade.  At Providence in March 1675, Lieu- 
tenant Jenkins of the Maidstone  assisted John Nicoll, comptroller of 
customs at Newport, in the seizure of the brig Wainscott and the sloop 
Belly for running molasses.  The customs officials took the case to the 
Rhode Island admiralty judge, John Andrews. When the colony finally 
succeeded in attaining an admiralty court of its own and not subservient 
to Boston in 1758, Stephen Hopkins recommended to the Lords of the Admi- 
ralty that they appoint Colonel John Andrews of Providence to the posi- 
tion.  This move insured satisfactory decisions for many of the local 
merchants without interference from Bostonians, or a judge who was not 
native born.  The wisdom of the decision for Rhode Islanders was evidenced 
in this particular case. While the customs officials readied themselves 
to have the case heard in Newport, Judge Andrews announced that he would 
26 
"Secretary Sharpe to the Governor of Rhode Island," March 19, 1765, 
"Ward to Commissioners of Trade and Plantations," June 28, 1765, "General 
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450-2; "Ward to Agent Sherwood," June 28, 1765, Kimball, Correspondence of 
Colonial Governors of Rhode Island, II: 365; Daniel Vaughn, the gunner at 
Fort George, stated that he could have sunk the schooner'"had he been so 
disposed, but fearing the orders aforesaid could not support him in so 
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Vaughn stated thus:  "You are hereby commanded to stop the Schooner St. 
John from departing this harbor until further orders." See "Deposition 
of Daniel Vaughn," and "Order to Daniel Vaughn," in Chalmers Papers. 
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convene the proceedings in three days, and that the trial would not be 
in Newport, but would be heard in Providencel  Nicoll did not have enough 
time to serve his summonses, and the court advocate, James Honeyman, did 
not even show up to present the case for the prosecution* Although the 
court issued new summonses, Honeyman refused to adjourn to allow the 
prosecution more time to round up witnesses and claimants.  Since the 
prosecution could not present the case, Andrews aquitted both vessels. 
To Robinson, Nicoll and Jenkins, it was evident that the Rhode Island 
court gave "more convenience to the owners of the vessel" than they did 
to justice, since both the judge and the advocate were "natives of the 
place, and their connections with the people are such that it influences 
27 
them...by favoring the merchants to the prejudice of the crown." 
Less than one month after the ill-fated proceedings began against the 
Wain8cott and the Nelly, the Maidstone again assisted in an unsuccessful 
customs seizure. The sloop Polly arrived in Newport from Surinam and 
registered sixty-three casks of molasses before heading toward Taunton, 
Massachusetts, its home port.  John Robinson became suspicious that the 
ship might be carrying a lot more casks, so he ordered the Maidstone to 
give chase.  The warship captured the Polly outside Dighton, Massachu- 
setts, and discovered that the sloop was loaded with twice its reported 
cargo. After Robinson arrived on the scene, he wanted the sloop taken 
immediately to Newport.  But Captain Antrobus, commander of the Maidstone, 
27 
"Complaint of Robinson and Nicoll," June, 1765, "W. Mellish to 
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could not 8pare any seamen to maneuver the Polly since he had barely 
enough hands to sail his warship.  Robinson and Antrobus returned to 
Newport to raise a crew, while Robinson's servant, Daniel Guthridge, and 
Nicholas Lechmere, a customs official from Newport, guarded to sloop. 
The next afternoon, the two rowed ashore for a few drinks.  Meanwhile, a 
few boatloads of men rowed out to the Polly, unloaded its cargo, and 
severely disabled the ship.  After Robinson heard of the incident, he 
quickly returned, only to be arrested by the local magistrates upon com- 
plaints for damages against the Polly. Robinson remained in jail for 
three days until John Temple bailed him out.  Soon afterwards, Captain 
Antrobus was able to bring the limping sloop back to Newport.  Robinson 
let it be known that he was going to take this sloop to Halifax for 
28 
adjudication* , 
To carry ot it duty, the Maidstone needed more seamen. When the 
ship arrived in Newport in December 1764, Captain Antrobus promised the 
town sheriff that his press gangs would not seize any inhabitants of the 
town.  But by the spring of 1765, the Maidstone began "the hottest press 
ever known in this town." Men were taken from "wood boats and river 
crafts plying in the bay." Even while Antrobus tried to keep his word 
by avoiding the impressment of townspeople, the consequences of the in- 
tensity of the press proved "fatal to the inhabitants of the town."  The 
fishing boats that "daily supplied the town" were periodically "fired at" 
until they "dared not go out of the harbor." Boats with fuel would not 
enter the harbor, and the people feared a "hard winter ahead." Some 
visitors frommother towns were "detained for several days on board the 
28 
Munro, Acts of the Privy Council, VI: 382-3; Morgan, Stamp Act 
Crisis, pp. 44-5. 
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Maidstone.  Lieutenant Jenkins angered the Newporters more than Captain 
Antrobus did.  While the ship's captain was absent many times, Lieuten- 
ant Jenkins was very intolerant to solicitations for the release of various 
people who brought food and fuel into the harbor.  But there were some in 
Newport that antagonized Jenkins.  Ship's captains or merchants would go 
on board to pay impressed mariners back wages.  The merchants greatly 
increased wages to entice the mariners to desert. Realizing this fact, 
the lieutenant naturally viewed such visits to the seamen as nothing 
more than simple seduction.  However, seamen found little comfort in the 
high wages offered by the merchants.  They preferred unemployment rather 
29 
than run the press. 
On the afternoon of June 4, 1765, the Maidstone impressed the entire 
crew of a brig that had just arrived from Africa.  Late that evening, a 
boat from the Maidstone encountered a "wood boat" in the harbor contain- 
ing only two men.  The Maidstone dispatched a small boat to detain the 
craft and seize on of its occupants.  The press gang decided to let the 
other man row the boat while they followed it right to the wharf.  After 
the pre as,gang attempted to seize the remaining occupant, it qmickly found 
itself surrounded by an angry mob of about "five hundred sailors and boys." 
The crowd seized Lieutenant Jenkins who commanded the press gang. While 
Jenkins was detained, the mob took the Maidstone's longboat and dragged 
it through Queen Street to the commons where they burned it "amid the 
29 
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shouts of the excited mob."  Jenkins barely escaped with his life, as 
two unkown gentlemen intervened to quiet the crowd and secure the lieu- 
30 
tenantA8 release. 
Captain Antrobus demanded that the magistrates of the colony take 
punitive action against the rioters, but to no avail.  Governor Ward was 
positive that "no persons of the least note were concerned with the riot," 
but those that had committed the crime were nothing more than "the dregs 
of the people and a number of boys and negroes." Ward informed Antrobus 
that, although the incident had given him "the greatest uneasiness," the 
fault of the riot was the responsibility of the Maidstone's crew.  Chas- 
ing boats right to the wharf "encouraged the populace and was the imme<3 
diate occasion of the riot." Ward went on to assert that the "impressing 
of Englishmen is an arbitrary action, contrary to the law, /and/ incon* 
sistent with liberty." The governor "could not conceive of any possible 
reason sufficient to justify the severe and rigorous press carried on" 
by the Maidstone's crew. Ward then further chastised Antrobus, declaring 
that the Maidstone, "while she lies in the body...of the county of New- 
port, all of the officers and men are within the jurisdiction of the 
colony and ought to conform themselves to the laws thereof." Others in 
Newport warned the captain that if he continued "impressing from the 
very bowels of the town," the people would take positive measures for 
31 
"self-preservation, and for safety of life and property." 
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In both the St. John and Maidstone riots, and in the interference 
with customs seizures, British authorities could only remonstrate to 
their superiors.  The governor again was conveniently out /of town at 
the time of the riot, as were a number of other magistrates.  British 
officials considered complaints to the colonial authorities a waste of 
time.  The Lords of Admiralty wrote: 
"Don't expect redress, the magistracy being composed 
of a very ignorant and turbulent set of people, and being 
rather the planners and countenances of these riotous meas- 
ures than the supporters and protectors of regulated gov- 
ernment.  Many of the delinquents, being electors of the 
governor...he can't afford to bring them to justice, or 
else he shall not be governor...in the ensuing year."^^ 
While Rhode Islanders expressed popular sentiments against the 
regulatory and pressing activities of the British navy and the enforce- 
ment of the acts of trade by customs officials, word of the impending 
Stamp Act reached the colonies.  Lord Grenville did not conceal his con- 
sideration of the measure. With the passage of the Sugar Act, Grenville 
floated a trial balloon by including a statement that the Stamp Act was 
33 
under advisement and could possibly be enacted in the near future. 
Rhode Island newspapers expressed the fear that the Stamp Act would 
be only a prelude to further encroachments upon the internal affairs of 
the colony.  Knowing the extreme burden of taxation in England, Rhode 
Islanders believed any new demands for revenue would be directed toward 
the colonies. When news of Grenville's intention reached the colonies, 
32 
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34 
the discussion over parliamentary power intensified. 
Not all Rhode Islanders shared in the apprehension of the power of 
parliament and the antagonism toward the acts of trade. The "Newport 
Club" was a group of about fifteen to twenty men, mostly customs officials 
and others "of conservative temper and united in their distaste for the 
popular form o£ government" prevalent in the colony. The most notable 
figures of the group were: Martin Howard, Jr., a representative with 
Stephen Hopkins to the Albany Congress in 1754 and a candidate for the 
colony's attorney-generalship in 1761; Dr. Thomas Moffatr Jr., a Scottish 
physician, librarian and director of the Redwood Library in Newport; 
Augustus Johnston, a popular attorney-general of the colony who defeated 
Howard for the position in 1761; John Robinson, the very unpopular col- 
lector of customs; and Hohn Nicoll, the comptroller of customs for Newport. 
Howard and Moffat began to write letters to the Newport Mercury under the 
pseudonyms "XY," "OZ," and "Halifax Gentlemen." These letters expressed 
their disgust with the "notorious" smuggling traffic in Rhode Island and 
the general "ingratitude in the colonies for the mother country whose arms 
and money so lately rescued them from the French." Furthermore, they 
loathed the "corruption" in the collection of customs and in the admiralty 
courts, which wete "subject to mfecchantile influence," and the factional- 
ism and which gripped the colony.  But all of the factionalism and corrup- 
tion in Rhode Island was a symptom of the greater disease —— the exces- 
sively democratic charter of 1663 which they viewed as "nothing but a 
35 burlesque upon order and government." 
34 
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In November 1764, Stephen Hopkins wrote The Rights of the Colonies 
Examined.  Looking ahead to the passage of the Stamp Act, Hopkins'8 work 
supplemented his earlier "Essay of the Trade of the North American Colo- 
nies," which had been published in January of that year to protest the 
Sugar Act. While the earlier work addressed the king and ignored parlia- 
ment, Hopkins's Rights attempted to zero in on the basic question —- the 
relationship between the colonies and parliament.  Parliament was explic- 
itly the object of the work, and its right to legislate in the internal 
affairs of the colony was denied, although somewhat equivocally.  Such 
36 
a denial was not new in Rhode Island. 
The afaartter itself'established in effect'a self-governing colony." 
Events of the previous century in relation to the colony's opposition to 
the New England Confederacy, particularly Massachusetts and Connecticut, 
and the general independence of its towns during the Dominion of New 
England, contributed to its sense of independence.  In the eighteenth 
century, Rhode Island's various actions against Outside military and 
admiralty control, and its free exercise of domestic politics without 
the royal pressures and intrigue found in many other colonies further 
a Gentleman in Halifax to His Friend in Rhode Island, (February, 1765) 
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37 
reinforced its attitude of self-reliance and self-government. 
Events within the domestic affairs of the colony added to this 
sentiment.  In 1731, when Governor Jenkes vetoed an act of the general 
assembly to emit paper money, both sides appealed to the king*  His 
majesty's attorney and solicitor-general returned the opinion that, 
according to the charter, the governor could not veto an act of the 
general assembly.  Indeed the crown itself had "no discretionary power 
of repealing laws made in the province," unless they were "contrary to 
the laws of England." During a libel case in 1757 between Stephen Hopkins 
and Samuel Ward, Hopkins was reported to have stated that the king and 
parliament "had no more right to pass any act...to govern us than the 
Mohawks," and that "nothing could be more tyrannical than our being oh 
obliged by an act of parliament to which we were not parties." Perhaps 
most brazen of all was the superior court decision against two Newport 
Jews, Aaron Lopez and Isaac Elizur, who sought naturalization in 1761. 
Lopez and Elizur asserted that they had complied with an act of parlia- 
ment which required seven years residency prior to naturalizations But 
a year later, the superior court interpreted the parliamentary statute 
as a violation of a general assembly act of 1663 which refused admittance 
38 
as freemen to non-Christians. Their application was suamarily denied. 
As in Hopkins's earlier remonsrance, his Rights dwelt a great deal 
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on the nature of the colony's trade and economy.  But when Hopkins turned 
to the constitutional arguments, his assertions became ambiguous. While 
referring to the "general power" of the empire, Hopkins stated "everyman 
of least knowledge of the British constitution will be naturally led to 
look for and find it in the Parliament of Great Britain." Yet, he stated 
later in the pamphlet that parliament was but "one branch of the great 
•3 
legislative body of the nation." While he clearly stated his point that 
parliament should not interfere in the internal affairs of the colonies, 
he never confronted the possibility of resistance.  In fact, the reader 
gets the impression that he saw an inherent wisdom within the body which 
would realize the error of its way and refrain from enacting such legis- 
lation as the Stamp Act upon the rational argumentation of the colonies. 
Hopkins also avoided altogether the question of attaining actual repre- 
39 
sentation for the colonies in parliament. 
Martin Howard did not overlook these inconsistencies in his Letter 
from a Gentleman at Halifax to His Friend in Rhode Island, published in 
the Newport Mercury in February 1765.  Howard scored debating points 
left and right. He was only too eager to point out the contrary themes 
of a parliament with "general powers" and a system of duel legislative 
bodies.  Howard pressed Hopkins by following his dualism to its natural 
conclusion.  What if parliament did pass the Stamp Act, did not repeal 
the Sugar Act, and increased its control over the internal affairs of the 
colonies? Behind the defense of a legislative body with parity to par- 
40 liament lurked the corollary of colonial disobedience. 
39 
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Hopkins answered Howard in the Providence Gazette later that month. 
But it was evident that Howard won the debate, and that the governor was 
on the defensive.  Hopkins "pulled in his horns." He attempted to extri- 
cate himself from the charge that he advocated disobedience by claiming 
that he never denied parliament's right to tax the colonies.  He only 
stated that it would be "uncomfortable with the British principles of 
government." James Otis then entered the fray with A Vindication of the 
British Colonies.  The Massachusetts firebrand brought the debate from 
one of constitutional principles to one mostly of personalities. Yet, 
Howard did succeed in having Otis and Hopkins retreat from earlier posi- 
tions, as well as somehow having them disagree with each other.  The 
pamphlet warfare continued to the end of the summer. Then the mob had the 
last wordl 
The publication of the Halifax Gentleman came after news of an overt 
attempt by the "Newport Club" to rescind the colony's charter enraged 
many Rhode Islanders.  Earlier, many read the "ZY" and "OZ" letters with 
dissatisfaction, but never immediate alarm.  That changed when Governor 
Hopkins informed the general assembly in November 1764 that people in 
Newport petitioned the king to revoke the colony's charter.  Martin 
Howard had written to Benjamin Franklin in November asking him to include 
the sentiments of the "Newport Club" concerning the political conditions 
in Rhode Island when Franklin attempted to get officials in London to 
revoke Pennsylvania's charter.  (Franklin, of course, had different 
reasons for wanting his colony's charter revoked and taken out of the 
41 
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hands of the proprietors.)  Franklin had corresponded with Moffat and 
Howard in the past, and the two must have felt that he might turn a 
responsive ear to their overtures.  In addition, a member of the "New- 
port Junto" and also collector of customs at New Haven, Joseph Harrison, 
took the petition with him on a trip to London in October. The recall 
of the Rhode Island charter would not be an action beneficial to either 
the Ward or Hopkins faction, since it allowed both factions to use their 
political patronage.  Deprivation of the charter would destroy the poli- 
tical system they had nourished for their own advantage and profit.  The 
superior court questioned the printer of the Newport Mercury, Samuel 
Hall and some demanded that a libel suit be brought against him.  Deputy- 
Governor Joseph Wanton, Jr., wanted the general assembly to take official 
action against Hall.  But moderation prevailed.  Yet, the tensions within 
the colony were not cooling, and with the action by the "Newport Club" 
and the passage of the Stamp Act, it looked like the colony was in for 
42 
a hot political summer. 
Partisans of Stephen Hopkins could not allow the incident to slip 
by without attempting to secure some political advantage from it.  They 
looked upon the publications of the "Newport Club" and the subsequent 
new8 of its attempt to revoke the Rhode Island charter "as a club to 
beat their opponents." Howard had some affiliations with Samuel Ward. 
He had been a Ward candidate in 1761 when he lost the race for the 
42 
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office of attorney-general to Augustus Johabtoa, a Hopkins man.  In 
light of the earlier procrastination of Henry Ward in forwarding the 
Sugar Act Remonstrance to the governor in January, Hopkins stalwarts 
attempted to link the efforts of the "Newport Club" to Ward and his 
supporters*  At the same time* they painted Hopkins as the symbol of 
the colony*8 freedom and the leader in the recent efforts to defeat 
British attempts to assert parliamentary authority over Rhode Island. 
But the voters may have seen through the facade.  Hopkins may even have 
been hurt by his retractions in the recent pamphlet war with Howard. W 
Ward just kept his mouth shut during the controversy between Hopkins 
and Howard, and his supporters succeeded in getting him elected for 
governor in April 1765. For Rhode Island, it was certainly politics as 
i 43 usual. 
As the date for application of the Stamp Act 4rew nearer, stronger 
protests were aired by Rhode Islanders.  The tax was to be paid in 
sterling money on documents involved with just about every colonial 
business, transaction. All newspapers, legal documents, business papers 
and papers involved in clearing vessels needed stamps. 
The Providence Gazette, in a special issue entitled "Vox Populi, Vox 
Dei" (Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is Liberty), listed the 
"Providence Resolves." Published on August 24, 1765, the resolves con- 
tained six major points.  First, they emphasized that British rights, 
liberties and immunities were transmitted from England to America. 
Second, the resolves asserted that these rights were passed on from 
generation to generation, from the first English planters to the present 
generation of Americans. Third, such powers as taxation, internal police, 
43 
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and self-government were always exercised by colonial legislatures, and 
this fact has never been assailed by Great Britain; in fact, it has 
always been recognized. Fourth, only local assemblies within the colonies 
could tax inhabitants in those colonies; to violate that right was not 
only a blow to American liberty, but a destruction of British freedom 
as well. Fifth, the resolves attacked the modifications in the admiralty 
court procedure, especially the threat to take violators of the new 
Stamp Act and try them in admiralty courts, which could mean a trial 
in Halifax with the denial of the right to trial by jury.  Sixth, the 
resolves finally closed with a warm expression of appreciation to Isaac 
44 
Barre for his defense of the colonies during parliamentary debate. 
Another method of opposing the Stamp Act was to convince the stamp- 
master to refuse his commission.  In late spring, the Lords of the Treas- 
ury announced that Augustus Johnston would be appointed stampmaster of 
Rhode Island. For the British, this seemed to be a wise choice.  John- 
ston was a native, and extremely popular in the colony.  It was only 
recently that he became the object of community disfavor because of his 
association with members of the "Newport Club."  It appears that John- 
ston was convinced by someone, possibly his friend Stephen Hopkins, to 
refuse the forthcoming commission of stampmaster.  In August, Johnston 
"openly declared that he would not attempt to execute his office against 
the will of the Sovereign Lord the People." The "former conduct" of the 
attorney general, along with his acquiescence to renounce his commission, 
44 
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was "quite sufficient to wipe away any evil impression" he aquired from 
45 his recent association with Martin Howard and his cohorts. 
Some of Newport'8 leading merchants thought that further action was 
necessary to warn Johnston against reconsidering his declaration, and 
to make it clear that they were not going to allow any more petitions 
against their charter.  They also wanted to deter anyone from seeking 
to replace Augustus Johnston as stampmaster.  These merchants formulated 
a plan to hang Johnston and the once anonymous authors of the "ZY" and 
"OZ" letters in effigy. The demonstration was to take place about noon, 
August 27, right in front of the Colony House where the general assembly 
would be in session. About a week before the incident, Martin Howard 
uncovered the plot and relayed his discovery to Dr. Moffat. Upon being 
"exactly informed of the names of the projectors, the place of their 
meeting, program and obstacles," the targets of the scheme immediately 
went to see Governor Ward. The governor told them that he "approved of 
the affair," and that he believed it would not go beyond the original 
plan to hang effigies.  But the next day, Governor Ward was less assured 
about the plan, which began to cause him "much concern." He concurred 
with Moffat*8 request to contact Samuel Vernon and William Ellery, two 
46 
of the "ringleaders," and voice his reservations. 
45 
Ibid.; Newport Mercury, June 3, 1765; Johnston was so popular before 
his appointment as stampmaster that in 1759, when a township was set off 
from Providence, it was named "Johnstown" in his honor.  See Howard W. 
Preston, "Rhode Island and the Loyalists," Rhode Island Historical Society 
Quarterly, XXI (1928): 109-16. 
46 
Martin Howard had made overtures to Benjamin Franklin to assist him 
in securing the position of stampmaster. This could have also been a 
factor in the decision to demonstrate on the 27th, and the subsequent 
attack on his home. See "Martin Howard to Benjamin Franklin," May 14, 
1765, Labaree, Franklin Papers, XII: 129-30; "Moffat's Account of the Riot," 
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The day before the demonstration took place, Moffat approached 
Samuel Vernon to express his shock and dismay at the merchant's design. 
Vernon replied that it was nothing personal, and that he "loved and 
respected" Moffat, but that Moffat's associate, Martin Howard, had 
angered him by branding the Rhode Island merchants "smugglers, which 
accusation alone deserves death." Moffat shared the attitudes of Howard 
and the other members of the "Newport Club," so that not even his close 
friendship with Vernon could reverse the growing polarization between 
them.  Moffat parted company with the merchant, warning that the plan 
could very well go beyond their original designs and result in "acts 
47 
of violence, pillage or blood." 
The demonstration commenced smoothly at eleven o'clock in the morn- 
ing. The crowd conducted itself "with moderation and no violence offered 
to the person, or property of any man." The crowd hung three effigies 
on the gallows, right in front of the Colony House where the general 
assembly had gathered.  The effigy of Augustus Johnston had a big "S" on 
it.  On Howard's effigy, the crowd had put "Martinus Scriblerus," and on 
Moffat's effigy was posted " that mawgazeen of knowledge, Dr. Murphy." 
Those were the names ascribed to them by James Otis in the recent pamphlet 
and "Thomas Moffat to Joseph Harrison," October 16, 1765, Chalmers Papers; 
"Captain Leslie's Account," #1959, Redington, Calendar of State Papers; 
609-11.  Despite the account in the Providence Gazette on August 24, John- 
ston's resignation was still uncertain. His effigy was included in the 
demonstration convince Johston to refuse his commission, and to deter 
others, like Martin Howard, from accepting it. 
47 
"Moffat'8 Account and Letter," Chalmers Papers; "Captain Leslie's 
Account," Calendar; Edmund Morgan has pointed to a letter from J. Avery 
to J. Collins of Newport dated August 19, 1765, in the Stiles Papers 
which "suggest8 that the instigators of the Newport riot may have been in 
correspondence with the Loyal Nine in Boston."  (The Loyal Nine were the 
forerunners to the Boston Sons of Liberty.)  See Morgan, Stamp Act Crisis, 
pp. 121-2, 146. _131_ 
war.  Howard and Moffat were hooked together by a rope bearing a refer- 
ence to the "OZ" letters.  While the assembly sat in session, Samuel 
Vernon, William Ellery, and Robert Crook, all merchants, carefully guard- 
ed the effigies and "paraded under and before the gallows in muffled big 
coats, flapped hats and bludgeons." Augustus Johnston prepared to make 
an attempt to break-up the proceedings, but some of his friends warned 
him that the crowd would not take kindly to his interference.  About 
five o'clock in the evening, when it appeared as if the crowd might go 
home, the leaders sent out messengers to round up more participants, and 
"planted strong drink with Cheshire cheese and other incitements" to 
keep the crowd numerous and spirited.  The crowd seized the effigies 
and burned them. When it became known that the objects of their anger 
48 had fled from town, the people went home. 
The news of the violence and destruction of the second Boston riot 
reached Newport the next evening, August 28.  The news could have instilled 
in some people the sentiment that they too should go beyond the simple 
hanging of effigies. To make matters worse, Howard, Moffat and Johnston 
had returned to town, thinking that the previous day's events concluded 
the demonstrations.  About eight o'clock that evening, John Robinson, 
Martin Howard and two others (possibly Moffat and John Nicoll) were 
walking down Queen Street.  Suddenly, a man named Samuel Crandall stepped 
out from among a small group of men and grabbed Robinson.  The two men 
then wrangled over a personal "picque." Howard moved in and assisted 
48 
"Moffat's Account and Letter," Chalmers Papers; "Newport Mercury,: 
September 2, 1765; Boston Gazette, September 2, 1765; Preston, "Rhode 
Island and the Loyalists,"  pp. 110-13. 
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Robinson In breaking away from his assailant*  Howard then proceeded to 
lecture the group, but when their hostile intent was clearly detected, 
Robinson and his company quickly departed.  A large mob quickly appeared, 
"having their faces painted and being prepared and furnished with broad 
axes and other roots of desolation, rushed into the streets with loud 
huzza, and proceeded to Mr. Howard's house." Once the crowd reached the 
residence of the author of the.Halifax Gentleman,Letters, it entered, 
"demolishing all the furniture, beating into pieces instantly all his 
china and looking glasses...plundering every apartment, breaking open 
his cellar, drinking, wasting and carrying off all the wines and liquors." 
The mob then assailed Dr. Moffat's house and repeated the destruction. 
Upon its arrival at Mr. Johnston's house, his friends told the crowd 
that the designated stampmaster would resign.  The mob spared his house. 
Yet, the crowd was still in a spirited mood and returned to Moffat's 
house once more and Howard's house two more times to complete their 
49 destruction. 
The next morning, Thursday the 29th, the situation did not calm.  A 
young Irishman, named John Webber, about twenty*-one years old, who had 
been in town for only about four days, had been very active in the riot- 
ing up to that point. He demonstrated around the town, "declaring him- 
self to be the chief conductor" of the earlier proceedings. He insulted 
many of the townspeople, including those who had originally designed 
the protest. Webber was not satisfied with the action taken so far, 
and he desired more "mischief." The initial plan, as in Boston,had 
49 On August 24, 1765, a second riot occurred in Boston. This time 
Lieutenant-Govemor Thomas Hutchinson was the object of the mob and 
extensive damage was done to his house. Newport Mercury; Preston, 
"Rhode Island and the Loyalists;" "Moffat's Account of Riot and Letter," 
Chalmers Papers; Boston Gazette. 
clearly gotten out of hand.  "Apprehensive and frightened of the boister- 
ous Webber," the primary leaders seized him and turned him over to Brit- 
ish authorites aboard the warship Cygnet, claiming that he was the "ring- 
leader," to be rid of him and also to "mask their own villany." But when 
many of the mob discovered the betrayal of Webber, they "turned on those 
who had set them on" and threatened destruction to their homes and the 
sheriff's home as well!  Ellery and Vernon, believing their property 
safer if Webber was released, had some men row out to the Cygnet and 
claim that the surrender of the hot Irishman had been a mistake, all of 
which was a "scandelous lie as to the man's innocence." 
But once Webber returned to town, he renewed his threats against the 
original demonstration leaders and their property. His former cohorts 
"begged and entreated" him to give up.  They bribed him with money, cloth- 
ing and "anything he pleased." Sheriff Joseph Wanton "groveled and cringed" 
before the young rabble rouser.  "What would you have of me?"implored 
Wanton.  "I will do anything to satisfy you; I will lay myself down and 
let you tread on my neck if-that would satisfy you." Evidently, Wanton's 
tempting offer did not phase Webber who still refused to yield.  Upon 
detecting Webber's firm intent to continue in the violence, especially 
against themselves, a group of the merchants, led by Geodfrey Malbone, Jr., 
threatened to "oppose force with force" if Webber didn't stop.  Finally, 
the crowd began to disperse. 
Ibid.; "Captain Leslie's Account," Redington, Calendar of State 
Papers; Newport Mercury. 
Ibid.; "Captain Leslie's Account," Calendar; Boston Gazette. 
There is no doubt that the original planners of the demonstration were 
wary of the possibility of events getting out of hand when news arrived 
regarding the pillage done by Ebenezar Makintosh and his followers to the 
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Yet, Friday morning, Webber was at it again.  Bragging, threatening 
and parading through the town, he accidentally ran into Augustus John- 
ston, who had just returned from the safety of the Cygnet, and who had 
formally announced that he would not accept the office of stampmaster. 
Abused by Webber, Johnston, with the help of others apprehensive of. 
Webber'8 conduct, "seized upon him and clamped him into jail." Some 
of Webber'8 followers attempted to free the radical, but they failed, 
and two of their number joined Webber behind bars. Weeks later, in 
desperation, Webber attempted to hang himself. Governor Ward, fearing 
the rescue of the Irishman would lead to more violence, installed a 
52 
military watch to prevent such an attempt. 
There was more trouble brewing for the customs officials. The Polly, 
seized by John Robinson and Captain Antrobus of the Maidstone after the 
customs collector's unfortunate three days in Dighton's jail the previous 
April, remained under the safety of the guns of the British warship in 
Newport harbor, the Cygnet. After Robinson's problems with the Rhode 
Island admiralty court, it was obvious that he planned to take the sloop 
and the small amount of illegal cargo that had been recovered to Judge 
William Spry for adjudication in Halifax. While Robinson, Moffat and 
home of Thomas Hutchinson and the general unwieldiness of the mob.  Because 
of the open threat by many merchants, Newport was spared the extent of 
damage and fear that befell Boston. 
52 Since Newporters did not harbor the disgust toward Johnston as they 
did toward Moffat and Howard, he returned following the riots which dam- 
aged the homes of the latter two. Meanwhile, Howard and Moffat boarded 
the ship Friendship, and set sail for England on September 1. Johnston 
had also complied with the demands of the mob and signed a paper stating 
his intention to refuse his stampmaster's commission.  In Providence, 
violence was averted since the crowd there only hung an effigy of Johnston 
from a bridge and later burned it the following day, "August 30.  See 
Newport Mercury. September 2, 9, and November 4, 1765. 
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Howard were safe on the Cygnet immediately following the second day's 
riotous activity that resulted in the destruction of the homes of 
"Martinus Scriblerus and Dr, Mumchance," Robinson received a message 
from Samuel Crandall, his assailant on Queen Street.  Crandall informed 
the collector of customs that he would not be allowed to return to New- 
port until he released the Polly and until he agreed that the general 
assembly had the power and the right to set the wages of the customs 
officials.  If Robinson refused to comply with these demands, Crandall 
threatened to have the Polly seized; and if the Cygnet resisted, Crandall's 
53 followers would bombard the warship from Fort George. 
Captain Leslie, commander of the Cygnet, demanded to know the status 
of such a plan and what Governor Ward planned to do about it. Ward 
answered that the reports carried to the Cygnet were "so idle and the 
plan...so chimerical, that nothing but regard" toward the captain caused 
him to respond to the charges.  Ward had even conferred with Samuel Cran- 
dall, and the governor told the nervous Robinson that he was convinced 
the man, although angry at the collector because he had "personally used 
him ill," meant no violent or physical harm to him.  According to the & 
54 
governor, there was "not the least foundation" to these allegations. 
53 
"Captain Leslie to Governor Ward," September 1, 1765, "Robinson 
to the Governor of Rhode Island," September 1, 1765, "Ward to Robinson 
and Others," September 1, 1765, "Ward to Leslie," September 2, 1765, all 
in Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, VI: 454-7; In two books of the genea- 
alogy of the Crandall Family, I coild not find any information concern- 
ing the Samuel Crandall of the Stamp Act Riot. Crandall was a prominant 
name, but it appears that the Samuel Crandall that threatened John Rob- 
inson may not have been a leader in the community.  See Genealogy of the 
Crandall Family, Rhode Island Historical Society Library, Provide«ce. 
Edmund Morgan claimed that Samuel Crandall was not a merchant.  See his 
Stamp Act Crisis, p. 148; "Letters to Robinson," Ward MSS. f. 57. 
54 
Bartlett, Rhode Island Records; Ward MSS; The sentiment toward 
the Cygnet in Newport was influenced by the warship's previous encounter 
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Captain Leslie remained unconvinced.  He remembered all too well 
what befell the schooner St. John when it attempted to frustrate the 
demands of Newporters one year earlier.  It was Newport's magistrates 
who ordered the gunner at Fort George to prevent the St John's escapeI 
Although Ward characterized the captain's news of a plot as "idle and 
chimerical," Leslie told the governor that it was "well founded, and 
was frequently repeated by some of the principal people of the town." 
Leslie believed "the madness of the mob may carry them to such lengths, 
without interposition by the government's authority." Captain Leslie 
then returned the threat. He informed the governor that if he and the 
Rhode Island magistracy would not scuttle the plot and defend authority, 
the guns of the Cygnet would. Leslie promised to return any fire from 
Fort George, and added that it would not be his fault if some shot fell 
55 
off its mark and landed in the town itself1 
Like many of the shocked and astonished instigators of the previous 
riots in Boston, Ward and the merchants were of the opinion that the 
rioting in Newport had gone too far.  An attack on the Cygnet would be 
tantamount to open rebellion.  If the events of the recent few days fell 
short of military reprisals, further action would not.  Due to a consider- 
ation of these ramifications, and the probable damage to Newport from a 
naval bombardment, the principals of the plot to free the Polly were 
in King'8 Road, Boston, with a vesaelvwhile searching for deserters.  A 
scuffle ensued tesuiting in one passenger of the boat being severely 
wounded by the press gang. Although the wound was inflicted in self- 
defense, the pre88 gang being violently attacked by the men of the other 
boat and even thrown overboard, the inflictor had to flee to England to 
escape prosecution by a colonial court. The event received unfavorable 
reporting in the Newport Mercury, December 10, 1764; See also Stout, 
"Manning the Royal Navy," p. 181. 
"Orders to Daniel Vaughn," Chalmers Papers;;"Ward to Leslie," 
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probably convinced by more moderate elements to desist. 
Great Britain's demands for an Investigation into the matter, along 
with orders for the indemnification of Howard, Johnston and Moffat, fell 
on reluctant and uncooperative ears.  Rhode Island officials, as usual, 
dragged their feet in the investigation of the riots and in making pay- 
ments to the damaged parties for "some little injury done." However, 
Britain had a trump card to play.  In 1755, Rhode Island had supplied 
provisions for an expedition against the French at Crown Point.  The 
following year, in accordance with Pitt's policy of colonial reimburse- 
ment, Rhode Island had sent a list of the costs to England.  Immediately 
a disagreement arose concerning the inventory submitted and the proper 
receipts.  From that time forward, the colony sought to obtain its claims. 
Just when it seemed as if the British were about to honor the claims, the 
Stamp Act riots occurred.  Great Britain did not intend to repay the o; 
colony until it first indemnified those individuals who suffered losses 
in the riots.  The issue remained a constant thorn in the side of any 
attempt at amicable relations between the colony and the British ministry. 
Although the general assembly finally compensated the injured persons of 
the Stamp Act riots in 1772, the Rhode Island claim of 1756 remained 
unsettled. 
September 2, 1765, "Leslie to Ward," September 1, 2, 1765, Bartlett, 
Rhode Island Records. VI: 456-7. 
"Ward to Secretary Conway," February 21, 1766, Ibid,; 483; "The 
Case of Rhode Island Concerning the Expense of 1756," Chalmers Papers; 
Ward MSS. f. 28; "Sherwood to Ward," May 15, July 25, 1766, "Sherwood to 
Hopkins," August 7, 1767, March 21, 1768, "Sherwood to Wanton," January 
26, 1770, "Sherwood to Moses Brown," September 4, 22, 1770, all in Kimball, 
Correspondence of the Colonial Governors of Rhode Island, II: 384-8, 393, 
396-7, 401-2, 415-16, 423-4, 426-9; The general assembly refused to,pay 
the indemnities because it argued that the petitioners listed items not 
lost in the riots, but "in the care of friends." The assembly also 
-138- 
In the addition to fear of military retaliation, Governor Ward's 
assurances of safety to John Robinson and the other customs officials 
were probably sincere for anbther reason.  Robinson and his subordinates 
informed the governor that they planned to remain on board the Cygnet 
and continue "to shut up his majesty's customs house until the govern- 
ment affords us such protection and support." As a consequence, Rhode 
Islanders were fearful of sending out their vessels without proper 
clearances, and such a standstill of commerce would "be attended with 
the most pernicious consequences." Governor Ward and other colony o 
officials insisted that "the fury of the population hath entirely sub- 
sided," and that the government's protection could be "entirely relied 
upon."  Finally, Robinson opened the customs house and Newport's commerce 
resumed. 
charged that the claimants unfairly wanted to be reimbursed for "time and 
expenses in going to, and remaining in Great Britain."  In addition, they 
refused to "gjve an account of particulars under oath" of all items they 
owned before the riots, and they wanted reparation for "any loss they 
pretend to have suffered by leaving their business in this colony." The 
assembly further charged that their estimates of the damages were "esti- 
mated at a rate higher, beyond all proportion, than the real losses suf- 
fered." Even members of the Board of Trade advised Moffat, Howard and 
Johnston that the amount sought be lowered to a "moderate" figure. Fin- 
ally, the indemnity was paid in the winter of 1772, but only at one- 
eighth the amount demanded by the claimants.  See "Governor Wanton to 
the Earl of Hi11sborough," June 17, 1769, "Sherwood to Governor Wanton," 
July 2, 1768, Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, VI: 590-3; Preston, "Rhode 
Island and the Loyalists," pp. 115-16; Arnold, History of Rhode Island. 
II: 271; Arthur M. Schlesinger, "Political Mobs and the American Revolu- 
tion, 1765-1776," American Philosophical Society Proceedings, LXXIX 
(1955): 248; Even during the earlier episode involving the attack on the 
schooner St. John, Rhode Island's agent in London viewed the incident as 
hurting the chances to attain the claim of 1756.  See "Sherwood to Gov- 
ernor Ward," June 28, 1765, Ward MSS. f. 54. 
"Robinson, Nicoll and Lechmere to Governor Ward," August 30, 1765, 
"Gideon Wanton, Jr., to Robinson and Company," August 31, 1765, "Governor 
Ward to Robinson," August 31, 1765, all in Bartlett, Rhode Island Records. 
VI: 453-5; Ward MSS. f. 57; Newport Mercury, October issues show that 
vessels were being cleared. 
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Although the Stamp Act riots ridded Newport of Moffat and Howard, 
it did not prevent the act from going into effect on November 1st.  The 
Rhode Island general assembly met in September to discuss what should be 
the next move,  In June, the colony received an invitation from Massachu- 
setts to send representatives to a Stamp Act Congress to be held in New 
York City in October.  Here, factionalism of the colony again entered 
the picture.  The two men chosen by the general assembly to go to New 
York were staunch Ward partisans: Henry Ward, the governor's brother 
and secretary of the colony, and Metcalf Bowler, A Ward deputy from New- 
port.  In contrast to the campaign of Hopkins and his followers a year 
before, Ward and his men wiped out the charges against their secretary' 
and their disloyal implications, and in turn painted the Ward party as 
the party that stubbornly defended the chartered rights of the colony in 
the face of the adverse events which had occurred in the past year.  Ward 
won much praise for his refusal to take the oath to uphold the Stamp Act 
in Rhode Island. With the appointmentiof the governor's brother and 
Bowler as Stamp Act Congress representaives, any further credit for the 
defense of the colony's priviliges through inter-colonial cooperation 
58 
would go to Ward. 
Of course, opposition to the Stamp Act was a bipartisan issue in 
Rhode Island.  The general assembly drew up a set of "Stamp Act Resolves," 
which declared the rights of privileges of the colony.  There was nothing 
novel in the first five resolves. They repeated earlier claims that 
English "privileges and immunities" were transmitted to America with the 
58 
"Massachusetts to Rhode Island," June, 1765, "General Assembly," 
September, 1765, Bartlett, Rhode Island Records. VI: 441T 452; Lovejoy, 
Rhode Island Politics, p. 114. 
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first planters; that the charter of Charles II in 1663 guaranteed that 
those "privileges and immunities" would be extended to the inhabitants 
of the colony and their deseandents; that the "right to be governed by 
their own assembly in the articles of taxes and internal police" was a 
right "never forfeited but constantly recognized"; that any attempt by 
any other person or persons to lay taxes and imposts upon the colony was 
"unconstitutional"; and that "internal taxation" could only be levied by 
the general assembly.  But, most significant of all was the very point 
where Otis and Hopkins had retreated earlier: the point of disobedience. 
Here, Rhode Island was a "step ahead" of the other colonies. When Novem- 
ber 1st arrived, all colony officials were to ^proceed in the execution 
of their respective offices in the same manner as usual," and the general 
assembly promised to "indemnify and save harmless all the said officers, 
59 
on account of their conduct, agreeably to this resolution." 
In October, the stamps arrived in Newport and were loaded on the 
Cygnet.  Although Augustus Johnston signed a brief statement declaring 
that he would not exercise the office of stampmaster, his position still 
appeared unclear.  Something more formal, such as a resignation witnessed 
and approved by a justice of the peace and sent to England, was necessary. 
Immediately following Johnston's signature on a paper brought to him by 
the mob during the Stamp Act riots, Ezra Stiles, a prominent pastor of 
the Second Congregational Church in Newport, told the crowd that the 
59 
"Sfcamp Act Resolves," September, 1765, ^Bartlett, Rhode Island 
Records. VI: 451-2; Rhode Island came closer than any other colony to 
Patrick Henry's Virginia Resolves.  Its only exception to Henry's reso- 
lutions was the omission; of hie seventh, final resolution which called 
it treasonable to the colony for anyone to side with parliament over the 
issue of tazation.  The position of Rhode Island went beyond the final 
draft of the Stamp Act Congress's resolutions.  See Ibid., 465-6. 
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signature alone meant "nothing."  Stiles claimed that Johnston could 
resume his title at any time, especially since he had not yet formally 
received his commission.  Tension mounted with the approach of November 
1st.  The merchants had sent out as many ships as possible before the i 
Stamp Act was to go into effect.  Threats were made against Robinson and 
the other customs officials if they attempted to demand the use of stamps 
for the clearing of vessels.  Governor Ward informed Robinson and Nicoll 
on October 29 that he felt special measures to guarantee their safety 
were unwarranted at the time.  Instead he implored them to continue their 
duty without the stamps. 
Within a few weeks, trade fully resumed, and all legal functions 
continued without the stamps.  Robinson, probably to protect his own 
position in England, requested Johnston to go aboard the Cygnet and begin 
to distribute the stamps.  He and Nicoll asserted that they wanted them 
for use in the customs house.  This action relieved the collector of 
customs of the responsibility and passed it on to the stampmaster.  John- 
ston was reluctant to accept it.  He referred to his earlier pledge during 
the riota, and told Robinson that "for the security of my life and prop- 
erty...it is out of my power to comply with your requisition."  In the 
meantime, Governor Ward and other colony officials were attempting to get a 
legal resignation from Johnston.  In late December, Ward told him to 
Despite Stiles's assertions that he took no part in instigating 
the Stamp Act riots, whether intentionally or unintentionally it appears 
evident that his speeches did instill in many a feeling arfir the necessity 
for action, especially against Augustus Johnston.  Johnston later complain- 
ed about Stiles'8 conduct.  See "Ezra Stiles to Benjamin Franklin," October 
23, September>*7, November 6, 1765, Labaree, Franklin Papers, XII: 332-7; 
"Captain Leslie's Account of the Stamp Act Riot," #1959, Redington, Cal- 
endar of State Papers; 609-11; "Moffat's Account and Letter," Chalmers 
Papers; Newport Mercury. October 21, 1765; "Ward to Robinson and Nicoll," 
October 29, 1765, Kimball, Correspondence of the Colonial Governors of 
Rhode Island. II: 372-3; Ward MSS. f. 58. 
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appear before him and the governor's council, w±£h a justice of the peace, 
to formally resign his office.  Johnston appeared, but would not sign 
or give any positive commitment as to what he intended to do.  Finally, 
after some pressure and threats of future mob action against his home 
and even himself, he returned the next day and acquiesced in the council's 
demand.  Ward then informed British officials that, since the Stamp Act 
was "inconsistent with their natural rights and privileges," Augustus 
Johnston resigned his post as stampmaster, and it was unlikely that any 
native of the colony would enforce this unconstitutional act.  Rhode 
Island would continue to function without the stamps.  The position was 
not under the authority of the colony; therefore, any replacement of John- 
ston would have to come from Britain.  The Stamp Act had been successfully 
circumvented. 
In January 1766, news arrived in Rhode Island that the Stamp Act 
was unpopular in England and might soon be repealed.  Because of a policy 
of nnQHimportation by many merchants in Boston, New York and Philadelphia, 
British manufacturers "were on the verge of ruin." These British merchants 
and :manufacturers believed that they had been "ruined by the Stamp Act," 
and they petitioned parliament in January 1766 for its repeal.  The 
"successive short lived ministries" in Britain during this period prior 
to the American Revolution contributed to the inconsistency in British 
policy toward America, and with the demise of the Grenville ministry, 
another change in policy was imminent.  By January, the Stamp Act was 
"Robinson and Nicoll to Augustus Johnston," November 21, 1765, 
"Augustus Johnston to Robinson and Nicoll," November 22, 1765, "Ward to 
Lord8 Commissioners of the Treasury," December 26, 1765, "Ward to Captain 
Antrobus," March 28, 1766, Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, VI: 476-8, 485j 
Ward MSS. f. 60; Newport Mercury, December 30, 1765. 
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practically nullified in the colonies.  Parliament formally recognized 
this and repealed the act in March.  But to save face, especially in 
light of testimony by people such as Moffat and Howard who gave an un- 
favorable account of the attempts by such colonial governments as Rhode 
Island to protect defenders of the crown, parliament coupled the repeal 
with the passage of the "Declaratory Act." This act claimed parliament- 
ary supremacy over the colonies "in all casesrwhatsoever."  But the act 
was vague enough to suit both hardliners against the colonies and those 
who distinguished a legislative supremacy from the right to asses taxes 
in the colonies.  This vagueness only added to the constitutional con- 
62 ° flict later. 
The celebration in the colonies was short lived.  After another 
shuffle in the British ministry, the Rockingham Whigs made way for the 
return of William Pitt, the Earl of Chatham.  Yet, due to very bad health, 
rlany British merchants felt the pinch of the colonial nonimporta- 
tion and they petitioned parliament for repeal of the Stamp Act.  See 
"Sherwood to Hopkins," May 2, 1765, Kimball, Correspondence of the Colo- 
nial Governors of Rhode Island, II: 263-4; Arthur M. Schlesinger, Colonial 
Mesehants and the American Revolution (1918), pp. 76-80; Fred J. Hink- 
house, The Preliminaries of the American Revolution as Seen in the Eyes 
of tK6 British Pressj 1763-1775 (N. Y.. 1926), pp. 62-3; "Petition of the 
London Merchants Against the Stamp Act," January 17, 1766, #40, in Henry 
Steele Commager, ed., Documents of American History (N. Y., 1963), pp. 
59-60; British domestic politics, the fall of Grenville, and the rise of 
the Rockingham faction with the support of the London merchants, had an 
influence on the repeal of the Stamp Act. The whole of British domestic 
politics had a large influence on events leading to the Aeecican^Revolu- 
tion. AEor a better understanding of the political background in England 
and its influences on policymaking toward the American colonies, see 
Lewis Namier, England in the Age of the American Revolution (London, 1930), 
pp. 229-82; Charles R. Ritcheson, British Politics and the American Revo- 
lution,(Norman, Oklahoma, 1954), pp. 38-68; "Had any solution been pos# 
sible during the ten years after 1763, it is doubtful if the government 
could have seen it and persued it consistently." Quote from Bernard 
Donoughue, British Politics and the American Revolution. The Path to War. 
1773-1775 (London. 1964). pp. 10-12: Richard Paces^-SInk .George IiEI,and~ 
thewfeliticians {Oxford, 1967), pp, 1-30; Morgan, "Repeal," in the Stamp 
Act Crisis, pp. 261-81. .,, 
Pitt was only a figurehead for the Chancellor of Exchequer, Charles 
Townsend* Remembering many colonial remonstrances that protested parlia- 
ment's "internal" taxation of the Stamp Act, Tovmsend hit the colonies 
with "external" taxation in the form of import duties on many British 
manufactured goods, such as glass, paint, tea, lead and paper.  The act 
also reorganized the customs service by removing the Board of Customs 
Commissioners from London to Boston.  As in the Stamp Act, violators 
would be tried in the admiralty courts.  Parliament also voided the acts 
of the New York general assembly until it complied with the instructions 
of the Quartering Act passed two years previous.  The Townsend Acts were 
63 
to go into effect on November 20, 1767. 
In January 1768, the Massachusetts general assembly sent out a cir- 
cular to Newport and Providence, as well as to other colonial ports, in 
an attempt to organize a nonimportation policy against Great Britain. 
Although Rhode Island publicly, praised the Bay Colony for refusing to 
rescind the circular, and the colony's newspapers published articles 
urging cooperation with and support of nonimportation of British manu- 
factured goods, Rhode Island continued to trade with the mother country. 
By the summer of 1769, the colony "was considered a receptacle for Brit- 
ish wares." Merchants of Boston, Philadelphia, and Newftbrk protested to 
Rhode Island and even threatened to boycott it if the merchants there ;! 
did not honor the nonimportation effort. Finally in October, the Newport 
merchants agreed to sign a pledge of nonimportation.  But the pledge per- 
mitted the sale of goods imported before January 1, and the merchants 
63 
"Agent Sherwood to Governor Hopkins," August 7, 1767, Kimball, 
Correspondence of the Colonial Governors of Rhode Island, II: 497; ^own- 
send Acts and Declaratory Act," #43, #41, Comtnager, American Documents, 
pp. 60-3. 
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summarily endeavored to order large quantities of manufactures jfhidh 
would arrive before their boycott went into effect.  Providence agreed 
to jpdn the boycott, but the items on their list were minimal compared 
to the pledges of the other ports.  Even after the promises of coopera- 
tion from the Rhode Island ports, British goods still arrived in the 
colony.  To make matters worse, Boston merchants discovered that British 
goods being sold to shopkeepers in Western Massachusetts had come from 
Rhode IslandI 
Early in 1770, when parliament finally repealed the Townsend Acts 
except for the duty on tea, Rhode Island was the first colony to quickly 
renounce its nonimportation pledge.  Merchants from New York, Philadelphia 
and Boston were enraged.  Their boycott of Rhode Island continued, with 
Connecticut and New Jersey joining the others against the colony.  But 
by the fall of 1770, the policy of nonimportation collapsed in the other 
ports as well.  During Rhode Island's defection, although Providence's 
actions were "far from exemplory," the. mercantile elements in Newport 
clearly violated the agreements more than the merchants of any other port. 
"Nonimportation cut deeply into one of the few means Rhode Islanders had 
to support themselves." The colony had less home manufactures than its 
sister colonies. They cooperated reluctantly only after the other colo- 
nial ports threatened to boycott Rhode Island's coastal trade.  As they 
64 
"Massachusetts Circular Letter," February 11, 1768, #45, Ibid., 
pp. 66-7; The Jews of Newport appear to have been the most chronic vio- 
lators of the nonimportation agreements, especially Aaron Lopez.  See 
Rhode Island Politics, pp. 142-7.  Besides the Newport Mercury, Lovejoy 
derived much of his information concerning the nonimportation conflict 
from the Moses Brown Papers at the Rhode Island Historical Society Libraiy,, 
in Providence, and from the Brown Papers in the John Carter Brown Library, 
also in Providence.  See also Hedges, The Browns of Providence Plantations, 
II: 202-5. Newports and Providence merchants even argued with the towns- 
people over the nonimportation pledges.  See Lovejoy, "supra." 
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had done throughout their history, "Rhode Islanders balked at any external 
force which interfered with their government or economy." 
In 1769, during the nonimportation policy of the colonies against 
the imposition of the Town8end Acts and Rhode Island*s attempts to 
justify its refusal to indemnify Howard, Moffat and Johnston, another 
violent altercation occurred in Newport against a ship of his majesty's 
navy.  John Robinson, who had secured a promotion from the Newport 
customs house to the recently transferred Board of Customs in Boston, 
dispatched his majesty's sloop, Liberty, under the command of Captain 
William Reid, to Newport. Reid's mission was to assist in the enforcement 
of the acts of trade and revenue, and the captain immediately made his 
presence known.  Upon his arrival, he seized a Providence vessel for 
some customs violation. 
The Liberty was in Newport only about a month before Captain Reid 
made two more seizures.  On July 17, 1769, Reid brought in two Connecticut 
vessels: a brig named the Thame8, charged with some "illicit act," and 
a sloop named the Sally, charged with carrying "contiribanil goods." Two 
crewmembers of the latter vessel were detained on board the Liberty, 
possibly pressed.  Two days later, the suspicions against the brig proved 
false after its crew reported its cargo at the customs house.  Since "no 
proof appeared against the brig," its commander, Captain Joseph Packwood, 
Hedges, The Browns of Providence Plantations; In addition to the 
political rivalry between Newport and Providence evidenced by the Ward- 
Hopkins factionalism, nonimportation alienated the merchants from the two 
port8 against each other.and even threatened to split Hopkins*s little 
support in Newport, and Ward's little support in Providence from the re- 
pective factions. Providence merchants claimed that they were being un- 
justly punished by merchants from the other ports for the violations of 
the nonimporation pledges committed by Newport.  See Lovejoy. 
Newport Mercury. May 22, 1769. 
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attempted to go aboard his vessel to "get his sword and some necessary 
apparel." At this point an altercation erupted. 
While Captian Reid was in town, the officer in command, with part 
of the Liberty'8 crew, stood guard on Packwood»s brig. The officer re- 
fused to allow Packwood aboard to procure his apparel since he claimed 
it all had been removed from the captain's brig and taken on board the 
Liberty. Captain Packwood then observed some of the Liberty'8 crew un- 
bending the brig'8 sails.  The master of the Thames immediately objected, 
but his efforts only "elicited "abusive language" from the British crew. 
Angered since his ship had not been charged with anything, Packwood began 
to leave the vessel when he realized that he had forgotten his sword. 
He returned and demanded to know the whereabouts of his sword. After 
the British crew informed him that one of their fellow seamen "lay on 
it in the cabin," Packwood went down to get it.  "A volley of oaths and 
imprecations" ensued, and when Packwood seized his sword, "the sloop's 
men endeavored to wrest it from him." The captain managed to make his 
way back to his rowboat alongside the brig by using his sword to defend 
himself. While Packwood and a few of his men commenced their return to 
shore, the British officer on the brig quickly hailed the Liberty, and 
ordered the sloop to fire on Packwood and his men.  "A musket, with a 
brace of balls was fired at the boat, which nearly proved fatal to the 
captain, as both balls flew close to him." The British then leveled a 
swivel gun at the small boat, but the cannon "only flashed." The Lib-r 
erty'8 crew "then attempted to fire several more guns upon him, which 
"The Destruction of His Majesty's Sloop Liberty," Bartlett, Rhode 
Island Records. VI: 593-6; Providence Gazette. May 27, 1769, July 22, 
1769, also Newport Mercury, July 22. Extracts from both papers in Bart- 
lett, "supra." 
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happily all snapped or flashed, and could not be discharged." 
The whole proceeding was witnessed by "a number of people on the 
wharf." The action "enraged a number of persons," who believed that 
the crew of the sloop should "answer for their conduct." Around eight 
o'clock that evening, while Captain Reid was returning to his sloop, he 
noticed a large group of people on Long Wharf and became "suspicious and 
apprehensive of their design." The misgivings of;--the British officer 
were realized when he was suddenly "surrounded and seized by a great n 
number of men." The crowd called Reid a "damned rascal" for having 
"seized many of their vessels," and intended that he "should now pay 
for all." Reid recognized Captain Packwood who was with the owner of the 
brig, Nathaniel Shaw, who told Reid that he "had not five minutes to live 
if he didn't order the two freemen (seized earlier from the Sally) ashore." 
The mob also demanded that John Carr, accused of firing at Captain Sack- 
wood earlier that day, be turned over to them to face the Newport magis- 
trates.  Reid agreed to send for all his crew, but for one mate to remain 
on board.  But once the crew departed from the Liberty, "a number of men, 
chiefly from Connecticut," boarded the British sloop, sent away the 
remaining mate, and "threw everything that was valuable overboard...cut 
her cables, cut away her mast, scuttled her, and carried both her long- 
boats to the upper part of the town (commons) and burnt them." The crowd 
69 
then freed the Sally which was "laden with prohibited goods." 
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"Destructioncog the Liberty," Bartlett, Rhode Island Records; 
"Deposition of Captain Reid," Chalmers Papers; Like Dudingston of the 
Gaspee, Reid did not show his commission to Governor Wanton. 
69 
Ibid.; "Destruction of the Liberty," Bartlett, Rhode Island Records^ 
Captain Packwood and Nathaniel Shaw were New London merchants,  See Pauline 
Maier, From Resistance to Revolution; Colonial Radicals and the Development 
of American Opposition to Britain. 1765-1776 (N. Y.t 1972), p. 12. 
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But the final indignity toward the Liberty was yet to come.  The 
following evening, the high tide caused the scuttled vessel to drift to 
Goat Island, in the middle of Newport harbot.  The sloop then grounded 
at the North end of the island very near the burial place for notorious 
pirates.  The Newport Mercury irreverently quipped, "What this prognos- 
ticates we leave to the determination of astrologers." Two nights later, 
the remains of the sloop were set ablaze until it was "almost entirely 
consumed." 
Charles Dudley and John Nicoll, customs officials at Newport, 
presented a memorial to Governor Wanton concerning the "riotuos and 
tumultuous" actions against Reid, his crew, and the wanton destruction 
of his majesty's vessel.  Governor Wanton issued a proclamation directing 
all officers of justice to see that everything possible be done to bring 
the guilty people to answer fot the act.  The customs commissioners 
offered 100 reward for any information that could lead to the arrest 
of the offenders.  Yet, no arrests were made, and Captain Packwood took 
his brig Thames out of Newport harbor unmolested that Friday, just two 
days after the riot. Reid had refused to show the governor his commis- 
sion, had alienated the town by his seizures of both men and ships, and 
his crew had attacked Captain Packwood in broad daylight, within fall 
view of many Newporters.  Again, Rhode Island's magistracy was more con- 
cerned about the threat of force and repression, symbolized by the Brit- 
ish fleet, and its connection with present and future unpopular parlia- 
mentary acts, than they were with?:punishing those who expressed their 
opposition to that same threat. 
"Destruction of the Liberty;" Newport Mercury, July 31, August 7, 
"Destruction of the Liberty;" After the escape of the Sally and 
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Despite the impression by some historians of the period . which 
characterize the years from 1770-1773 as one of relative contentment, 
prosperity and quiet — even one of repression of radical elements — 
this characterization does not fit Rhode Island.  As in the total pre- 
revolutionary period from 1760 to 1775, Rhode Island experienced, between 
the repeal of the Townsend Acts and the passage of the Tea Act, more up- 
72 
risings against British authority than in any other colony. 
Customs officials found their jobs difficult if they attempted to 
strictly enforce the acts of trade and revenue.  Two Rhode Island customs 
officials were viciously attacked in July of 1770.  But the attack upon 
Charles Dudley, John Robinson's replacement as Rhode Island's collector 
of customs, epitomized the futility of a customs official attempting to 
73 
meticulously adhere to the acts of trade and revenue. 
the total destruction of the Liberty, the mob forgot its intentions of 
bringing the second mate, John Carr, and others of the crew before the 
local magistrates.  "Deposition of William Reid and John Carr," in the 
PRO/Treas. 1/471, a note in Maier, From Resistance to Revolution, p. 11; 
Another incident involving the British navy occurred a year earlier in 
Newport.  In May,1768, an affray erupted between Captain Thomas Careless 
and three midshipmen of the H.M.S. man-of-war, Senegal, then lying in the 
harbor, and some people from the town.  In the scrap, Captain Careless 
ran through a Henry Sparker, cordwainer, "in the left breast, of which 
wound he died immediately." Another man was severely wounded.  Careless 
was arrested and charges with willful murder.  It seems that others of 
hi8 crew were also arrested and detained in Newport.  Since the superior 
court did not meet until September, the general assembly, "upon petition 
of the prisoners," granted a special court to hear the case in June. All 
the men from the Senegal involved were found not guilty on the grounds of 
self-defense.  It is possible that this incident did not involve impresa- 
■mntLtof townspeople, or a press that was detrimental to the town, other- 
wise, the verdict could have gone the other way.  See Arnold, History of 
Rhode Island, II: 288; Henry Bull, Mem6ir of Rhode Island, 1636-1783, 
III:(Newport, 1906): 63. 
Richard M. Brown, "Violence and the American Revolution," in 
Stephen G. Kuttz and James H. Hatson, eds., Essays on the American Revolu- 
tion (N.]p., 1973), pp. 81-120, especially p. 92 and Appendix 2 on pp. 119-20. 
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Maier, From Resistance to Revolution, p. 8. Professor Maier cites 
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In the evening of April 2, 1771, the Polly arrived in Newport.  It 
was "universally known" that the vessel was expected from St. Eustatius, 
and Dudley kept "a watchful eye for her arrival." Yet, the searcher 
boarded the ship at ten o'clock that evening and either failed to make 
a proper search or just ignored what he saw.  The outdoor officers had 
been "repeatedly admonished" by Dudley because they were "rather the 
servants of the people than of the crown."  It did "not comport with 
their views that illicit trade should be restrained, for that would 
lessen the wages of their corruption." Since the collector did not 
trust his subordinates, he attempted to check the Polly himself to ascer- 
tain its cargo. 
After midnight, when Dudley discovered that the Polly was towing 
into the dock, he realized that an attempt to unload its probable smuggled 
goods was in progress.  Customs officials who were to stand watch on the 
vessel until morning had gone.  Dudley quietly boarded the vessel and 
got a few glimpses of smuggled East India indigo and tea,  He then con- 
fronted Mr. Chamlin, a Newport merchant and brother to the master of the 
vessel. When the collector informed Champlin of his intentions to seize 
the Polly, he received Ha violent blow" behind the head that knocked him 
the tarring, feathering.and beating of Jesse Seville in 1771 as an example 
of Rhode Island activity against customs officials.  In fact, that attack 
did not occur in Rhode Island, but happened in Piscataqua, Connecticut on 
Novemberl4, 1771, where Seville wasra customs waiter at the time.  See 
"Governor John Wentworth to Lord Hillsborough," November 15, 1771, #1607, 
in K. G. Davies, ed., Documents of the American Revolution, 1770-1783, 
"Calendar, 1770-1771," I (Shannon, Ireland, 1972): 426; Previously, 
Savelie was a Rhode Island customs official and was beaten up "unmerci* 
fully to the point of death" by a Providence mob inrlj769u£oir]ibelng. anr 
informer.  See also, Lovejoy, Rhode Island Politics, p. 156. 
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"Charles Dudley to Commissioners of Customs in Boston," April 11, 
1772, XXXV, Davies, Documents of the American Revolution, "Transcripts, 
1771," III: 78-82. 
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temporarily senseless* When he regained his bearings, he found himself 
surrounded by men who,proceeded to punch him with their fists, beat him 
with sticks, and kick him.  Dudley pleaded with his assailants not to 
murder him, that if his life would be spared he would let them go about 
their business.  But the attack continued and Dudley had to jump over- 
board to escape his attackers on the ship, only to stagger into "the 
savage fury of the people" waiting for him by the wharf. He was "knocked 
down again and afterwards dragged by the hair along the wharf." The 
following morning, Dudley's tide surveyor went aboard the sfyip, "but did 
not rummage her." Along with his disappointment, and the defection of 
his subordinates, Dudley had to turn over his own duties to his assist* 
ant, Richard Beale. His "very bad state of health1,1 put him temporarily/ 
out of commission. 
Despite Dudley's charge that his attackers "did not come from the 
lowest...class of men," but were "stiled merchants nad masters of their 
vessels," the governor assured Lord Hillsborough that the affair was 
perpetrated by "drunken sailors." Hillsborough, angered over the inci- 
dent, believed "further exhortation on the subject would be useless." 
He simply told Governor Wanton that Rhode Island officials entrusted 
with the enforcement of the law should "consider what must be the conse- 
quences...if, after such repeated admonitions, the laws of this kingdom 
are suffered to be trampled upon, and violent outrages of so reprehen- 
sible a nature are committed with impunity." 
75Ibid. 
Ibid.; "Lord Hillsborough to the Governor of Rhode Island," July 
19, 1771, "Governor Wanton to Lord Hillsborough," November 2, 1771, 
Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, VII: 34-5, 42-3. 
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Despite Hillsborough'a threat, Rhode Islanders had gotten away 
with the attacks against the St. John, the Maidstone, the Liberty, and 
the customs officials without experiencing any measurable retaliation by 
Britain.  As far as the objectives of those actions, flaptain Smith did 
relinquish the poulty and pig thieves of the St. John to Newport author- 
ities, Captain Antrobus did let up his press and release citizens and 
friends of Newport, and goods and fuel did begin to flow into the harbor 
again, the townspeople and the crews of the two Connecticut vessels did 
avenge the earlier actions of the sloop Liberty And 'free, the sloop Sally, 
without any retribution other than complaints.  Even in the notorious 
Stamp Act riots, the stampmaster did resign and Newporters did rid them- 
selves of the detested Martin Howard and Thomas Moffat.  Rhode Island 
authorities only took action against one rioter, John Webber, and a 
few of his cohorts.  But the action taken against Webber was not taken 
because he had rioted against British authority, but because he had 
threatened to riot against NewportersI  All these riots were successful 
without British retaliation against any man. What had proved a success- 
ful means of achieving the cessation of impressment, damaged commerce, 
and what many Rhode Islanders felt was unauthorized, misused, and over- 
bearing authority, was likely to be used again, even if as a last resort. 
But, although the British government formally exercised no retribu- 
tion, it is obvious that the actions .against the royal navy alienated and 
hardened the attitudes of the British commanders who were sent to 
Professor Maier also pointed to the success of the attacks against 
the St. John, Maidstone, Liberty, and Gaspee in reference to the crowd's 
objectives. Really these attacks were "extra-legal means" to conserve 
the established, traditional modes of operation in the sphere of customs 
and trade.  See Resistance to Revolution, pp. 10-12. Although this point 
may be true in respect to the political leadership of the colonj^sone must 
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American waters, especially to Narragansett duty.  To avenge the actions 
taken against them and their commrades and to return the hostility the 
townspeople harbored against them, British sea captains no doubt exercised 
their orders with a little more dispatch, zeal, and antagonism than neces- 
sary.  Perhaps the best example of this overzealousness, hostility, and 
overbearing attitude reflected in many British captains was Lieutenant 
William Dudingston, commander of his majecty's sloop Gaspee. 
Dudingston and his sloop were known to Rhode Islanders priottto their 
arrival in the colony in March of 1772.  Three years earlier, the Newport 
Mercury reported Dudingston1s "piratical treatment" of David Bevan who, 
while innocently fishing in the Delaware River near Chester', Pennsylvania, 
was hauled on board the sloop and beaten up.  Upon Dudingston's arrival in 
79 
Rhode Island, the suspicions about the lieutenant were soon reinforced. 
be careful in atttfrributing one set of goals for different peoples involved. 
Certainly the merchants in Newport, for example, expressed a sense of con- 
servatism, restraint, and even some whig argumentation.  But this does not 
necessarily apply to all participants.  Because of this emphasis, Maier 
"ignores much popular activity which does not meet her criteria of respect- 
ability." For example, far from demanding a return to the status quo, as 
well as exemplifying restraint, seamen rioted against impressment which 
other colonials accepted as long as it did not interfere with commerce. The 
seamen fought for their very lives, maybe never to see their families and 
homes again, to die aboard a British frigate.  The different motives and 
desires of the participants of these riots should not be lost in the shuffle 
to find the influence and involvment of the elite leadership alone.  S«e 
Edward Countryman, "The Problems of the Early American Crowd," Journal of 
American Studies, VII,(1973): 78, 80; Lawrence H. Leder, Review of From 
Resistance to Revolution; Colonial Radicals and the Development of Oppo- 
sition to Britain. 1765-1776, by Pauline Maier, in the Journal of Southern 
History, XXXIX, No. 3 (1973); 437-8; Lemisch, "The American Revolution Seen 
From the Bottom Up," pp. 20, 24; Lemisch, "Jack Tar intthe Streets," p. 400. 
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On the activities of the British fleet in Rhode Island and its re- 
lations with the towns, see George Mason, "The British Fleet in Rhode 
Island." 
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Newport Mercury, July 17, 1769, quoted in Lovejoy, Rhode Island 
Politics, p. 158; Maier, From Resistance to Revolution,"p. 15. 
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It did not take long for him to upset the inhabitants of Providence. 
He refused to allow any vessel to pass, "not even packet boats or others 
of an inferior kind, without strict examination."  If the crews displayed 
any reluctance, they were "compelled to submit to an armed force." He 
detained vessels for "several days without the least colorable pretext," 
then released them.  All of this "enhanced the price of fuel and provi- 
sions to the great disadvantage of the town." Not content with only his 
trade enforcement duty* Dudingston1s crew stole "sheep, hogs and poultry" 
from farmers around the bay, and cut down their fruit trees "to use as 
firewood."  Dudingston also had no intention of adjudicating prizes in 
Rhode Island courts, for they were tfsold in the same manner they have 
been used to, and which always falls into the old owners' hands without 
80 
opposition." 
Providence merchants complained to the superior court concerning the 
British commander's practice of avoiding Rhode Island courts for adjudica- 
tions.  Concerning Dudingston "rapine and desultory management" of his 
duties which involved the "plundering" of the countryside, the people 
of Providence petitioned Deputy«Sovernor Darius Sessions, who in turn 
relayed their complaints to Governor Wanton, suggesting "some proper 
80 
"Deputy-Governor Darius Sessions to Governor Joseph Wanton," March 
21, 1772, "Governor Joseph Wanton to Lieutenant Dudingston," March 22, 
23, 1772, "Lieutenant Dudingston to Governor Joseph Wanton," March 23, 
1772, "Lieutenant Dudingston to Reai-Admiral John Mantagu," May 22, 1772, 
"Governor Joseph Wanton to Lord Hillborough," June 16, 1772, all in Bart- 
lett, Rhode Island Records, VII: 60-6, 90-2; Providence Gazette, quoted 
in Maier, From Resistance to Revolution, pp. 11-12; Franklin Bowditch 
Dexter, ed., The Literary Diary of Ezra Stiles, I,("January 1, 1769 to 
March 13, 1776 (N. Y., 1901): 331, 346-7; "Lieutenant Dudingston to Rear- 
Admiral Montagu," March 22, 1772, XVI, "Charles Dudley to Admiral Montagu," 
July 23, 1772, LXXI, "Wanton to Hillsborough," (as in Bartlett) LVI, 
"Robinson? to Mr. Pownell," June 16, 1772, LVII, all in Davies, Documents 
of the American Revolution. "Transcripts, 1772," V: 51, 149-50, 125-8. 
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measure8 be taken to bring him (Dudingston) to account." Recognizing 
this hatred against him, the lieutenant dared not send a boat ashore with 
safety.  "Great pains were taken to decoy him ashore," but the commander 
o£ the Gaspee knew that there were already at least two or three writs 
against him, just waiting for him to step ashore to be served.  That would 
have been the least of his problems if the townspeople got their hands 
81 
on him, and he knew it. 
Governor Wanton wanted to know Lieutenant Dudingston's reply to 
these charges and, also why the lieutenant did not present his commission 
to the governor upon his first day in the colony.  Dudingston quipped - 
that the governor had not asked for it. Regarding the complaints from 
Providence, Dudingston claimed that he was just doing his duty.  If 
Governor Wanton wanted verification of his orders, the lieutenant would 
send a subordinate with such papers.  Dudingston wanted to stay off shore 
and away from those writs awaiting him. Governor Wanton was not satisfied 
with Dudingston*s remarks, and still demanded to see the lieutenant's 
commission. The governor's message was delivered by his sheriff to the 
deck of the Gaspee.  Lieutenant Dudingston complained of Governor Wanton's 
remarks and of the activites in Rhode Island to his superior, Rear-Admiral 
John Montagu, Commander of the North American Squadron in Boston.  The 
upshot was a stinging exchange between Admiral Montagu and Governor 
u ,        
82 
Wanton. 
81 Stiles, Diary; "Darius Sessions to Governor Wanton," Rhode Island 
Records. VII: 60-1; "Charles Dudley to Admiral Montagu," "Robinson? to 
Prownell," and "Lieutenant Dudingston to Montagu,•JXMarch 24, 1772, Davies 
Documents of the American Revolution, V: 149-50, 127-8, 51. 
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The admiral told the governor that he was "ashamed" of his remarks 
to Lieutenant Dudingston.  He also warned the governor concerning rumors 
about some Newporters "fitting out an armed vessel to rescue any vessel 
the king'8 schooner may take carrying on an illicit trade." Montagu 
threatened to "hang them as pirates" if he caught them.  The admiral 
then advised the governor not to send his sheriff on board the Gaspee 
"again on such rediculous errands" as to deliver obnoxious correspondence. 
The admiral closed by stating that, concerning his officers, "it was not 
83 
their duty to show you any part of my orders or instructions." 
Governor Wanton's response was in the true Rhode Island tradition. 
He denied that Dudingston was doing his duty, and asserted that the 
rumor about armed vessels out of Newport was a "scandelous imposition." 
In reference to Montagu's plan to forward the correspondence received 
from Lieutenant Dudingston to the secretary of state, Wanton responded 
that he would do the same, and include the admiral's "unpolite expressions 
also." Concerning a charge made by Montagu that the governor, not 
Dudingston, was derelict in his duties, Wanton informed Montagu that "I 
do not receive instructions for the administration of my government 
from the king's admirals stationed in America."  In reference to the 
admiral's advice not to send the sheriff on board any of his ships, 
Wanton retorted, "I will send the sheriff of this colony at anytime and 
to anyplace, within the body of it as I shall think fit." The whole 
affair vexed Wanton, who charged that Montagu "endeavored to fix a !t t 
"Rear-Admiral Montagu to Governor Wanton," April 8, 1772, XXIII, 
Davies, Documents of the American Revolution,'V: 62; also in Bartlett, 
Rhode Island Records. VII£ 63; Earlier, the British vessel Canceaux 
had seized a vessel loaded with rum and sugar, but "four or five boats 
came off in a body" and rescued the vessel.  See "Admiral Montagu to 
Philip Stephens," April 18, 1772, XXXI, in Davies, Documents of the 
American Revolution, V: 73-4. 
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stigna" on his character. 
The action that some British officials feared, even anticipated, 
occurred on the evening and morning of June 9 and 10, 1772. On the 
afternoon of the ninth, Thomas Lindsey and his packet, Hannah, were on 
their way up the bay to Providence from Newport.  While journeying up the 
bay, the Gaspee hailed the Hannah to stop, Captain Lindsey disregarded 
the signal and speedily continued.  Lieutenant Dudingston had the Gaspee 
weigh anchor and immediately gave chase.  But Lindsey, "knowing the 
river well," ran his packet into shallow water where he knew the Gaspee 
would run agromid if it continued to follow.  Dudingston fell into the 
trap and ran aground about seven miles below Providence. As soon as 
Lindsey arrived in town he told John Brown and others about the misfor- 
tune of the Gaspee.  The group estimated that it would be about three 
o'clock in the morning before the schooner would again be navigable. 
With this news, John Brown, one of the leading merchants in Providence, 
85 
"immediately resolved on her destruction." 
Around nine o'clock that evening, some men went through the streets 
beating drums and informing the townspeople of the Gaspee's plight. 
They alee invited all those "who felt a disposition to go and destroy 
the troublesome vessel" to meet at James Sahin's tavern.  Sometime after 
ten o'clock, the group left the tavern and embarked for the Gaspee^ 
84 
"Governor Wanton to Admiral Montagu," May 8, 1772, XLI, "Governor 
Wanton to the Earl of Hillsborough," May 20, 1772, XLIII, Ibid., V: 99- 
102; Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, VII: 63-4.  Given the earlier corre- 
spondence between Governor Wanton and the Earl of Hillsborough over the 
attack on customs collector Charles Dudley, it is not difficult to ascer- 
tain which version Hillsborough agree with.  See letter quoted earlier 
from "Hillsborough to the Governor of Rhode Island," July 19, 1771, in 
Bartlett, VII: 34-5. 
85 
"Robinson?  toEtownell," June 16,  Davies, Documents of the American 
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in eight or nine rowboats.  About half-past midnight, the two sentinels 
on the deck o£ the schooner spotted the boats coming toward the ship and 
quickly called for Lieutenant Dudingston.  The commander of the schooner, 
upon seeing the boats, hailed them and demanded thatnthey come no further. 
Someone yelled out that the sheriff wanted to come on board.  Dudingston 
repeated his warning, but to no avail.  Despite the "muffled" oars and 
rowlocks, the lieutenant could hear the boats approaching fast. Realiz- 
es 
ing that they intended to board hie vessel, he called out for all hands. 
Dudingst6n fired the first shot.  His crewmanbers on deck followed 
suit, and soon a few volleys rang out.  But the Gaspee's crew did not 
have a chance.  The assault caught the schooner "completely by surprise," 
and not many crewnwmbers had an opportunity to get to their weapons, 
man the guns, or even get on deck!  Lieutenant Dudingston was about to 
slash at an assailant with his sword when he was shot in the left arm. 
The bullet ricocheted off of the bone and smashed into the lieutenant's 
groin.  Two ringleaders approached the wounded commander and exclaimed, 
"Now you piratical rascal, we have got you, damn you, we will hang you 
all by the laws of Great Britain." What angered them most was the fact 
that the Gaspee immediately fired on them when they asked to board.  One 
angry man picked up a handspike and readied to "dispatch the piratical 
dog."  But, upon seeing that he was gravely wounded, and that he 
Revolution, V: 127-8; "Ephram Bowen's Account 6"f the Gaspee Affair," 
Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, VII: 68-73. 
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"Ephram Bowen's Account," ".Affidavits of Bartholemew Cheever, 
John Johnston and William Caple," "Deposition of William Dickinson," 
"Statement of Dr, John Mawrey," and "Dudingston's Account to Admiral 
Montagu," June 12, 1772, Ibid.. VII: 68-76, 78-9, 82-4, 86; also in 
LII and LIII of Davies, Documents of the American Revolution, V: 119- 
123, According to Bowen's Account, the man who shot Dudingston was a 
Providence restuarant owner named Joseph Bucklin. 
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cooperated by ordering his men to surrender, they granted his request 
for quarter. While the attackers bound the crew and prepared them to 
be taken ashore, Lieutenant Dudingston was taken below and a doctor, 
who came with the boarding party, tended bo his wounds.  Finally, 
Dudingston and his crew were taken ashore in $wo boats while the Gaspee 
87 
was burned to the water's edge. 
The apprehensions of many British officials had been realized.  In 
reference to the Gaspee's activities and the controversy that followed, 
Governor Hutchinson of Massachusetts believed that something "tragical 
would follow from a set of people to whom every servant of the crown who 
does his duty will always be obnoxious." On June 12, Governor Wanton 
issued a proclamation that called for the arrest of the participants 
in the affair and offered a tfClOO reward for any assistance leading to 
the discovery of those concerned.  But many British officials believed 
that proclamations to apprehend the rioters from officials elected by 
"a set of lawless, piratical people.•.whose whole business is that of 
smuggling and defrauding the king" were insincere.  Even while Lieuten- 
ant Dudingston lay "dangerously ill" and "did not expect to live," the 
high sheriff arrested him on the charges brought by Jacob Green and 
his brothers for goods seized by the Gaspee which had been taken to 
n *  
88 
Boston. 
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Ibid.; Bartlett, Rhode Island Records.  Really, Brown and his 
party were extremely fortunate that their surprise was so complete. 
Although they boarded the bows to avoid the guns of the ship, had the 
entire crew been armed and on deck, the amount of casualties would have 
been much greater. After the attack, only Lieutenant Dudingdton, and 
another seaman injured on the head, were kavtided. Others of the crew 
received some minor bruises. 
88 
"Governor Thomas Hutchinson to Lord Hillsborough," June 12, 
1772, Lf "Robinson? to John Pownell," "Governor Wanton to Lord 
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Athough Governor Wanton promised "to bring the perpetrators to 
exemplary and condign punishment," and directed Deputy-Governor Darius 
Sessions to obtain depositions from Dudingston's men, the governor and 
the general assembly were more concerned about the "unprecedented and 
oppressive manner" in which His Majesty's ships were exercising their 
orders to regulate the acts of trade and revenue. As Governor Ward told 
Captain Antrobus seven years earlier, Governor Wanton charged that the 
"intemperate zeal and indiscreet conduct" of the British commanders of 
the Gaspee and the Beaver "caused the disorder." As the expectations 
of Admiral Montagu and other British officials seemed to be unfolding, 
in reference to Rhode Islanders investigating their own crimes, another 
factor contributed to that sentiment — the story of the affair as told 
89 by a negro named Aaron Biggs. 
Aaron Biggs was an eighteen-year-old indentured servant to Samuel 
Tompkins of Prudence Island.  Biggs was apparantly on an errand in the 
evening of June 9, when his boat was intercepted by many others on their 
way to the Gaspee. From one of the boats, Simeon Potter and Samuel 
Faulkner of Bristol ordered Biggs to join them. Men "armed with cut- 
lasses and some muskets" commandeered Biggs's boat, while Potter promised 
to pay him two dollars after the migsion was completed. After the 
Hillsborough," June 16, 1772, LVI, "William Checkley to Commissioners of 
His Majesty's Customs," June 12, 1772, LIV, Davies, Documents of the 
American Revolution, V: 118-9, 123-8, "Calendar, 1772-1773," Documents. 
IV: #404, 109-f  "Governor Wanton's Proclamation," June 12, 1772, "Jacob 
Green & Co." in Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, VII: 68, 81, 86. 
89 
"Governor Wanton to Lord Hillsborough," Davied, Documents of the 
American Revolution, V: 125-7, "Governor Wanton to the Earl of Dartmouth," 
January 30, 1773, #928, IV: 241; "Wanton to Monfcagu," June 12, 1772, 
Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, VII: 85. 
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destruction of the Gaspee. Biggs received his two dollars and left the 
scene. Whether he was returning to his master, or attempting to escape 
his indenture, is not definite. But the Negro soon ran into the Brit- 
ish sloop Beaverf which assisted the Gaenee in the Narragansett area. 
Captain Linzee of the Beaver ordered his men to abduct Biggs as a run- 
away servant.  The captain then ordered the servant punished by whipping. 
Just before the sentence was to commence, Aaron Biggs told the captain 
that he had been present when the Gaspee was destroyed. Better yet, 
Biggs offered to tell Captain Linzee the names of the ringleadersI The  „ 
captive named the Brown brothers, John and Joseph, and a Mr. Richmond 
of Providence. He named a Mr. Potter and Faulkner of Bristol, and a 
Dr. Weeks from Warwick. Biggs'a  story gained more credibility when 
the members of the destroyed schooner came aboard the Beaver. One 
crewmsmber, Paddy Alls, recognized Biggs as being with the attackers, 
while another crewmember, Patrick Earl, remembered hearing someone call 
his name. Captain Linzee forwarded this information to Admiral Montagu, 
90 
who then forwarded it to Lord Hillsborough. 
A star witness like Aaron Biggs could not be entrusted to the Brit- 
ish officials. Since the Negro "acknowledged his own guilt" by admit- 
ting he was present at the riotous proceedings of the schooner's destruc- 
tion, Governor Wanton ordered his arrest. The governor sent Robert 
Lillibridge, deputy-sheriff of Newport County, and James Brenton to go 
aboard the Beaver on June 17 and demand that Captain Linzee deliver Biggs 
90 
"Statement" and "Deposition of Aaron Biggs," and "Deposition of 
Patrick Earl," Ibid.T VII: 93-4, 136-9; "Admiral Montagu to Lord Hills- 
borough," July 11, 1772, LXVI, "Biggs Affidavit," July 12, 1772, LXJX, 
Davies, Documents of the American Revolution, V: 1 if 1-2, 146-7, #485, 
IV: 132. 
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to their custody, a demand Llnzee summarily refused. But Rhode Island 
officials remained undaunted. They later arrested Captain Linzee for 
harboring a runaway, the charge being brought by Biggs's master Saamal 
Tompkins. Linzee spent three days in jail until Admiral Montagu bailed 
him out. After the magistracy of Rhode Island took Biggs and heard his 
story, they denied its authenticity, claiming that they had three depo- 
91 
sitions which proved that the Negro was lying. 
But Admiral Montagu, after personally hearing Biggs's story, told 
Lord Hillsboruogh that, despite the efforts to prove otherwise, Aaron 
Biggs "is no imposter." Montagu was convinced that "Aaron Biggs was in 
one of the boats" that attacked the Gasnee. Along with the statements 
of Alls and Earl, midshipman William Dickinson told Montagu that his 
assailants "appeared like men of credit and tradesmen and but few like 
common men." Dudingston claimed he recognized about a dozen of them as 
"merchants and masters of vessels." Also, despite John Brown's angry 
exhortations to his cohorts not to use names, some of the raiders slip-* 
ped. Patrick Earl heard someone address a man by the name of "Potter." 
Aaron Biggs stated that this was the way he learned the identity of 
some of the participants, even with their blackened faces. To Montagu, 
it seemed certain that "no discoveries /vomld/ever be made in consequence 
of the governor's proclamation," and that every attempt to elicit the 
assistance of the local authorities would leave the inquirers "baffled 
92 
and disappointed." 
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"Governor Wanton to Admiral Montagu," September 1, 1772, "Depo- 
sition of James Brenton and Robert Lillibridge and other items concern- 
ing the arrest of Captain Linzee," and "Depositionsof Negro Jack, Samuel 
Tompkins and Samuel Thurston," Bartlett, Rhode Island Records,, VTI: 95- 
101, 126-7, 
92"Montagu to Hillsborough," September 1, 1772, LIII, "Charles 
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In September 1772, the king appointed a commission to "inquire 
into and report /to  the king/ a full and true account of all the 
circumstances relative to the attacking taking, plundering and burning" 
of his majesty's schooner Gaspee. The commsaion did act with modera- 
tion and had to submit to the Rhode Island supreme court, headed by 
former Governor Stephen Hopkins, to attain warrants. Yet, the whole 
proceeding threatened Rhode Islanders who were, for the first time, 
face to face with British authority and a more immediate possibility 
of British retaliation, both legally and militarily. In December, 
1772, Rear-Admiral Montagu sailed for Newport with the Boston contingent 
of the North American fleet. Lord Dartmouth had also given General 
Thomas Gage, stationed in New York, orders to "hold himself in readiness 
to send troops into Rhode Island" in the event they were needed "in the 
suppression of any riots or disturbances." The situation appeared even 
more ominous to Rhode Islanders when the Providence Gazette printed a 
series of "Bostonian Letters" warning them to "exhibit a quantum sufficit 
of passive resistance," or else "the same tragedy may be acted in New- 
port and Providence which makes the fifth of March so memorable in 
Boston." The letters also claimed that Admiral Montagu swore "that he 
would burn the town of Providence to ashes." The arrival of the sldop- 
of-war Howe was reported with apprehension, since it was the ship desig- 
nated to transport the charged parties of the Gaspee attack to England 
Dudley to Rear-Admiral Montagu," July 23, 1772, LXXI, Davies, Documents 
of the American Revolutionr V: 179, 121-3, Tf9"50; "Ephram Bowen's cc 
Account," and "Patrick Earl«s Deposition," Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, 
VII: 68-73, HL Tbe sentiments of many British officials for the neces- 
sity of a royal commission increased when Stephen Hopkins, then Chief 
Justice of Rheda -Island, gave the opinion that Rear-Admiral Montagu had 
no jurisdiction to investigate the Gaspee affair in Rhode Island. See 
Bartlett, Rhode Island Recordsf VII: 101. 
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for trial. Even as Admiral Montagu sailed to Newport, the "Bostonian 
93 Letters" spoke of overtures to deprive the colony of its charter. 
The Gaspee Commission assembled in Newport In January 1773» and 
remained in session for about three weeks, reconvened in the latter 
part of May, and had one final session in early June. Although most 
of the commission members made the "strongest possible efforts" to dis- 
cover the guilty parties, they met with little success. Everyone pre- 
viously named as a suspect had an alibi, although it did seem somewhat 
strange that their witnesses in many cases were other suspects! Many 
of those questioned informed the commission that they were at James 
94 Sabin's house for dinner, and stayed there until early the next morning. 
• , Even Aaron Biggs's story began to unravel. Besides the three 
earlier depositions that stated he was on Prudence Island during the 
93 
^-'"Commission of Inquiry into the Burning of the Gaspeef" XLI, 
September 2, 1772. Members of the commission were Governor Joseph 
Wanton of Rhode Island, Chief Justices Daniel Horsmanded of New York, 
Frederick Smyth of New Jersey, Peter Oliver of Massachusetts, and Robert 
Auchmuty, Judge of Vice-Admiralty!from Boston. See also "Earl of Dart- 
mouth to Governor Wanton," September 4, 1772, XCVI, "Order of King in 
Council," August 26, 1772, LXXXVI, Davies, Documents of the American 
Revolution,, V: 181-2, 186-9, 173-5; Ezra Stiles commented that had 
"Admiral Montagu and a few tars" been in control of the proceedings, 
they would have immediately "seized such persons a Negro or a Dudlng- 
ston might accuse." See Stiles, Diary. I: 384; To add to the personal 
animosity between Governor Wanton and Admiral Montagu, the guns on Fort 
George did not fire a salute to the admiral when when he arrived in 
Newport harbor. That ommission not only deflated Montagu's ego, but 
"incensed" the king. See "Lords of Admiralty to Dartmouth," March 1, 
1773, #1013, "Dartmouth to the Governor of Rhode Island," March 3, 1773, 
#1023, Davies, Documents,. IV: 266, 268; also in Kimball, Correspondence 
9ff the go^fiM SoyerBOBiftf RftffAf itSlaflflf H: 430; Stiles, Dftary, I: 348; 
"Bostonian Letters," and "The arrival of the H.M.S. Howef in the Provi- 
dence GazetteT December 26, 14, *nd 19, quoted in Bartlett, Rhode Island 
RecordsT VII: 154-8, 173-4. 
94 
'^"Commission of Inquiry to Dartmouth," January 21, 1773, #912, 
"Governor Wanton to Dartmouth," January 30, 1773, #928, "Commission of 
Inquiry to Dartmouth," June 27, 1773, #1293, "Governor Hutchinson to 
Dartmouth," January 22, 1773, #915, Davies, Documents of the American 
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Gaspee attack,.another witness told the commission that Aaron Biggs 
informed him that he was In the middle of an attempt to leave his 
master when he was seized by the crew of the Beaver. Biggs told him 
that it was after Captain Linzee threatened to whip him that he decided 
to tell the British commander that he knew the names of many of the 
leaders in the riot against the Gaspee. and that he was also there him- 
self. As a result of this testimony, the Negro's story became "•aspect," 
even to the commissioners. This was especially so when the new allega- 
tion was reinforced by an officer on board a British man-of-war in New- 
port harbor, who informed the commission that Biggs told him his story 
was "fictional." A mariner on board the Beaver told the commission 
95 that Biggs's affidavit was part of a "forced confession." 
After the conclusion of their investigation, in accordance with the 
guidelines of their commission, the Board of Inquiry submitted its 
evidence to the Rhode Island superior court, headed by Chief Justice 
Revolution, IV: 236-8, 1*f1; "Depositions of John Sabin, George Brown, 
Daniel Hitchcock, John Cole, and Samuel Faulkner," Bartlett, Rhode Isr 
land Records. VII: 15*f-8, 173-*f. 
95 The man who informed the commission that Biggs admitted to him 
that his story was a lie was Daniel Vaughn. Nine years earlier, he was 
the gunner on Fort George who fired on the British schooner St. John. 
Frederick Smyth of New Jersey wanted the commission to look into the 
St. John affair,, but the motion was rejected by Governor Wanton (whose 
brother William was the deputy-governor at the time who offered Captain 
Smith an "ignorant council") and Daniel Horsmanden, Chief Justice from 
New York. The reasoning behind their decisions were different. While 
Wanton did not want the inquiry Involved in the incident and wanted a 
speedy termination to the Gaspee Commission, Horsmanden probably real- 
ized the futility of expanding the investigation while it was getting 
nowhere within its present limits. See "Deposition of Daniel Vaughn," 
and "Chief Justice Horsmanden to Lord Dartmouth," July 23, 1773, 
"Proceedings of the Gaspee Commission," Ibiq. r VII: 1/*8, 187, 177; also 
#1370, in Davis, Documents of the American Revolution. IV: 334. 
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Stephen Hopkins, to determine whether enough evidence was available to 
warrant anyone's arrest and subsequent transference to England for trial. 
As expected, the court held that Aaron Biggs's confession was made "in 
consequence of an illegal threat from Captain Linzee" and, therefore, 
the evidence did not warrant any indictments. The commission finally 
concurred that Biggs's testimony was "extofcted," and that the affair 
was, as Daniel Horsmanden stated, "committed by a number of bold, daring, 
rash and enterprizing sailors, collected suddenly from the neighborhood." 
But, who "stimulated" the attack and collected these forces remained un- 
clear, at least officially! Justice Horsmanden wrote to Lord Dartmouth 
that Rhode Island was a "downright democracy," with the governor "con- 
trolled entirely by the populace." He suggested that the colony be 
joined with Connecticut to form a new royal province. But in spite of 
his adverse opinion of the colony, Rhode Island once again prevailed 
over an attempt by an external authority, Britain, which attempted to 
interfere in its internal affairs. Seeing the writing on the wall, 
Chief Justice Peter Oliver of Massachusetts did not even participate in 
the final report of the Gaspee Commission. He later wrote that "the 
people of that colony were so closely connected; and so disaffected to 
British legislation, that it was perfectly futile to make an inquiry." 
The decision by the Rhode Island superior court was no surprise. 
A nephew of Stephen Hopkins, Captain John Hopkins, was one of 
the Gaspee raidersI See "Ephram Bowen's Account." "Daniel Horsmanden 
to Lord Dartmouth," February 20, July 23, 1773, "Opinions of Justice 
Hopkins," and "Proceedings of the Gaspee Commission," Bartiett, Rhode 
Island Records. VII: 68-73, 182-3, 187, 175, 182; Peter Oliver, Qj&ste. 
and Progress of the American Revolution: A Tory View. Douglas Adair and 
John A. Shultz, eds. (1781, Stanford, California, I960, p. 98. 
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Even in the face of a crown directive to act, the Rhode Island court 
ignored British demands. During the controversy involving the "Newport 
Club',' in the mid-1760s, a member of that junto, George Rome, was sent 
to Newport by a large London Mercantile firm to collect some debts. 
But the "political bias" of the colony's courts frustrated Rome at every 
turn. After a successful appeal to the Privy Council armed Rome with 
the king's decree demanding payment of the debts, he still "danced after 
their courts and assemblies...in vain." Another such attempt occurred 
in 1770 and involved a debtor's payment for a mortgage with depriciated 
currency. The creditor appealed to the Privy Council after twenty years 
of colonial litigation and received a favorable decision from that body. 
But the superior court, led by Stephen Hopkins, overruled the king's 
decree because it was decided in a way "contrary to law." What began 
twenty years ago as a paper money issue ended with the rejection of 
external interference by Great Britain in the internal affairs of Rhode 
Island.97 
I 
After the Gaspee Commission, the next three years displayed contin- 
ual and growing opposition to the policy of Great Britain, and a closer 
communication between Rhode Island and its neighboring colonies. In 
May of 1773, Britain passed the Tea Act to relieve the faltering East 
India Company from financial ruin. While the act did lower the price 
of tea in America, it retained the tax on tea and allowed the East India 
Company to monopolize its sale. This meant more than an effort to raise 
funds for a debt-ridden Britain. The act gave special privilege to one 
company backed by the crown, while it cut out middle men in the colonies. 
97 7
'Lovejoy, Rhode Island Politics, pp. 162-3. 
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Also, by this time the "paranoid nature of American politics" had 
evolved to a point where many colonists saw much more In the Tea Act. 
To them it was another test case. As the Declaratory Act kept the 
foot of tyranny in the door after the repeal of the Stamp Act, the Tea 
Act kept the threat to colonial liberties alive after the repeal of the 
Townsend Acts. Rhode Islanders joined Bostonians in the refusal to 
drink from "that noxious weed." But while Rhode Islanders threatened 
to have the tea "reshipped on board the Liberty^and sent to QasT>eef" 
the Bostonians had a "tea party" and actually ridded the town of the 
98 tea by throwing it from the British ships into the harbor. 
In retaliation, parliament passed the Boston Port Act and other 
acts which came to be known to the colonists as "the Intolerable Acts." 
These laws closed Boston harbor until restitution was made for the tea, 
altered the Massachusetts constitution by having the king appoint the 
governor's council instead of the general assembly, reinforced the 
resurrected lav/ of Henry VTII to send people to Britain for trials, and 
expanded the previous Quartering Act so that British troops would have 
to be supported, supplied and quartered within the very towns themselves! 
In June 1774, The Rhode Island general assembly acted upon the recommend- 
ations of the towns to endorse a plan for a colonial congress and pro- 
posed that it be held as soon as possible. They also moved that such 
an assembly be a "regular, annual" event. They chose two representatives 
98 Lawrence H. Leder, ed., The Meaning of the American Revolution 
(Chicago, 1969), introduction, pp. 13-15; James Kirby Martin, Men in 
Rebellion (New Brunswick, New Jersey, 1973), pp. 3^-5; For a more in 
depth study of this "paranoid" aspect of American politics, see Bernard 
Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 1972), pp. 118-19, especially "A Note on Conspiracy," pp. 
lVi-59;  Newport Mercury,.quoted from Lovejoy, Rhode Island Politicsr pp. 
166
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before a meeting was slated by Massachusetts leaders for Philadelphia 
the following September. The assembly pledged money to Massachusetts 
and the townspeople of Providence and Newport offered shelter to those 
suffering hardship in Boston. With the actual retaliation by Britain 
in closing Boston harbor, returning British troops with reinforcements 
under the new Quartering Act and talk of colonial reorganization by 
British officials, the long time apprehensions of the colonists concern- 
99 ing the tyranny of "standing armies11 were revived." 
Nonimportation agreements were again drawn up among the seaport.; 
towns of the colonies and within Rhode Island. This time, Rhode Islanders 
were more cooperative than they were in 1768 or 1770. The November 
session of the general assembly distributed "Articles of Association" 
to the towns which stressed the necessity of unifying in the nonimport- 
ation effort. The towns also appointed local "Committees of Inspection" 
to assist in the enforcement of the pledges. While other colonies still 
drew the distinction between parliament and the king, many Rhode Islanders 
now rejected the king's authority as well as that of parliament^ and 
99 
"General Assembly," June 1774, Bartlett, Rhode Island Records,, 
VII: 246-7, 250, 257. The two representative chosen by the assembly 
could not have better represented the domestic and parochial advantages 
of Rhode Island's self-government. The two men were the political ad- 
veraries Samuel Ward and Stephen Hopkins. Concerning the American appre- 
hension regarding "standing armies," its origins, and influence on the 
character of American politics, see Bailyn's comments on Trenchard's 
"History of Standing Armies," in JflepJlpfiical QrjgjyiB ftf ,*ftff African 
ReYoliitAofl, pp> 112-16, also in Bailyn's The Origins of American Politics 
(N. T., 1970), pp. 25, 10,  K7\  This apprehension continued after the 
successful struggle with Great Britain. Again it was a factor in the 
debate over the ratification of the Federal Constitution. Part of the 
reasoning of many opponents of the Constitution stemmed from their 
apprehensions of "standing armies." See quotations from "Centinal, the 
Pennsylvania Minority, Agrippa, Luther Martin, Debates in the South 
Carolina Legislature and Convention, Richard Henry Lee, George Clinton, 
and the Albany Manifesto," all in Cecelia M. Kenyon, ed., The Antifed- 
erallsts (N. Y., i960), pp. 22-3, 57-9, 156, 168, 188, 227-9, 310, 361-2. 
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attributed the same tyranny to both. There was now a "martial spirit 
running through the country." The general assembly appointed Simeon 
Potter of Bristol (a participant in the destruction of the Gaspee) as 
the colony's major-general and authorized him to give assistance to 
any neighboring government in case of attack.100 
Those who assisted or supported the British and their policies 
began to find themselves increasingly under verbal, if not physical 
attack. Shopkeepers in Providence who expressed sympathies with parlia- 
ment!© actions were threatened until they left town. Cries were heard 
at the town meetings against allowing the colony to become a refuge 
for Tory emmigres from Boston. A mob in East Greenwich in September 
1774- demanded that a Samuel Hunt and a Sylvester Sweet, Esq., recant 
their Tory sentiments. Later, Deputy-Governor Darius Sessions had to 
dispatch the Providence militia to the area to ease the tension between 
the townspeople of East Greenwich and some from Warwick over charges 
that Judge Stephen Arnold of Warwick was "expousing Tory principles." 
Any pro-British sentiment was viewed as treason, and the words Tory 
and Loyalist became tantamount to traitor.! 
"General Assembly," November 1774, Bartlett, Rhode Island Records,, 
VII: 263, 269-70. 
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Three days after the news of the battles of Lexington and Concord 
arrived, the general assembly met in Providence and passed a resolution 
to raise fifteen hundred men to "repel" any forces that might invade the 
colony. Governor Wanton opposed the measure and refused to sign the 
officers' commissions. Ironically- Governor Wanton, who had been up 
until that time a staunch defender of the colony's chartered rights, 
was painted as one of the "principal and active Tories" in Newport. 
Wanton was ousted from the governor's chair by the general assembly and 
replaced by a Ward man, Nicholas Cooke. On May 4, 1776, Rhode Islanders 
renounced their allegiance to the king, and about six weeks later, rat- 
ified the Continental Congress's resolution for a "Declaration of Inde- 
pendence" amid celebrations throughout the towns, especially Newport 
and Providence. Rhode Island's opposition and final Declaration of 
Independence was consistent with the early history of that colony, which 
entailed a struggle for religious, territorial and political independ- 
ence, and fostered a fluid political atmosphere that made the movement 
102 toward independence for "Little Rhody" less difficult. 
(Boston, 1972); William H. Nelson, The American Tory (Oxford, 1966); For 
an essay on how historians have portrayed the Loyalists, as well as a 
wealth of sources on the subject, See George A. Billias, "The First Un- 
American s: The Loyalists in American Historiography," in Alden T. 
Vaughn,and George A. Billias, eds., Persenectives on Early American 
History (N. Y., 1973), PP. 282-324. 
102 
"General Assembly," May 1775, Bartlett, Rhode Island Records, 
VII: 310-11; Stiles, Diaryf I: 550, II: 134; For a better understanding 
of the situation in Newport due to the presence of the British fleet, 
and the factional politics involved in the removal of Governor Wanton 
and charges against him of Tory sympathies, see Lovejoy, Rhode Island 
Politics, pp. 174-94. Ironically, Samuel Ward of Newport, a town now 
labled a Tory stronghold because of the presence of the British fleet, 
grew in stature as a Patriot during the years 1774-1776, while Stephen 
Hopkins of Providence, theport now the stronghold of Patriot sentiment 
and separation from England, also the author of the Rights of the 
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Colonies B^ftnJjIfffl and well known throufhout the colonies before the 
1770s as being in the vanguard of staunch opposition to British policies, 
fell behind Ward in the zeal for independence. Hopkins was also some- 
what embarrassed by the removal of Joseph Wanton, an old party associate. 
For actions of the general assembly in its repudiation of the king and 
its endorsement of the "Declaration of Independence," see Bartlett, 
Kfrode island Records, VII: 522-3, 581-2. 
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CONCLUSION 
"Far more striking than the differ- 
ences with Great Britain were the diff- 
erences between the sections. Section- 
alias was deeply rooted, product of rock 
and soil, race and religion. When the 
Revolution came, it took a different form 
in each section—indeed, in each colony. 
There were in a sense thirteen revolutions 
rather than a single •national* movement." 
Esmond Wright in his Fabric of Free- 
flow.. 17frM8PQ. 
The unique historical background of Rhode Island did result in a 
singular response to Great Britain's efforts to enforce the acts of 
trade and revenue. The colony had always been suspicious of external 
power. The Puritans of Massachusetts interpreted the settlement of 
Rhode Island as part of the "Devil's plan to divide and conquer" their 
holy attempt to establish a Biblical Commonwealth in the New World. 
So fearful of its example and suspicious of its relationship with the 
Narragansett Indians was Massachusetts that it laid siege to Samuel 
Gorton and his followers at Shawomet, ready to "put them to the sword" 
for their religious beliefs.1 
In light of the whole intrigue which involved the treatment of 
the Gortonists, the execution of Rhode Island's friend Maintonomi, and 
efforts by Massachusetts and Plymouth to secure a "Narragansett Patent" 
Edward Johnson, History of New England (I65*t) la tks Massachusetts 
Historical Society Collections XIII-XIV. especially XIV (Boston, 1814-1816): 
7-8; Samuel Gorton, Simplicities Defense flffftfflft the Seven Headed Policy 
(16^5) ed. by William R. Staples (Providence, 1835), PP.  103-Jf. 
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and the island of Aquidneck, many Rhode Islanders surmounted their 
differences in religion and their excessive individualism in politics 
to unite for their mutual defense. 
The conflicting colonial charters and vague Indian purchases 
augmented attempts by Rhode Island's neighbors to lay claims to its 
territory. The recourse to royal resolution failed to provide a 
decisive, final solution, and the territorial troubles continued. 
Despite the procurement of the Williams Patent in 1644, its confirmation 
in 1647, and the Charter of 1663, Rhode Islanders still bickered among 
themselves. Internal factionalism, fueled by the most democratic 
government and fostered by the most liberal charter in the colonies, 
reached proportions unequaled in the early history of the other colonies. 
The early quarrels between Williams, Arnold, and Gorton, the scheme 
of William Ooddington to detach Aquidneck from the Williams Patent in 
1651, the dissatisfaction of the pro-Connecticut settlers in the 
Narragansett territory, the pacific Quaker sentiment in the general 
assembly, and the proprietary party intrigue led by William Harris all 
accentuated Rhode Island's susceptability to its more powerful neighbors. 
The legacy of Rhode Island's external conflict and internal discord 
continued into the eighteenth century. The colony had earlier been 
refused admission into the Confederation of the United Colonies, and 
its neighbors still considered the tiny colony a "licentious republic." 
Rhode Island was really almost "A republic in fact" due to its Charter 
of 1663} which allowed all governmental functions to lie directly in 
the hands of the people. Rhode Islanders had local judges, elected 
by their deputies once a year, totally controlled by the factions of 
the colony. The ambiguous 1696 statute that provided for admiralty 
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courts in America did not atop Rhode Islanders from cireluiventing 
those courts through their own courts of common law. This they did 
prisarily because admiralty jurisdiction rested In Boston, out of 
the hands of local judges, until 1758 when Rhode Island acquired an 
admiralty court of Its own. Along with this resentment of Boston's 
admiralty jurisdiction, Rhode Islanders proved uncooperative in efforts 
to assist its neighbors during the many Indian and intercolonial wars. 
The Militia from the towns of Rhode Island refused to have their own 
general assembly appoint officers not from their respective towns, 
let alone acquiesce in the appointment of officers from outside the 
colony.2 
The view of Rhode Island by British officials was not much better 
than that of its neighbors. Rhode Islanders traded with the enemies 
of the crown, harbored pirates, refused to have laws approved in 
England prior to enactment, refused to send copies of laws for 
evaluation, overturned decisions of the Privy Council in its Superior 
Court, paid off customs officials to neglect the acts of trade, stymied 
admiralty adjudications by the interference of its common law courts, 
and passed trade acts and regulations concerning the payment of customs 
officials "repugnant" to the laws of Britain. Rhode Islanders were 
defending their political and economic way of life. Their well being 
depended Immeasurably upon the triangular trade, since the colony lacked 
any staple crops to trade. This almost total dependence on the sea made 
Rhode Islanders contest the acts of trade with more vigor and, given the 
Gordon S. Wood, The Creation of the American Republic. 1776-1787 
(N.I., 1969), P.  133. 
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Charter of 1663, they had the toola to work with. Although coaplalnta 
were lodged, no real efforts to enforce the regulations were made until 
the policy of Lord Grenville. By that time, Rhode Ialandera were 
accustomed to their control of customs officials and court actions. 
When British vessels or customs officials were attacked in their 
efforts to enforce the threatening British policies, Rhode Island 
Magistrates issued proclamations, but did nothing to punish the 
offenders. 
The issue of opposition to Britain was not a partisan one. The 
high degree of factionalism in Rhode Island did not include the same 
degree of imperial-local divisions and antagonisms found in the royal 
or proprietary colonies. All of the officers in Rhode Island were 
either directly elected by the freemen of the colony, or through their 
deputies. There was no real "mixed government"; in fact, no king, 
lords and commons, no analogous conflict between the different segments 
of government existed in the colony. The governor and the assistants 
were elected each year, while the deputies were elected twice each 
year. There was no intrigue which endeavored to secure imperial 
influence in the legislature. Everyone involved focused on Rhode Island, 
not Britain. Government was viewed as a practical tool and people 
concerned themselves with how its function could "serve as a business 
agent of the people" who controlled its power. The factions fought 
over the use of the government to best serve their own parochial needs. 
Ward and Hopkins supporters fought over such things as shifting the 
tax burden away from their towns, the location of a second university 
in the colony, and the spoils of office, which included many appointments 
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through control of the house of deputies.3 
Both factions in Rhode Island's politics realized that British 
policies, and the sentiments expounded by Martin Howard, Jr., and 
others of the "Newport Junto," threatened the political atmosphere 
that allowed them to flourish. This is the basic reason for the 
"continuity" of the anti-British leadership in Rhode Island.  "The 
saffle people who successfully organized the opposition to the Stamp 
Act and the Townsend Acts led the resistance to the Tea Act and the 
Intolerable Acts and declared Rhode Island's independence." Even 
when the Revolution caste, despite the colony's high turnover rate 
among officeholders because of its factionalism, its rate was lower 
than all of the other eolonies with the exception of Connecticut and 
Delaware.^ 
Rhode Island was definitely a "haven for the otherwise minded," 
as Professor McDonald has stated. Rhode Islanders fought to preserve 
their self-government and were just as suspicious of the external 
authority of the Confederation and Constitution as they had been of 
external authority throughout their history. During the closing years 
of the Revolution, when the Confederation attempted to secure a revenue 
3james Kirby Mauttia, Men In Rebellion (New Brunswick, 1973), PP.  47-8; 
Forrest McDonald, B Plur;j,buB Unum,; T,he Formation, of, \fo  American Repubj&c, 
1776-1790 (Boston, 1965), p.  121. Professor McDonald points to one 
example of the "closeness" of the Rhode Island government to its citizens. 
Officials who were to register the tonnage of colony vessels falsified 
the weight to allow Shode Island vessels to enter foreign ports under 
the duties. 
^"Rhode Islandism," David S. Lovejoy, Rhode Island Politics and the 
American Revolution. 1760-1776 (Providence, 1958), PP. 5-30; Mack E. 
Thompson, "The Ward-Hopkins Controversy and the American Revolution in 
Rhode Island; An Interpretation." William and Mary QuarterlyT XVT (1959): 
363-75; See charts 2.1, 2.2, in Smith, Men In Rebellion, pp. 45-51. 
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by enacting a five percent lnpost duty on foreign Imports, Rhode Island 
was the only state which flatly refused, killing the chance to secure 
a unanimous vote nseessary under the Articles of Confederation. 
Rhode Island refused to send representatives to the Constitutional 
Convention and did not elect a ratifying convention after the 
Constitution was submitted to the states. The Rhode Island general 
assembly decided instead to submit it as a referendum to the people, 
who defeated the document by a ten to one margin! As paper money had 
been an issue throughout the history of the colony, it was again a 
factor in the ratification process. The general assembly, controlled 
by a "soft money group," of mainly debtors and farmers, felt that they 
could benefit from inflation and a weak central government. That Rhode 
Island "should be one of the recalcitrants" in the ratification process 
"served to confirm the somewhat slanderous phrases that had been 
uttered about her at Philadelphia." Only with the "immediate prospect 
of coercion" through tariff discriminations by the other states, and 
a few "shenanigans" by some indebted Providence merchants with continental 
currencies, did Rhode Island finally join the union on May 29, 1790. 
Even then, the margin of victory was a mere thirty-four votes to thirty-two.5 
In the writing of new constitutions that followed the movement toward 
Independence, another factor reinforced the assertion that Rhode Islanders 
were satisfied with their political atmosphere, thus more united in their 
^Georgia was still under British control, so its vote was omitted. 
McDonald, E Plurlbns Unuar pp.  20-1, 119-127; also McDonald, We The People; 
The Economic Origins of the Constitution (Chicago, 1938), pp. 321 -ifO; 
Edmund S. Morgan, fh* ftlirth, of the American Republic. 1763-1789 (Chicago, 1956), 
PP.  127, 155; Esmond Wright, Fabric of Freedom. 1763-1800 (N.T., 1965), 
pp.  159-60, 175; Charles A. Beard, An gcon,p^e Twterpretation of the 
Constitution of the United States (191% -H.T.T 1965), P.  237. 
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movement against Britain. The revolutionary movement did not reflect 
a democratization of its government or a popular fight against the 
control of government by a power elite. Rhode Islanders just crossed 
out the name of the king and used its charter as a constitution until 
I8*f2. Although there was a need for reapportionaent, three quarters 
of the adult males of the colony could meet property requirements to 
vote. James Kirby Mv#&a* in his study of the colonial officeholders 
previous to and during the Revolution, has demonstrated that in Rhode 
Island there was not a struggle between "popular" groups and ruling 
elites over "who shall rule at home." He has shown that Rhode Island 
displayed the "greatest amount of citizen control over executive 
appointments" with little emphasis on family wealth or social class 
origins.6 
Finally, the study of the early history of Rhode Island and its 
relationship to a "unique pattern of characteristics" displayed by the 
colony into the Revolutionary period has prompted some thoughts concerning 
the coming of the American Revolution in general. First, although 
historians are rarely supposed to adhere to the sentiment, one acquires 
a feeling of inevitability in the movement toward the American Revolution. 
Certainly some change in the formal relationship between the colonies 
and Great Britain had to take place in recognition of the economic and 
political changes that had occurred. Fifty years ago, Charles McLean 
Andrews emphasized the changing character of the colonies within the 
empire and stated that the colonies "would have gone ahead with their 
%ood, Creation of the Amerlean RepublicT p.  133; Tables 7.1, 7.2, 
7.3, in »artinr Men In RebellionT pp.  18^-6. 
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revolt, regardless of the conclusions of the intellectuals, for the 
impulse behind the movement did not originate in the question of 
Parliamentary rights." Historians have since emphasized the economic 
considerations of the colonists to protect their "Self-interests." 
More recently, Jack P. Greene has elaborated on the "pre-condition," 
of the American Revolution in the colonies, noting the growth of the 
professions, commerce, and the maturing of the political institutions. 
Lawrence H. Glpson conveyed the growing divergence between the colonies 
and Britain and the nagnification of the change by the close of the 
Great War for The Empire in America. Both sides suddenly stumbled on 
the need for a new definition of the empire and the role of its participants.7 
All of this provides a more meaningful perspective when combined 
with the work of Bernard Ballyn and others who have shown the importance 
of the Whig theory of politics. The conclusions of the intellectuals 
did matter. It is at this point where "idealism and behaviorism meet"; 
the availability of a common medium of thought which entailed a constant 
vigilance against the encroachment of power on its natural prey, liberty; 
and a theory of politics which detected conspiracies afoot everywhere 
to subvert that liberty. The more concerted the British effort became, 
the more conspiratorial its appearance.8 
7Charles McLean Andrews, The Colonial Background of the American Revolu- 
tion (New Haven, 1924, 1948), pp. 63-4. Arthur M. Schlesinger, Colonial 
Merchants and the American Revolution, 1763-1776 (N.Y., 1918); Jack P. Greene, 
"An Uneasy Connection: An Analysis of the Preconditions of the American 
Revolution," in Stephen G. Kurtz and James H. Hutson, eds., Essays on the 
AP.erlgaB ReyomUoB (N.Y., 1973), PP. 32-80; Lawrence H. Gipson, "The 
American Revolution as an Aftermath of the Great War for the Empire, 
1754-1763," Political Science Quarterly, LXV (1950):  86-1 04. 
8Beraard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution (Cam- 
bridge, Mass., 1972); Gordon S. Wood, "A Pluralistic Conception," in Jack P. 
Greene, ed., The Ambiguity of the American Revolution (N.7., 1968), pp. 160-80. 
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Second, the miscalculation by British officials that Americans 
would not unite against them is more appreciated. In spite of the lack 
of stability in the British cabinet, any British official could easily 
make a judgement precluding concerted colonial action. The example of 
colonial cooperation during the French and Indian War was disgraceful. 
As soldiers, General Wolfe believed the colonial militias were "the 
worst in the universe." The bickering between the colonies seemed 
endless. Animosities were aroused by northern Anglicans asking for 
an American bishop, Pennsylvania and Connecticut were almost at war over 
the Wyoming Valley in northeastern Pennsylvania, Virginia was also at 
odds with Pennsylvania over the Ohio valley, the long history of 
suspicion and antagonism between the New England colonies over religion 
and boundaries had left its mark, and the proposals at the Albany Congress 
seemed to fall on deaf ears. The early history of Rhode Island re- 
affirmed the view that the "pride and jealousies" in the colonies were 
"notorious." Even more striking was the lack of uniformity within the 
colonies themselves! Western towns in Massachusetts were rebellious, 
North Carolina experienced the rise of the "Regulators," and Pennsylvania 
witnessed the march of the "Paxton Boys." While Massachusetts was 
contemptuous of Rhode Island, "Newport and Providence were contemptuous 
of each other." In light of all the evidence of inter-colonial disputes, 
it seems natural that the British would come to the conclusion that 
they did.9 
Third, the study of Rhode Island's early history and pre-Revolutionary 
^Bernard Bwl«MhU«^ .Mimh^Htitoi^i  **«  »««»*■«»  »«V*«*1«i,tffy,f 
Path tt> WET,   1771-1??1?  (London,   1964),  PP.     10-12; Wright,  Fabric of Freedom, 
pp.     19-21. 
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protests demonstrates the importance of viewing the American Revolution 
from the vantage point of each of the thirteen colonies. Due to unique 
characteristics, there were regional variations in the response to 
British authority and the development of revolution, variations often 
lost in some broad histories of the period. It is also in the face of this 
uniqueness that the Whig theory of politics derived its importance. These 
political ideas offered some common ground to the colonies; they were what 
Carl Becker would term part of the "Climate of Opinion." But it must be 
understood how it was applied in each colony.10 
Finally, this paper has caused me to view the forthcoming bicentennial 
celebration with some misgivings regarding future historiography. In this era 
of rapid change and continual mind-boggling discoveries, man's need for the 
static, stable and traditional has become more pronounced as Alvin Toffler 
demonstrated in his book Future Shock. In the realm of historiography, there 
may be a tendency to "celebrate" the American Revolution rather than to 
explain or understand it; a return to what Samuel Eliot Morison has called 
"Nostalgic History."11 
Rhode Island's display of a "unique combination of characteristics" 
helps us to move closer to the realization that the Revolution "took a 
different form in each section, indeed each colony." With this realization, 
the tendency to oversimplify it a "national movement" or return to an "Heroic" 
interpretation of the event may be averted.1^ 
10Patricia Bonomi, "Middle Colonies Embryo of the New Political Order," 
in Alden T. Vaughn and George A. Billias, eds., Perspectives on Early 
Amrfoan ffi,stor.Y (N.T., 1973), PP. 63-92. 
1
 Samuel Eliot Morison, "Faith of an Historian," American Hlstorj.ca^ 
Review, LVI (1951): 261-75. 
12Lovejoy, Rhode Island Politics, p. 3; Wright, Fabric of Freedomr p. 12, 
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